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First Vice Chairman Frank Kilpatrick:
Becomes  Democratic Club  Chairman
•
Mother Claims She Is
Denied 'Entrance To
Home Of Slain Son'
A Cleveland mother who
came here last week to bury
her only son after being told
that he had been murdered by
his wife prepared to return
horns with a number of ques-
tions unanswered.
Mrs. Martha Smith told the
Tri-State Defender that she
arrived in Memphis last week
Alp bury Leroy Moses. 33, of
11,28 McLemore, and was not
allowed to go into the house.
DURING HAPPY DAYS —
4 r. and Mrs. Leroy Moses :e seen here shortly afterthey were wed about two
years ago. Moses was stab-
bed to death on Saturday.
Aug. 12, in their home at
1128 McLemore ave. Mrs.
Moses is free on bond vend-
ing action of the Grand Jury.
A veteran, he was buried
last week in Memorial ceme-
tery.
Mrs. Smith told a reporter
that she planned to stop at her
late son's residence, but was
prevented from entering by her
son's pastor, Rev. R. W. "Bro-
ther Bob" McLendon, who told
her he had the key, but would
not give it to her.
"When I asked him why I
could not stay at the house,"
Mrs. Smith said, "he told me,
• ligrtrude is out.'DISTURBANCES
"I told him that I wanted to
talk to her and find out what
had happened and he told me
that she was staying at his
house and could not be dis-
turbed."
Mrs. Smith said she arrived
here to learn that the funeral
arrangements for her son had
been set for Thursday night,
and when she protested that
some of the relatives could not
get here by then, Rev. McLen
• ji'BC)ARDING AN ELIA:tun
" .erhich carried ilIIT to Wash-
.,trigton. D. C.. last ...belt to
attend a workshop for exe-
cutive officers of the Delta
Sigma Theta sorority is Miss
don told her that she would
have to get someone else to
preach the funeral, because he
was employed as a disc jockey
at Radio Station WLOK and his
schedule would not allow him
to get away.
The dead man was a deacon
in the Grace Baptist church at
1925 Rile at., but Mrs. Smith
said she had to get a Rev. Cole-
man Crawford to deliver the
eulogy for her son.
HINTED AT PLAN
Moses, a 33-year-old truck
driver for Hayes Lines, Inc.
746 Firestone, had been sep-
arated from his wife "numer-
ous times" since they were
married a couple of years ago,
and that they had been es-
tranged no later than two
weeks before his death.
Mrs. Smith said she had
planned to visit her son and
daughter-in-law last spring, but
that he had been stabbed in the
hand with a butcher knife and
was confined at E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital when it be-
came infected.
A cousin, Mrs. Mettle Rae
Sales of Somerville said Mrs.
Moses hinted of her plans last
spring when the couple came
to visit her.
Sitting outside nur house, she
said, "Leroy thinks he is smart,
but before this year is out.
one of us is going to die and go
to hell."
Highest Position
For Negro In
U.S. Post Office
Henry W. McGee, 53-year-
old Negro postal career em-
ployee, with 34 years of serv-
ice, has been appointed per-
sonnel manager for the Chicago
region of the Post Office de-
partment, Postmaster General
J. Edward Day announced re-
cently in Detroit.
As personnel manager, Mc-
Gee will be responsible for ad-
ministering pc/sonnet actions
involving 61,390 employees,
employed in 2.298 post offices.
file Chicago region encompass-
es the States of Illinois and
Michigan.
McGee. formery superin-
tendend of Station E in Chi-
cago, has been named to the
highest position in the postal
field service or in postal per-
sonnel administration ever
held by a Negro.
Fall Semester
Will Start At
Owen Sept. 6
Registration for the 1961 fall
semester will begin for fresh-
man and new students on Wed-
nesday, Sept, 6, starting at 9
a.m., Dean-Registrar Thomas I.
Willard, announced recently.
Students who will attend day
school will register in the morn-
ing, while night students will
be enrolled at 4 p.m.
All new students must take
the Purdue English examina-
tion, and those coming from
non-accredited high schools
will be required to take the
High School Equivalency Test.
ADVANCED STUDENTS
Advanced students will reg-
ister on Thursday. Sept. 7, in
the college library, starting at
9 a.m., and night school stu-
dents at 5 p.m.
Freshman counselling tests
will be given on Thursday, Fri-
day and Saturday.
A free movie will be shown
to members of the families and
friends of Owen college stu-
dents in the college auditorium
on Saturday night, Sept. 9. at
7:30 p.m.
Classes will start on Wed-
nesday, Sept. 13, following an
open convocation in the col-
lege auditorium. A similar
service for the evening students
will be held at 6 p.m.
Late registration at Owen
will last from Sept. 13 through
Sept. 18.
Vote Campaign
Workers Meet
At Mt. Olive
A report meeting for ward
and precinct leaders and block
workers participating in the
1961 Citizens Non-Partisan
Registration campaign will be
held at Mt. Olive CME Cathe-
dral on Tuesday night, Aug.
29, starting at 7:59 p.m. A cash
prize will be given the leader
with the most workers present.
Frank Kilpatrick, coordina-
tor, said that early stages of
the 60-day campaign have in-
creased the number of eligible
voters, and workers have
pledged to intensify the door-
to-door canvassing to reach the
goal for the campaign.
Volunteers who would like
to participate in the campaign
are invited to come to the
church on next Tuesday night
It is located on the corner o
Linden and Lauderdale.
_ Classes Start
A Late This Year
At LeMoyne
Maggie L. McDowell, 1710
Riverside. Southern regional
director of !h• organisation.
Miss McDowell is a commer-
cial teacher at Melrose high
school. (Withers Photo)
LeMoyne college opens al-
most a week later than usual
this year with first semester
classes beginning Sept. 18.
The college, which is now in
itF 91st year will close at the
usual time near the end of May
by offering shorter Christmas
and Easter recesses,
Activity on the campus be-
gins Sept. 11-12 with faculty
retreat. Freshman registration
is set for Sept. 13 and orienta-
tion for Sept. 14-16. Upper-
classmen will register Sept.
15-16.
Local NAACP Seeks
'Fund For Freedom'
At Sunday's Meeting
The regular monthly meeting
of the Memphis Branch of the
NAACP has been set for 4 P.n1
Sunday (Aug. 27) at Mt. Olive
CME church, 538 Linden ave.
This meet*, has be desig
nated "Fighti.,e Furl For Fre,
dom Sunday." All persons con-
tribo ing to the project ara ex-
pected to report theit donations
on or befoie Sunday
PRIZE FOR OLD AGE —
One of the oldest ex-slaves
In America, if not the oldest,
Mrs. Millie Johnson, died at
John Gaston hospital at the
age of 112. Mrs. Johnson is
shown being escorted to seat
by grandadtighter, Mrs Aret-
ta J. Polk, after having been
awarded prize as oldest mo-
ther present at a Breakfast
For My Lady observance in
1955. She was 106.
(Hooks Bros. Photo)
Former Slave Dies At
112; Was Mother Of
Prof. T. J. Johnson
One of the oldest living ex-
slaves in the United States died
at John Gaston hospital last
Saturday evening at the age of
112.
She was Mrs. Mittie Johnson,
mother of Prof. T. J. Johnson
of 1022 Woodlawn st., and
grandmother of Mrs. Aretta J.
Polk, former circulation man-
ager of the Tri-State Defender.
Mrs. Johnson's death was
caused by complications which
set in after she fractured her
leg in a fall from her wheel-
chair at Shelby County hos-
pital, where she had been a pa-
tient for about two years.
BORN 1849
The last survivor of seven
children. Mrs. Johnson was
born on the plantation of a
General Magruder near Part
Gibson. Miss., on May 11, 1849,
where her mother was a house
servant The general later
served in the Confederate
Army.
After the Civil War, Mrs.
Johnson helped to found the
Port Gibson Baptist church at arrangements.
Port Gibson, and the Jackson
Street Baptist church in Vicks-
burg, Miss. She resided in
Vicksburg until eight year
ago when she came to Memphis
at the age of 104 to live with
Prof. Johnson, the only sur-
vivor of her seven children.
Prof. Johnson was at one
time principal of the Woodstock
Training school, and was prin-
cipal of Klondike Elementary
school before he retired about
12 years ago.
THREE GRANDDAUGHTERS
Aside from Mrs. Polk and
Prof Johnson, the ex-slave is
survived by two granddaugh
tens, Mrs. Leslie Smith o
Washington, D. C., a supervisor
in the office of the Secretary
of the Army, and Mrs. Lor
raine Gossin of New York City
Funeral services and buria
for Mrs. Johnson was scheduled
for Wednesday at Port Gibson
Miss.
R. S. Lewis and Son Funera
home was in charge of fins
Athletic Conferences
To Hold Joint Meeting
In Memphis, Aug. 25-26
A joint meeting of the South shal, Tex.; Paul Quinn in Waco,
Central Board of Athletic Of-
ficials and the Gulf Coast Ath-
letic Conference is scheduled
to take place here in a two-
day conference, announced of-
ficials of the Bluff City Coaches
and Officials association, this
week.
The conference is scheduled
for Friday and Saturday (Aug.
25-26) at LeMoyne College's
Bruce Hall. Registration is set
for 9 a.m. Friday.,
This is the annual meeting
where busines,s. rules interpre-
tation and examination of of-
ficials who work football games
for the various colleges take.
place. Colleges include: It is rumored that these two
Rust College and MNsissim conferences will consider mere-
Industrial College in Hull mg— which should prove ad-
Spring. Miss.: Philander Strut vantageous to both. Another
in Little Rock, Ark.; Tougalo,' rumor says that Tougaloo Col-
in Tougaloo, Miss.; Dillard New
Orleans, La.; Bishop in Mar (See ATHLETIC, Page 2)
Tex.; Leland at Baker, La.;
Stillman at Tuscaloosa, Ala.
and Mississippi Vocational at
Ma Rena, Miss.
TWO RUMORS
Guest speakers will include
Ersell "Red" Cavette, a top
official of the Southeastern
Conference; and Dave McPher-
son, a well known local high
school official. Cavette will re-
view and interpret college
rules. McPherson will discuss
rules for high schools.
The welcoming address is ex-
pected to be delivered by Tay-
lor C. D. Hay.!.s, an ex-football
official who is manager of the
Hayes and Sons funeral home.
Trip To 3 Cities
Ends At First
Stop - Death
A planned flying vacation to
three cities ended on a sad
note for a Los Angeles family
who boarded a home-bound
jet for the West Coast on Sat-
urday afternoon.
The entire family of five,
who landed in Memphis just
one week earlier, was on the
plane, but in the baggage com-
partment of the giant airliner
was the body of a four-year-old
boy, their son and brother.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Grif-
fin, native Memphians, had
planned to fly on to St. Louis
and Chicago, with their three
children. Reginald, four; Lori,
two; and 18-month-old Joan,
to visit other relatives after
stopping here to see their fam-
ilies and friends.
BACKYARD POOL
But Fate stepped in to
change their plans when Grif-
fin met an old friend, Julius C.
Flake, a real estate broker, and
he invited the visitors to come
around to his home at 1912 S.
Parkway and enjoy a swim in
his backyard pool.
Flake was getting ready to
leave the city to pick up his
sons visiting relatives in Cairo
Ill. Griffin asked him to leave
him the keys to the pool so he
could swim while he was gone,
but fie refused, because he
feared someone might get
drowned.
The pool is 32 feet long, 16
feet wide, three feet deep at
the shallow end, and seven feet
at its deepest, enough water to
cover the head of Flake, who is
six feet five inches.
POOL FENCED IN
When he had the pool built
last spring, he had an eight.
foot fence put up around it,
and keeps the gate locked
while away, to prevent acci-
dents.
The Girffins came over on
Wednesday for a swim, Flake
said, but his guest would not
let Reginald get in the water.
"I tried to get him to let the
boy go in swimming," Flake
said, "but he wouldn't do it,
and the boy looked on and
pleaded while other kids his
age played in the water. If
only he had let him go in, his
desire would have been satis-
fied."
A sudden shower drove
everybody inside. Everyone
thought all ten children—the
Flakes have seven of their own
—were upstairs watching tele-
vision, until five-year-old Mi-
chelle Flake told the adults
that Reginald was not upstairs
with the others.
ENTERED DEEP WATER
Everyone rushed to the
pool, and after diving several
times the boy was found in the
deepest end.
Flake gave the child arti-
ficial respiration for about 15
minutes before firemen came
and worked on him for 45 min-
utes. Carried to John Gaston
hospital, he was pronounced
dead on arrival.
Griffin, who left the city in
1954, works for the Post Office
in Los Angeles and is engaged
in Export
-Import trade there.
He is a graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, class
of '42. Mrs. Griffin is the form-
er Miss Ruth Dodson, St. Aug-
ustine, '50.
BURIED ON COAST
A wake for the young victim
was held in the chapel of R. S.
Lewis and Son Funeral home
on Friday afternoon. Funeral
services and burial were to fol-
low in Los Angeles.
Aside from his parents and
sisters. he Is survived by his
grandmothers, Mrs. Mary Dod-
son and Mrs. Annie Hicks, and
other relatives.
NAACP's New Locatior
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP L.inounces the new lo-
cation of its offices. The new
offices are located at 234 S.
Hermando at., in Rooms, 201,
202 and 203. The telephone
number is JA 5-6057.
Kilpatrick Moves Up To
Chairman Of Democrats
After two-and-halt hours of
heated discussions and parlia-
mentry manuevers, Frank Kil-
patrick assumed the chairman-
ship of the Shelby County
Democratic club during a spe-
cial, closed meeting at the Ford
Local Union Hall on Walker
ave., last Thursday night,
The vigorous action in the
club started Aug. 17 after
Fifth Vice Chairman A. W.
Willis, jr., introduced an
amendment to the club's by-
laws which would have per-
mitted an election for a new
chairman after Chairman A
Maceo Walker resigned on Aug
17.
The proposed amendment,
which required a two-third
vote to become a law, was de-
feated. The group backing the
amendment failed to obtain the
necessary 57 votes. Forty-
nine voted for the amendment.
Thirty voted against it.
The constitution provided
for the first vice chairman mov-
ing up to the chairmanship in
case the chairman resigned or
became unable to perform his
duties of office.
A MACE° WALKER
After the hassle, Kilpatrick
told the Tri-State Defender:
"The wishes of the people have
been made known and I feel
that everybody is satisfied. I
feel that we are in a better
position now than ever before
—to carry on the purpose and
aim of the Shelby County Dra-
matic club."
Before the vote was taken,
A. Maceo Walker took the floor
and said: "it looks like we
are about to emerge into a
great debate. We are on the
horns of a great dilemma. In an
effort to prevent any turmoil,
which I would hate to see in
this club," I withdrew my
resignation . . . for the sake of
harmony." He was voted back
into office. However, he re-
signed again because the de-
bate continued with great gust.
The parliamentarin for the
club, Atty. H. T. Lockard, said
"the by-laws keenly points out
who should assume chairman-
ship of the organization in case
of a resignation by the chair-
man. In this case Frank Kil-
patrick is to move up as chair-
man. He added "the proposed
amendment is out of order and
if it were to be voted in at
this time, it would be illegal."
HEALTHY SIGN
Mrs. Willa McWilliams Wal-
FRANK KILPATRICK
ker voiced her opposition to
Kilpatrick assuming the chair-
manship of the Democratic club
in these words: "Kilpatrick has
a conflict in interest, because
he supported Cliff Davis and
we have never supported the
candidacy of Cliff Davis."
Rev. Alexander Gladney,
second vice president who 1.55
presiding during the meeting
ruled her out of order. He said
"political office holders are not
the issue here tonight."
Atty. Russeell B. Sugarman,
a backer of the proposed
amendment, commented atter
the debate, "this is a healthy
sign of a good club."
Atty. A. W. Willis, jr. said
"we don't feel badly about the
defeat. We'll try again."
A regular election is sched-
uled for sometime in 1962.
—
Nurse Dies; Finished
Her Course On Aug. 9
Final rites for a 19-year-old
nurse, who died less than a
week after she graduated from
the City of Memphis School of
Practical Nursing, were held
at Mt. Moriah Baptist church,
Twigg and Florida, on last
Sunday morning.
Mrs. Mary White of 2972
Broad st., died in Nashville on
Monday, Aug. 14, at the Me-
harry hospital after having
been a patient for several days.
The cause of death VVELS attribu-
ted to pneumonia.
The young mother of two
hildren graduated from the lo-
cal school of nursing on Wed-
nesday, Aug. 9. and left here
the next day to take the state
examination for practical nurs-
es in Nashville.
She was the brother of Pa-
trolman Arthur Murphy, jr.,
who recently became a mem-
ber of the Memphis Police de-
partment.
A relative said Mrs. White
complained of not having felt
(See NURSE, Page 2)
Signs Of Segregation
Gone From Libraries
Libraries in Memphis and
Shelby county began operating
facilities on a fully integrated
basis last week, when signs
designating rest,00ms for white
men and women were dis-
carded.
The action came about after
as was thought 1:3, some Negro
patrons who were surprised to
see signs directing Negroes to
basement lavatories for jani-
tors no longer in evidence.
8he action came about after
Federal Judge William E. Mil-
ler ordered the signs taken
away forever.
HIS RULING
In Civil Action No. 3525.
filed on behalf of Jesse H.
Turner for himself and others
similarly situated, Judge Miller
ordered:
"(1) That all public rest-
rooms, lavatories, toilets and
other public facilitices in the
city of Memphis and Shelby
County, Tennessee, maintained
and operated and under the
control of the defendants shall
hereafter be maintained and
operated by them without dis-
crimination against qualified
users thereof, because of race
or color.
"(2) That the defendants,
their agents, employees, and
successors be, and they are
hereby enjoined from applying
any of the provisions of the
city ordinance, quoted in said
memorandum opinion to any
restroom, lavatories, toilets or
other facility of the public li-
brary units in the city of Mem-
phis and Shelby County, Ten-
nessee, which are maintained
and operated by the defendants
for the use of the public.*
Judge Miller ordered the
Memphis public library to pay
for costs involved in the titilla-
tion.
/,41441,•••-•+••••••icwic•-•ii-•
The Old And The New--
Democrats
Who will be chairman of
the Shelby County Democra
tic Club—has been decided. It
was decided during a meeting
last Thursday night—when the
heat was turned on between
the "Old" and the "New'
line—an intra party alignment
The "New" line wanted to
kick Frank Kilpatrick out of
the chairmanship he inherited
—by virtue of being first vice
chairman—when Chairman A
Maceo Walker r es i gned on
Aug. 17.
At first Kilpatrick had giv-
en every indication that he
would have refused the office
until proponents of the New
line started a ruckus by intro-
ducing an amendment which—
in effect—would have legis-
lated him out of service as a
chairman.
Spearheading the move to
defeat the proposed amend-
ment were Rev. Alexander
Gladney, Mrs. Rubye Spight,
Miss Ada Atmen, Jesse H.
Turner, H. A. Gilliam, A. Ma-
ce° Walker, Atty. H. T. Lock -
ard a n d Henry White, Atty.
S. A. Wilbun and others.
Usually voting with the Old
Line, but jumping the fence
on this particular issue, were
James T. Walker and his wife,
Mrs. Willa McWilliams Walk-
er, who challenged Kilpatrick's
fitness to hold the chairman-
ship on the grounds—as she
stated "conflict of interest."
She spelled the "conflict of in-
terest" in these words: "Kil-
patrick is working for Cliff
Davis. He is on his payroll.
We have never supported Cliff
Davis," said Mrs. Walker,
CLIFF DAVIS
A great howl went up from
the audience about "keep Cilff
Davis out of this." They added
"he is not an issue here to-
night . . . we will consider
him in the light of our in-
terest when the proper time
comes."
Leading the struggle for the
"New" line was Atty. A. W.
Willis, Jr., the man who is
accredited with giving birth
to the proposed amendment
which ignited the tumult. Ar-
rayed with him were Atty.
Russell B. Sugarmon, George
Holloway. Mrs. Katie Saxon.
George Davis, Jamas T. Walk-
er and his wife. Mrs. Vialker,
and others.
It was obvious that the New
line had been beating the
bushes for votes to put the
issue over. Even if the New
line could have mustered up
the necessary two-third votes
to pass the amen, , sent, it is
very doubtful whather it
would have been legal accord-
ing to the parliamentarian's
interpretation of the constitu-
tion. Parliamentarian Lockard
said that the amendment had
been offered at a "s pecia 1
meeting" of the Shelby Coun-
ty Democratic club and not
at a "regular meeting" as re-
quired by the club's by-laws.
The New line contended that
they were within the bounds
of the by-laws.
There is room for a lot of
doubt about when a regular
meeting should be held, ac-
cording to the stipulations in
the by-laws. The exact dates
are shrouded in vagueness
which should be rectified--oi
being more definated—they
should be more clearly defi-
ned.
- DIMS THE VISION
The New line should take to
heart the lesson they should
have learned during their
latest skirmish with the Old
line. Too many defeats frus-
trates the soul and dims the
vision . . . thus the objective
Is lost. Too much talent,
strength and time can be dis-
sipated on trivia until that
which is fine and noble in
both the New and the Old
lines is lost.
Atty. Sugarmon interpreted
last Thursday night's skirmish
as a "healthy sign for the
club." It is a healthy sign as
long as solidarity is maintain
ed. It is a sign of weakness if
the strength of the organiza-
tion is expended on intra-club
friction.
There is merit in the think-
ing of the New line when they
said that the club must inter-
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pret its political philosophy in
light of today's events—coup
led with the aims of Negro
Democrats who are unwilling
to assuming compromising
roles in the struggle for ful
civil rights "today" and not
"tomorrow." I am in accord
with them on that score be-
cause Negroes have been liv-
ing with a promise of "full
citizenship" since the decla-
ration of the Emancipation
Proclamation.
However, "I am opposed to
legislating a man out of office
because many southern states
employed the same technique
to legislate Negroes back into
slavery . . . thus divesting
them of full citizenship des-
pite the fact that the U. S.
Constitution has provided foi
full citizenship for them.
I am opposed to a similar
technique being employed in
the Shelby County Democratic
club.
Now that the issue has been
decided by the membership—.
in a democratic manner—the
rank and file member should
concentrate on the voter re-
gistration drive which is cur-
rently underway.
Memphis Pastor
Addresses Elks
In New York
Rev, S. H. Herring, pastor of
St. Paul Baptist church and one
of the most eloquent ministers
of Memphis and the mid-south
was selected by the Elks De-
partment of Education to de-
lver the Baccaulaureate ser-
mon, Sunday, Aug. 20, at the
Commodore Hotel in New York
City.
The emotion packed Bacca-
laureate exercise was one of
he highlights at the Elks
Grand Lodge. which conven-
ed in New York City from
August 19-26. He shared the
platform with Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell of New
York. selected as "Elks Edu-
cator of the Year." James Far-
mer, national director of CORE,
who received an Elks scholar-
ship to college 28 years ago.
and symbolized the significant
work being done by the Elks
o encourage youth in educa-
tional pursuits and Rev. Wyatt
T. Walker. executive director
of the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference.
Lt. George W. Lee, of Mem-
phis who is Grand Commission-
er of Education said, "recogni-
tion of the courageous leaders
and young high school student
leaders is another step forward
for the Elks educational pro-
;ram, which in the past twenty
years has given over a million
and one half dollars to help
educate promising Negro and
white youth."
A large number of young
students in Memphis and the
Mid-South, both white and
colored, have received their ed-
ucation on Elks scholarship
grants.
Among them are Miss Erma
Clanton, now teaching at Mel-
roee High school; Mrs. Lottie
Brooks. Hamilton High school
Mr. Robert (Honey Boy)
Thomas, WDIA disc jockey:
Johnny Roe, a young white stu-
dent, who had a scholarship to
Memphis State and ten other
young Memphians.
The local Elks program, un-
der Frank Scott, manager of
the S. W. Qualls Funeral Home
and Mrs. LaBlance Jackson,
teller in Tri-State Bank, have
carried on in the past a night
school for functional illiterates
from which more than 300 stu-
dents in the past have learned
to read and write.
(Continued From Page 1)
well before she left for Nash-
ville, but no one knew that she
was as sick as she was.
Mrs. White attended Booker
T. Washington high school, and
was the wife of Raymond
White. They were the parents
of two children, Kenneth, three,
and Adrian, two.
Other survivors are her pa-
rents, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur
Murphy, Sr., of 3022 Autumn
ave.; Miss Margarite Murphy,
Mrs. Lodia Mitchell, of Chi-
cago; and Sgt. Sam Murphy,
U. S. Army.
Police officers served as pall
hearers. The included Patrol-
men Jerry Williams, George
West, Wendell Robinson, Wil-
liam Harris, E. E. Redditt and
Sgt. R. J. Turner. Members of
her nursing class were hono-
rary pall bearers.
Officiating at the services
were Revs. James Smith and
A. J. Holmes. Interment was in
New Park cemetery with
Southern Funeral home in
charge of arrangements.
lege will not participate in in-
tercollegiate football in the fu-
ture, however, it will continue
in track, baseball, basketball
and the like.
Plans are also made for an
informal reception for guests
and officials at the Top Hat and
Tails Club on S. Parkway East
Friday night.
Arrangements for the joint
conference were handled by
Joe Atkins, president of the
Bluff City association, who also
is principal of Corry Junior
high school; E. H. "Monk" Si-
Bluff City Association; and
mon, a commissioner of the
Melvin Conley, a member of
the association and principal of
Douglass High school.
Shannon School PTA
Presents Program
For Library Fund
The Shannon School PTA
has made plans to sponsor a
Musical Program at 8 p.m.,
Thursday, Aug. 31 at Mace-
donia Baptist Church, 1444
Austin Ave.
Purpose of the program is
to raise money for the 1960-
61 Library Fund.
The neighborhood children
who will be featured in the
program will include: Natha-
niel Curry, Jr., Patricia Mc-
Cain, Johnnie and Jessie Fraz-
ier, Doris Fox, Linda Allen,
Carolyn Porter, Eddie Brown,
Belbert Williamson, Otheria
Fay Roberson, Ethel K n o x,
and Nadalyn Welch. Organ
music will be supplied by Miss
Alva Crinens.
LET THIS BE YOUR CREED
By WILLIAM HENRY HUFF
If one will let it be his creed
To plant some sweet and love-
ly flowers
Wherever there's an ugly
weed,
Then peace and love will
come in showers.
If one will just attune his
ears
To hear the still small voice
that speaketh
And separate from all his
fears,
Then he will find that which
he seeketh,
STROZIER
DRUG STORE
2192 CHELSEA AVE.
Telenhone BR 6-2588
"Our Main Business
Is Prescriptions"
RESIDENTS OF "Tent City"
check in at Provident hos-
pital for free physical ex-
aminations. Several mem-
bers of the group are mak-
ing personal appearances in
Chicago to tell the story of
the fight for voting rights
in Tennessee. Shown giving
their names to Mrs. Francis
Byrd, hospital clerk, are
212 Receive Degrees
Al Ad Summer Finals
NASHVILLE — "The two
moat important things for
graduates in a day like this,'
29th Summer Baccalaureate-
Commencement speaker
George W. Brooks, Clarks-
yule', Burt High School prin-
cipal, told Tennessee State
University's 2I2-summer grad-
uating class, "are to arm your-
selves for world competition
and free yourselves of preju-
dice."
"We must do in social stu-
dies, science, mathematics,
engineering, and modern
foreign languages what Wil-
ma Rudolph did in Rome,
Italy a few month ago:—we
must out-run the world," Wil-
ma's prep school principal told
more than 2,500 parents and
friends who witnessed the
ceremony in Kean Hall last
Sunday.
Building a case for each of
his two-point presentation,
Brooks countered, "If you are
to survive, you can no longer
prepare to live in your own
little towns and communities.
Now the world is your com-
munity. Likewise, your com-
petition is world-wide in
scope."
"RUN STRAIGHT'
Drawing freely on termin-
ology of the track world, he
said, "I urge you as prospec-
tive school teachers, doctors,
businessmen and scientists .to
fix your eyes upon the goal of
your choice and run straight
to it."
"If you are to catch up with
your competitors in the game
of life," Brooks admonished,
"You must not side-step nor
wobble in your program or
efforts."
"I am saying to you as gra-
duates of this day," he con-
tinued, "If the products of
this university are to be put
on the world market and sold
at valuable prices, they must
be finished, because there is
no place on the world market
for inferior, immature, un-
developed and unfinished pro-
ducts."
In concluding the Tennessee
Education Congress executive
secretary said, "If I were a
graduate in a day like this, I
would keep my mind, heart.
and soul clean and free of
prejudice as I strived to make
the world a better place.
"Through no choice of your
own, you are graduating at a
Open 5 a.m. to 10 p
Friday and Saturday 11 pro
7 a.rn. to 1030 m. S,Jri
Friendly Courteous Service
"Stop and See dm Poor
MRS. FEMORA FORBES
Bacardi mikes good drinks. That's one resum
that 'among the thougandff of liquor brand, in
the world—whiskies. gins. vodkas and the rest—
Bacardi outoons ^ very brand but five Have •
Bacardi Highball. You'll enjoy tt I
time when no people any-
where in the world can afford
to feel unconcerned, disinteres-
ted and uninvolved. If you
help solve some problems,
cope with much of the com-
petition and face squarely the
issues of your day . . . you
will do well," he said.
Find Mental
Care Costs
In U.S. High
An American Bar Founda-
tion report warned that "at
the present rate of hospitali-
zation, one out of every 12
citizens will probably spend a
portion of his life in a mental
institution."
The report, five years in
preparation, will be published
by the University of Chicago
Press in a book entitled "The
Mentally Dis a bled and the
Law,"
It was edited by Frank T.
Lindman, research attorney of
the American Bar Foundation.
and Donald M. McIntrye, jr.,
an liiittetant administrator at
the KW%
L=11:flan and McIntyre said
estimates of total costs provid-
ing for the mentally ill and the
economic losses resulting from
such disabilities amount to $3
billion a year.
The report discusses in
depth such problems as the
legal rights of the mentally
disabled in relation to volun-
tary and involuntary hospit-
alization, release from mental
institutions, eugenic steriliza-
tion, incompetency, personal
and property rights, sexual
psychopathy laws, and crim-
inal "insanity" or irresponsi-
bility.
BURK-HALL
The House of Fine Paint
Phone RE 5-6161
A B C Paint Store
LPARTS EXTRA IF NEEDED
(from left) Gloria Jean
A • e n 1, Mrs. Cora Avant,
Mrs. Etta Mason and baby,
Cleo. Examinations w a r •
given free by the hospital.
STARLIGHT, Pa. — (UPI)
— Delegates attending the
38th annual convention of
Aleph Zadik, the boy's division
of B'nai B'rith youth organi-
zation, have been cautioned
against intermarriage.
A committee report, read at
the convention, warned that
not only is intermarriage a
threat to the future survival
of Judiasm, but a threat to
personal future happiness.
The report said it is inevit-
able in a democratic society
that persons of different faiths
fall in love and marry. But it
said that "while there is no
denying many mixed mar-
riages turn out well, it is im-
portant to bear in mind that
both Judaic and Christian cler-
gymen have consistently op-
posed such marriages.
They take this position not
necessarily because they con-
sider their religions superior,
but because they know that
marriage, at best, has many
challenges."
MAGGIE'S GRILL
1212 Vollentine
BR 6-9468
The Horne of Fried Chicken
OPEN, 8 a m. — CLOSE, 1 am.
Specialize in Stooks
Short Orders • Sea Food
Regular Meal 67c
FREE
DELIVERY SERVICE
We're os Near as Your Phone
Mr. and Mrs. James Davis, Owners
10 Ft. G.E. Refrigerator . $219.95
14 Ft. G.E. Refrigerator 279.95
12 lb. Automatic G.E. Washer.  2291S
19 Inds G E. TV 179.95
Enjoy a Florida Vacation
at
Miami Beach, Florida
with a $450 Purchase sof
Furniture or Atnillances.
"Trade Where Your Business Is
Appreciated "
WALKER HALL FURNITURE
& APPLIANCES
1063 N. WATKINS
3388 MACON ROAD
6-4567 FA 3.4545
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\Chicago Alumni Give
!Fisk $44,000 In Drive
NASHVILLE— The Chicago versity by increasing fat
Committee for the Fisk Uni-
versity Centennial Campaign
reported last week $44,015 in
pledges and cash. This report
from captains, team workers
and special gifts committee,
represents 94 donors, both
Fiskites and friends.
The Fisk University Cen-
tennial Campaign seeks to raise
$6,000,000 by 1966 for the pur-
pose of strengthening the uni-
salaries, by iricreasing scho
ships, and by expanding and
improving the physical plant.
Last month, the Chicago Fisk
club launched its drive for the
Alumni's share in the five
year Centennial Campaign.
Dr. Edward W. Beasley aria
Mrs. Eliza Atkins Gleason are
chairman and co-chairman,
respectively, of the Chicago
Committee.
STARTS SATURDAY!
August 26th
ONE BIG WEEK!
(.--PAGES TORN FROM THE DIARY OF A
FRONTIER DANCE HALL GIRL!
MAUREEN BRIAN
O'HARA.KEITH
STEVE COCHRAN
CHILL WILLS
—PLUS SECOND HIV—
THE BLISTERING BLAZING STORY OF.=
THE ENsTOPPABLE
CAMERAIAITCHELL
MARIUS GORING —
Live In Serene and Lovely
SEVENTH HAVEN
LUXURY APARTMENTS
1011 N. SEVENTH ST.
View of Our spacious, londscopod ors° surrounding the Seventh 'levee
apartments. Note the lighted walkways, swings for th• children, plus the
space between units. It's clear to see there's plenty of leg-room he
Sev•nth Haven
2-Bedroom Apartments $55 per mo.
See the furnished model apartment number 1
1011 N. Seventh St.
Managed by
COOPER REALTY COMPANY
JA 3-1621 BR 2-2871
South's Largest Import Service Organization
Now Servicing DeSoto, Plymouth and Valiant!
Notice: In most cases all repairs and/or body work over $50.00 can be paid
for in small payments up to 19 months. No charge for Estimates. All work
carries New Car Warranty!
Now *. Mid-South's moo complete service department for
Import cars services American cars, tool Mr Raymond Williams
hos 20 years •sperirence automobile service business with three
years %pedalling In Chrysler Corporation cars Now poroson.i
specially trained in repair work .. plus e complete body shop . .
* PRICES AS LOW AS
make Bluff City the place to bring your foreign or American Car
For fast, efficient service. Prices are right . . full stack of parti
nod Ndeelailsed tools . . PLUS professional servicemen with tit
all-important factory know.how. Just cell or come by ... plveLI
O chance to prove the excellence of our mambos, Toms arranged
Tune Up - . . Wheel Balance 1  25 Adjust Steering 
Brake Adjust 
 
1.00 Pack Wheels Carb Overhaul 
Align Front End 
 7.50 X - tires  95 Paint Job 39.
Lubrication Safety Check 2 50 Power Steering and
Power Brake Adjust
IN BY 9—OUT BY 5 P M OR SOONER
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MAN FRONT!
SOME OF THE TEACHERS from several sources. He said
of Shelby County were bem- that he thought Wade was the
oaning the fact that some of best qualified person he had
the sessions of the In-Service- interviewed for the job.
Training were dull . . . and MEMPHIS CHAPTER OF
the sandwiches were not tasty. THE NAACP has moved to a
We would like to know why new location —234 Hernando
the sessions were not held at St. For years it had offices
MSU as provisions had been the Tri State Defender buil.
made for instead of at Wood- ing at 236 S. Wellington St.
stock training school? THE MEMPHIS FRONTIER
RESTROOMS In Memphis CLUB AND THE M.I. CLUB
Public Libraries can take a are really making big plans
rest—from federal court Fed- for its Charity Football Games
eral Judge William E. Miller which will bring M.I. and Al-
ordered the "For Negroes" corn colleges to Melrose stad-
signs taken away forever. This ium in October. Mem bers
is another "Sign of Time." from both clubs swear that
FRANK KILPATRICK be. this will be the biggest sell-
came chairman of the Demo- out in College Football in Mem-
cratic club after some very un- phis. We wish the clubs good4IEemocratic actions. luck.
REV. ALEXANDER GLAD- IT APPEARS THAT every
Y, who presided during the national organization is try-
hassle at the Democratic club ing to hold a convention this
-last Thursday night, should month. A great number of
be awarded some kind of Memphians are out of town as
filial for "performing du- delegates to conventions.
ti q beyond the call of a ores- COMPETITION WAS VERY
iding oficer." KEEN in the "City-Wide Miss
JERRY JOHNSON, coach at Memphis" this year. It was
LeMoyne college has been in- a very difficult job for Judges
vited to become a member of Gerri Little, Barbara Atkins,
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA's Roy Vaughn and Al Miles.
Committee of Management. Tabulators Harold Osborne
Since Coach Johnson likes and Francis Collins d i d n't
swimming so well—and since have an easy job.
the branch YMCA is in need of OSWELL C A S H. general
some good ideas to promote superintendent of Negro pools,
more swimming in the big, promises a bigger stage next
new $90,000 pool—he should year for "Miss City-Wide." The
be an assest to the Branch stage used at the Fairgrounds
YMC A as a Committee of this year was far too small
Management member, for the 27 contestants.
GEORGE LAMANNA didn't MISS BETTY JEFFERSON,
change his mind abou t ap- the show-stealer, who was the
pointing Lawrence Wade as 1960 queen crowned this year's
arounty Tax Appraiser des- queen. Miss Jefferson is bles-
W t e political rnanuevering sed with queenly attributes.
Trip To Field Safer;
Only Four Die In '60
Transportation of farm
workers proved to be a much
safer business during 1960
than in any of the previous
bars on record, according to
Thomas N. Saunders, Chief of
the Division of Industrial
Safety.
"The number of workers
disabled dropped from 129 in
1959 by more than half, to 130
in 1960. Fatalities were cut in
half—from eigh t to f o u r,"
Saunders reported.
age attributed the dramatic
Wrease in accidents and in-
juries to two things: vigilant
inspection of buses and trucks
used to transport workers, and
the promulgation of new farm
transportation safety orders in
19.51).
"We no longer allow work-
ers to be transported in
broken-down, worn-out, and
over-crowded vehicles." Saun-
ders said, "and the new safety
orders provide us with mini-
mum, enforceable standards."
The Division of Sa f et y,
Saunders explained, as been
working with the California
Highway Patrol, the U. S.
Department of Labor and the
Mexican Consulate to correct
the shocking conditions of the
past.
"We are still finding work-
ers transported to and from
the job on buses or trucks that
shouldn't be allowed on the
highways, much less to trar
port scores of men. But we a!
weeding them out as fast
we can. This year's great
improved accident recce
shows we are succeeding," thi
Safety Chief said.
KOOKIE RETURNS
HOLLYWOOD — Edward
Byrnes, a star of Warner Bros.'
"77 Sunset Strip" teleseries
has returned from a trip
to London, Paris and Can-
nes to resume his new role
as a private detective in the
series. While in London,
Byrnes taped a singing, danc-
ing routine for the Jo Stafford
Show.
"THE WORLD
AGREES ON
'GILBEY'S,
PLEASE'!"
aWsI(I1viw Osi bidittLltkt • in Ist
Warren's Barber and Beauty Shop
1208 Thomas at Firestone
For hair styles that are becoming to you
"You should be coming to us!"
EXPERIENCED BARBERS AND BEAUTICIANS
Maury S a - 9 p.m. — a am.' 11 pm_ Saturdays
JA 5 *Tr15 WARREN LEWIS H,.,,nger
Treat the Family to a Delicious Salad
mode
with
.74.*
SPEAS
Allt-/TIP 0(1(i VII I )infgrri
VINEGARS
•Bat SPEASr Ask for SPEAS I
45 arse.. Ifrarywhon
THE WEDDING PARTY,
along with friends and re-
latives of the bride and
groom got together for this
photograph following t h
recent wedding of Mr. and
Mrs. George L. Mims. Chil-
dren standing in front are
Roy Whalum, left, the ring-
bearer. and Harold "Skip-
per" Whalum. who carried
the pillow, both cousins of
,4•441'''4011.
the bride. Standing in front,
left, are Mrs. Harold What.
urn, matron of honor; brides-
maids Miss Ida Marie Gam-
mon, Marion, Ark.; Mn.
Rose Marie Whalum Tuck'
er, Durham, N. C.; Miss
Josephine Ellis, Alban y.
Ga.: Mrs. Ruth Carley, the
groom's grandmother; the
bride and groom. Mr. and
Mrs. George L. Mims; her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Lewis
H. Twigg, Sr.. Mrs. Terrell
Taylor, Kansas City, Mo.:
Lewis Twig g, Jr., brides-
maids Miss Myrna B o n d.
Somerville: Mrs. Betty Cash
Washburn, Kenneth Whal-
urn, cousin of the bride, and
Miss Connie Guice, Birming-
ham. On rear row. same
order, Cr. Rupert Seals, best
man. Nashville; grcomsmen
1. J. Graham, George Gra-
ham, Hollis Price. Jr., Henry
Mitchell, Harold Whalum,
cousin of the bride; Emma-
nuel Rousacckis. A then 5.
Greece: Benjamin Harold.
Kenneth Cole, Mrs. Herbert
Pinkney, T. H. Hayes and
Gene Washburn.
Bunton Petitions JFK For Braden's Release
WASHINGTON, D. C.—Rev.
Henry C. Bunton, pastor of
Mt. Olive CME Cathedral,
Memphis; Erlander Ford Jr.,
president of the M em ph is
chapter of the NAACP; and
George Graves, president of
the Haywood County Civic
and Welfare League, were
among sortie 1,800 leaders in
the field of human rights who
last week petitioned President
Kennedy to free Carl Braden,
who is serving a year's sen-
tence for contempt of the
House Un-American Activities
Committee.
The petition, representing
the sentiments of leaders from
all 50 of the United States,
...agemst.
BOTH HANDS FULL --
Holding his wife in one arm
and his master of science
degr•• in administration
and supervision in the other
hand. Joseph W. Westbrooks
r • c saves a congratulatory
kiu from his wife following
his recent graduation from
Tennessee A and I State
university. Prof. Westbrook
was one of 212 persons who
received bachelor and mas-
ters degrees at the twenty-
ninth Summer Baccalaureate-
Commencement on the
Nashville campus. He is as-
sistant principal of Booker
T. Washington high school
and former Melrose high
school coach.
was taken to the White House
by a delegation of Southern
integration leaders.
Spokesman for the delega-
tion was Dr. Ralph Abernathy,
president of the Montgomery
Improvement Ass oci a tio n,
Montgomery. The chairman
was Wyatt Tee Walker, Atlan-
ta, executive director of the
Southern Christian Leader-
ship Conference.
SEEN BY AIDES
The petition, presented to
Presidential assistants Harris
Wofford and Lee White, quo-
ted U. S. Supreme Court Jus-
tice Hugo Black as saying
Carl Braden's integration ac-
tivities seem to have been the
"primary reason for his be-
ing called before the Un-
American Activities Commit-
tee," and "the entire cause of
integration may suffer as a
result of the precedent set in
this case."
The petitioners added: "The
house Un-American Activities
Committee, Senator Eastland's
Internal Security Subcommit-
tee, and various Southern
state committees modeled after
them claim to look for sub-
versive activity, but actually
they seem to be used in the
South to try to destroy people
and organizations working for
integration.
"We are witnessing today
a revival of McCarthyism in
the South, because all other
weapons of the segregationists
are falling."
OTHER SPONSORS
Aside from those visiting
the White House, the original
sponsors included Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr.. Atlanta: Rev.
James Lawson. Jr., Nashville:
Aubrey W. Williams, Mont-
gomery, Ala.: Marion A. Wri-
ght, Linville Falls, N. C., and
others.
Braden of Louisville, Ky.,
refused to answer the Corn-
CARDINO'S
SUPER MARKET
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
PURE VEGETABLE
OLEO
REELFOOT
PICNICS SMOKED, TENDERIZED
ILLINOIS
PEACHES FRESH
LUCKY-STRIKE
TUNA CHUNK STYLE
WHITING
FISH VERY TASTY
POTTED
PLANTATION
MEAT
TTSSUE
EGG PLANTS
This Ad Good August 24 Through August 26
2803
LAMAR
7 A.M. 'TIL MIDNIGHT
Open All Day Sunday
Solid
Lb.
Average Whole
Lb. only
61/2 oz.
Can
10'
Sliced 
33c6 to Vb.
29'
U. 5c
2 For 19c
19c
5c
4 Roll Poe 19c
5c
FRESH lb.
3'4 oz.
Can
Large
Size
 "RIF
mittee at a hearing in 1918,
and was cited for contempt.
He began serving a year's
sentence in the Federal prison
at Greenville, S. C., on May 1
after his conviction was up-
held by the Supreme Court
in a 5 to 4 decision.
Braden earlier served eight
months sentence in a Kentu-
cky prison after he and his
wife helped a Negro family
buy a house in a segregated
neighborhood. He was charg-
ed with sedition, a ruling later
overthrown.
Pollock, Manager Of
Clowns Awarded
Plaque For Service
Syd Pollock, general man
ager of the Indianapolis
Clowns baseball team and ins-
piration behind 32 successful
years of baseball and glitter-
ing showmanship, was honored
in Wichita, Kansas, on Aug. 8
for his contribution to base-
ball in building the Clowns
into a number one attraction
and helping to bring new fans
to baseball parks around the
country.
Pollock was presented a
plaque by Ray Dumont, pres-
ident of the National Baseball
Congress. It was received by
Clowns business manager Ed
Hamman at Lawrence Stad-
ium.
CLEAN-UP TIP
To the dismay of husbentl,
everywhere, it'll soon be time
to give some thought to clean-
ing the storm windows for win-
ter use.
To ease the after-washing
laundering, try using Kleenex
towels to dry and polish the
windows. They're absorbent
and lint-free.
Final Jazz Concert
Will Feature Horne
Local jazz stars will go out
in a burst of swinging glory
this Saturday night, Aug. 26
as Lakeview Country club
presents their third and final
"Jazz Under the Stars" out-
door summer concert, from 9
p.m. til I a.m. at the popular
country club on Horn Lake
road south of Shelby Drive.
Saturday's show will fea-
ture a star-studded cast the
largest of the summer. Back
by popular demand will be
Onzie Horne and his band,
featuring the sensational vocal
stylings of both Juanita Red-
dick and Charles "Boco"
Campbell.
There will be the small
combo styling of three head-
liners, Luther Steinberg, Bill
Fort and Fred Ford. Rounding
out the program will be De-
lores Macklin, sensational song
and piano stylist.
MARTHA JEAN
The show will be emceed
by Martha Jean Steinberg,
popular personality who pack-
ages the jazz concerts for
.,sv Lake iew.e,r
"We're particularly excited
about the appearance of De-
lores Macklin," Mrs. Stein-
berg said. "We had already
booked her for our Aug. 26th
Jazz Concert before she was
signed as a regular in the
After-Hours room at Cris-
anti's on Central where she
appears nightly."
Lakeview enterprises presi-
dent, Sam Peace, said "We
have been extremely pleased
with both the reception and
the turn out for the 'Jazz Un-
der The Stars' presentations.
It has indicated to us that the
people want good, profession-
al, 'live' music.
"In fact," he said, "we have
had so many requests to con-
tinue presentations of this
type that we are thinking of
converting Lakeview to a key.
club type operation. We will
mail keys to a select list, any
reputable person who requests
one. In that way, we will still
keep Lakeview, in effect, a
;private club, but it will mean
that we will be able to pre-
- sent entertainment to more
than just our present mem-
bership."
Mn, Peace said, "If we go
this route, we will probably
offer the entertainment of a
'house band' cvcry evening—
Tuesday through Saturday,
and would be closed on Mon-
day nights. Saturday after-
noons, we would have a tea
dance, and on Sunday after-
noons, a jam session, featur-
ing a bass rhythm unit, and
inviting jazz musicians from
all over the area to sit in on
the sessions.
"This is similar to what is
done at Eddie Condon's and
Nick's in Greenwich Village.
New York.
"The turn out for this final
show will definitely determine
whether we will go in the
key-club, live entertainment
direction or not," he said.
BRING SEATS
Patrons are asked to bring
car blankets, stadium cushions
or folding chairs, since there
is no formalized seating ar-
ound the lakeside bandstand.
There will be free parking on
the club grounds and on Horn
Lake Road. Dress is informal.
Admission is still one dollar
per person for everyone pay-
able at the gate. The public is
cordially invited.
SHOW HEMINGWAY FILM
HOLLYWOOD — "The Old
Man and the Sea," the motion
pict u re based on the late
Ernest Hemingway's Pulitzer
Prize book, has been re-releas-
ed by Warner Bros. It stars
Spencer Tracy.
Buy Your 1961
NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS
From Us
FINANCING TO Surf
YOUR PURSE
HULL—POBBS
World's Largest Ford Dealers
THIRD & GATOS°
JA 6-8871
LEARN TO DRIVE
If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's License
Call Tenn. State Driving School
BR 6-4121
Refreshing LIM
/ad
Vqrs7'
BUTTERMILK
* LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB *
PRESENTS
"Jazz Weer The Stars"
THIRD AND FINAL IN A
SERIES OF
* SUMMER JAZZ CONCERTS *
AT
LAKEVIEW COUNTRY CLUB
HORN LAKE ROAD SOUTH OF SHELBY DRIVE
SATURDAY, AUGUST 26th - 9 p.m. 'til 1 a.m.A 
IURI HG
• ONZIE HORNE
* DELORES MACKLIN
* LUTHER STEINBERG
* JUANITA REDDICK
* BILL FORT
* FRED FORD
* CHARLES "BOCO" CAMPBELL
* MARTHA JEAN STEINBERG
REFRESHMENTS AVAILABLE • DRESS INFORMAL • FREE PARKING
• BRING STADIUM CUSHIONS, CAR BLANKETS OR FOLDING CHAIR
ADMISSION $1 PER PERSON AT GATE
"Sir, we would Imo Jesus!"
John 12:21
The world is looking for
something today. Everywhere
men look in despair for some-
thing that can not be found
In the field of science they
try to find the answers. In the
field of social science they try
one thing after another try-
ing to solve the problems. In
the field of economics they
use processes after processes
in hopes that someday they
will find an answer only to
learn that the processes at-
tempted will in many cases
only create further problems.
It was in such a situation
that these men came to Jesus
looking for answer s. When
everything else had failed to
bring the desired results they
came in search of Jesus. In a
like token today man find
himself in a vicious circle un-
able to find a way out.
Man looks at the handiwork
of God and wonders why he
can't duplicate such a feat.
The stars move about in their
orbits undisturbed with con-
fusion, the systems found in
the body carry on their work
without confusion, and on and
on it goes with God's work
goes on unmolested with con-
fusion so characteristic of
man's work. This should prove
to man that something is left
out of the equation of order-
liness.
We boast today of our gains
socially, materially, and in-
tellectually but as we make
our varied gains we note a de-
finite drop in our moral and
spiritual gain. The historical
God of the ages must once
again be called upon or sought
after that we may once again
regain our places in the sight
of the best this world has to
offer. All of the social evils, the
cultural breakdowns, econo-
mic distortions man must once
again find something that will
restore these forces in their
proper perspectives in their
lives.
TO FIND JESUS
The restoration of these
perspectives will only be real-
ized when we are able to find
Christ and give Him a place
in our lives. The finding of
Christ and giving Him a place
in our lives will make differ-
ent people of us. Today as
never before we need to be
made a different people. The
meanness, hate, deceit that
characterize our behavior to-
day must be moved. We must
once again return to those
things that will make for us
noble people that will cause
us to look up. Only to the
extent that we look up will
we be able to encourage other
to follow us.
There must be an unrest on
fire in each of us. This un-
rest must make us not only to
want to find Jesus but to be
like Him. We must inwardly
want to mould our lives only
after the best.
These men who eventually
went to seek after Jesus could
lay claim to having knowl-
edge and social position but
neither of these will give to
man the satisfaction that cries
out of the heart. There must
be something that cries out of
the heart that will make for
al of us nobler and far more
worthwhile objectives. As odd
as it might seem life has more!
to offer than those things so-
cial and intellectual position
— cHOIR ROBES
stipetbiy tailtired
— at an .economy ;Ace!
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
UNIFORM COMPANY -
5410 MA/N ST 1A6-364I
can afford.
We can accept the fact that
man is a social, intellectual,
and economic being but he
goes further than any or all
. of these. There is something
that cries out that carries us
far beyond these. Man is a
spiritual being . . . This spi-
ritual aspect must be dev-
eloped and expressed. Any-
time these are not developed
and expressed man becomes a
pigmy. Man never rises to the
fullest of which he is capable
and designed. Only to the ex-
tent that we rise up to our
fullest capabilities in all as-
pects of our development can
we ever expect this world to
be what it should be.
The world is made up of
men and women—just like
you and me. Men with their
shortcomings like us make up
this world. But we need not
have these shortcomings.
There must be something that
will develop us to the best
that is within us. To this ex-
tent we must always look for
Jesus in evidence that we will
be like Him.
Today calls for a rexamina-
lion on the part of all of us.
We must look about us and
see that in small and large
proportions we are to a degree
responsible for the conditions
of our world. We like those
men of old must not only seek
after Jesus but we must find
Him and after having found
Him resolve to make ourselves
like Him. This is the sole
solution to our personal and
world-wide problems of today.
Memuhlan Wins
AF Promotion
Reservist Alfred 0. Gross
has been promoted to the rank
of Airman 1st Class with the
8468th Air Force Reserve Base
Support Group, according to
Lt. Col. Paul G. Blankenship,
unit commander.
Airman Gross, a student at
Tennessee A. & I. University
in Nashville, lives with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. James
R. Gross of 2568 Deaderick.
AIRMAN GROSS
He is a 1956 graduate of Mel-
rose High School.
He has spent five years with
the Air Force, three of them
in Laon France. He is now
assigned to the Base Commu-
nications Section of the 8468th
which trains one weekend
each month at Sewart AFB.
Georgia Minister
Conducts Revival
At Avery Chapel
The Rev. M. L. Hood o
Doubling, Ga., is the featured
evangelist, carrying on revival
at Avery Chapel AME church
882 E. Trigg ave. Prayer serv-
ice is held daily from 7:30 to
8 p.m. after which sermons are
delivered.
All services are open to the
public.
A DEPENDABLE SOURCE FOB SATISFACTORY SERVICE
N. J. Ford and Sons Funeral Parlor
219 JOUBERT AVE.
EXPERIENCED AND RESPONSIBLE FUNERAL DIECTORS
We accept any burial policy, old age funeral
benefits, or agency bene-its.
N. J. FORD, Licensed Embalmer
Established 1932
24 HOUR AMBULANCE SERVICE
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3 Pay Your Defender Boy Promptly
NI
a If you buy your Defenders from a galesboy, please1.,. pa y him promptly
He is a young merchant who owns and operates ois
own business As such he has his obligation 1noet It
you don't nave your money ready — it you ask him to
wait for his cash - you place a treat hardship on him
Unless ne pays promptly for his papers. lie Will OW
his Jpportunity to earn liberal profits, Valuable Prizes
and a real Rosiness training And the Delender's .egutat
visits to your borne would be interrupted.
PLEASE PAY HIM PRoMPTLY
IN DINING HALL, the
bride and groom. Mr. and
Mrs. George L. Mims, pause
before slicing four-I i•red
cake, in horns of her parents,
Mr. and Mrs. Lewis H.
Twigg, 1766 S. Parkway,
east. Tito couple will make
their home in Daytona
Beach, Fla., where he is to
serve as dean of students at
Voluela Junior college. He
holds a bachelor of arts de-
gree from Florida A&M
university and a master of
arts degree from Columbia
university. He was on the
faculty of Fisk university
from which the bride was
graduated with the class of
1881.—(All photos Hooks
Bros.)
VA Asks Veterans To
Before microfilming pertin-
e n t information o n veterans
insurance records for safe-
guarding against disaster, the
Veterans Administration is
asking veteran-policyholders
to cooperate by providing it
with up-to-date beneficiary
listings.
"Even though veterans may
not wish to change the bene-
ficiary or option designations
currently on file with the VA,
they are urged to fill out the
form being sent them and re-
turn it to the VA anyway. It
will reassure them that the
VA has their correct choice
and help us greatly in the new
program," Harry G. Phillips,
officer-in-charge of the VA Of-
fice in Memphis, said.
If, on the other hand, some
change has occurred in the
veteran's family so that his
designations should, and have
not been brought up to date,
this is his chance to make this
important change Phillips ex-
plained. The form is in du-
Worse Month Of
Traffic Mishaps
Is August--O'Rear
The Tennessee Highway
Patrol reminded motorists to-
day that the coming weekend
was the bloodiest two days on
Tennessee highways last year.
During the 48-hour period
of Aug. 20 and 21 last year,
22 persons died in Tennessee
accidents.
"This number of traffic
deaths represents what is nor-
mally a toll for about ten days.
This was not a holiday week-
end. This was an ordinary
weekend," Commissioner Greg
O'Rear said.
"We are at a loss to explain
this sudden outbreak of traf-
fic deaths. However, we can
use it as a reminder to motor-
ists that it can happen. Holi-
day weekends bring increased
travel and most drivers are
alert for traffic dangers. This
one 48-hour period, however,
points out very vividly that
death isn't particular about
when or where it picks a traf-
fic victim," O'Rear continued.
During the week 11.10 past
O'Rear meet with the District
Patrol Captains from all over
the state to map out plans for
the final two weeks of an in-
tensive enforcement campaign.
This drive is the follow-up of
the safety education campaign
conducted by the Patrol dur-
ing the first half of August.
"For the remainder of Au-
gust and through the Labor
Day weekend we will be look-
ing for those drivers who fail
to go along with an education-
al program. The theme of this
month's efforts is 'Make Safe-
ty a Must in August.' We hope
we can seek out those drivers
who insist on making reck-
lessness a must before they
hurl some innocent person or
themselves," O'Rear said.
Last August was the blood-
iest month on Tennessee
streets and highways during
1960. A total of 92 persons
died in nearly 54-hundred ac-
cidents. Over 2,000 were in-,u 
.a 4f,
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plicate and if both copies are
returned to the VA, they will
be validated and an official
copy returned to the policy-
holder for attaching to his
policy.
The last beneficiary desig-
nation on record with the VA
is binding, therefore, it is im-
portant that veterans notify
the VA of any changes or ad-
ditions of beneficiaries prom-
ptly to avoid insurance pro-
ceeds going to undesired ben-
eficiaries.
Phillips pointed out that,
under the law, a last will and
testament will not serve to
make a change of previously
designated beneficiaries for
government insurance. He ad-
ded that the law gives GI
policyholders the right to
change their beneficiaries at
any time without the consent
of the prior beneficiaries.
"Microfilming the records
for compact storage in dam-
age-proof depositories along
with other vital veterans re-
cords does not mean that fu-
ture beneficiary changes can-
not be made at any time,"
Phillips emphasized.
Since GI policyholders have
several different opinions as to
how the insurance shall be
paid and making certain that
all desired beneficiaries are
included becomes somewhat
complicated, veterans with
any doubts are urged to take
advantage of the help of ex-
perienced people in the VA
offices.
Magicians Will
Play 20 Games
On The Courts
A 20-game basketball sched-
ule has ben drawn up for
the LeMoyne college Magi-
cians, 12 of the contests
against Southern Intercolleg-
ite Athletic Conference op-
ponents.
Returning to the LeMoyne
schedule for home-and-home
games is Philander Smith col-
lege of Little Rock, Ark. A
newcomer on the Magicians'
slate will be Kentucky State
college.
The LeMoyne five is sched-
uled to make its first appear-
ance in the Jackson State
(Miss.) College Tournament
Dec. 22-23 and may play in
the Holiday Tournament here
during the Christmas season
The LeMoynites also will
aPPesar in the SIAC Tourna-
ment at Tuskegee Institute.
Feb. 22-24, if they finish in the
conference's top 10.
HOME GAMES: Philander
Smith, Dec. 7; Alabama State.
Dec. 9: Lane, Dec. 12; Tuske-
gee, Jan. 3; Knoxville, Jan.
9: Talladega, Jan, 12; Dillard,
Jan, 15: Alabama A&M, Feb
2: Stillman, Feb. 8; Fisk, Feb.
12. and Kentucky State, Feb
17.
AWAY: Knoxville, Dec. 1:
Fish, Dec. 2; Alabama A&M.
Dec. 4; Stillman, Jan. 5;
Alabama State. Jan. 8; Talla-
dega, Jan. 28: Tuskegee, Jan,
27: Lane, Jan. 30, and Philand-
er Smith, Feb. 10.
The Citizenship Committee
of Middle Baptist Church, 821
Lane ave., has made plans to
sponsor its first "Citizenship
Night," starting at 7:30 p.m.
Saturday (Aug. 28).
Featured as the principal
speaker will be Jesse H. Tur-
ner, vice president-cashier of
the Tri-State Bank and presi-
dent of the Memphis Branch of
the NAACP. Immediately fol-
:owing the speech, a banquet,
-.did a forum will be held in
the church's banquet hall.
Featured on the forum will
be five leading citizens, repre-
senting a cross section of the
Negro citizenry, who will
speak on different phases of
"Today's Problems." Speakers
will include: Mrs. Laura Su-
garmon, an instructor at Owen
college and a leader in the civ-
il rights fight who is the wife
of Atty. Russel B. Sugarmon;
Thaddeus T. Stokes, editor of
the Tri State Defender; James
Stanley, president of the Na-
Words of the Who
nu, not by the gray at the
hair that one 'mows the age
of the heart
—(Ficiwurd Ballwer-Lyttott)
tional Association of Letter
Carriers; and Rev. Alexander
Gladney, president of the
Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic clubs and first
vice president of the Shelby
County Democratic club; and
Jesse Bishop, civic worker,
who will serve as master of
ceremonies. A question and
answer period will follow the
speakers on the forum.
Rev. Ben L. Hook is pastor of
the church.
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CONIACI US
FOR VOLUME PRICES
BERNATSKY BROS.
soo S Main Si JA 5-0/45
Memphis. Tenn
FARM FOR SALE!
Near Cairo, HI. 120 Acres
FULL SET OF TOOLS
CONTACT:
$14,000 TERMS
PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
4605S. State St., Chicago 9, Ill., KE8-1112
Sister
Susie
says...
M & H Chicken
is the Yummiest
'cause my Mom
told me sal
M & H Quality
Controlled
Everyone Invited
To Labor Day Fete
At St. Andrew AME
Barbecue, fried chicken and
lemonade will top the menu
when the women of St. Andrew
AME church give their picnic
on the church lawn on Labor
Day, Sept. 4.
Persons desiring to partici-
pate in the festivities of the
day are asked to come to 887
S. Parkway around noon.
Games of all kinds will be
played.
Rev. Elmer Martin is pastor
of the church, and Mrs. Mattie
Taylor chairman of publicity.
Mrs. Raines To
Address Ladies
Annual Women's Day will
be celebrated at Pillow St.
CME church on Sunday. Aug.
27, and the speaker will be
Mrs. Ella Belle Raines, a mem-
ber of Trinity CME church.
It will start at 3 p.m. dia
Music will be rendered RIF
the choirs of Pilgrim Rest and
Friendship Baptist churches
and Mt. Pisgah and Stinson
CME churches, the latter of
Rossville.
Mrs. Evelgar Bates is chaii
man of the observance, Mrs.
Erlean Moore, secretary, and
Rev. 0. B. loathe pastor of the
church.
265 E. Mclemore WH 2-9251
FREE DONUTS with Coupon Below
te Lemon
Vanilla
Pineapple
Raspberry
Long Johns
"The Only 'Thing We Make Is Donuts,
So We Can Give You The Best"
Apricot
Orange
Cherry
Jelly Rolls
WITH THIS COUPON
and
PURCHASE OF I DOZEN RAY'S DONUTS
Special Ra!es to Clubs, Churches
NICE
To Save
TWICE!
With BIG STAR
& QUALITY STAMPS
The 'Savings Twins'
Frying Chicken WHOLE Lb 1
LIBBY Frozen (With coupon & $5.00 additional purchase)
With Coupon & $5.00 5 LB. 19c
additional purchase. Bag
Little
Brother
knows...
M & H Chicken
is the Crispiest
Fried Chicken
with lip Lickin'
Goodness!!
$10
In additional
Purchases
to Redeem
Both Coupons.
We reserve
the right
to limit
quantities.
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Of Two
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DEFENDER Page 6
ANNOUNCING!
The Tri-State
DEFENDER
NEWSBOYS
CONTEST!
Three Grand Prizes
Three Boys Will Win An-All Expense Paid Trip To
St. Louis To See Major League Baseball In Action
• —Plus A Tour Of Historic St. Louis
Plus Other Valuable
Prizes:
• 4th—ROLLFAST
MIDDLE
WEIGHT
BICYCLE
5th—LIONEL ELECTRIC TRAIN
6th—BOW AND ARROW SET
7th—BASEBALL BAT & FIELDERS GLOVE
8th—CATCHER'S MITT & BALL
• 91h—ROLLFAST ROLLER SKATES
10th -16th—MONEY CHANGERS
AND FLASHLIGHTS
CONTEST BEGINS WITH THIS ISSUE! READ RULES ON THIS PAGE: ONE OF THE TRIPS
TO ST. LOUIS WILL GO TO A NEW CARRIER!
RULES:
1—The contest will be based on the number of your average increase over
your base.
2—Your base will be the number of papers you sold for May 27.
3—The base for any new boy will be 0.
4—Your complete report must be made every week.
5—You must sell papers each week of the contest.
6—Employees of the Tri-State Defender and members of their families are
ineligible.
FILL OUT
COUPON
TODAY!
nommillIbmomm0y. ••••••••01.
Base Number of Papers for Old Boys Will Be That Of May 27 — For New Boys, the
Week they Start. Contest will Close the Week 01 August 27 - September 2.
FILL IN THIS COUPON NOW!!
MAIL OR BRING TO THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
E — -CLIP AND MAIL- —TRI-STATE DEFENDER
236 South Wellington Memphis, Tennesse
I would like to become a Tri-State Defender Carrier. I
understand that I will be eligible to earn extra spending
money and win valuable prizes.
I have 10 or more customers El I would like a route
FIRST NAME MIDDLE LAST NAME AGE
ADDRESS CITY ZONE STATE
TELEPHONE SOY 0111
I would like my son daughter to make some spend-
ing money and get early business training like meat a
America's great men.
_
PARENT AND GUARDIAN
••••• •••im• •••••=. •••••• 
••••••
A.B.C. The New A.B.C.Tri-Sxcite Defender
'The South's Independent Wmakie.
Home Office: 236 South Wellington — Phone JA. 6-6397
JOHN H. SENGSTACKI
WHITTIER A. SENGSTACKE
THADDEUS T STOKES
Publisher
General Manager
-. Editor
Subscription rote! One year, $6; six months. $3.50, (2-year special Subscription rate $10)The 1,1-Stat• Defender Doss Not Take Responsibility tor unaolicittla Manuscripts or Photos.
Published Every Thursday by the New in-State Publishing Co. Second Class Postage Paid
at Memphis, Tennessee, Under Act at Marc h 2, 1679.
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
2400 So. Michigan Avenue Chicago 16, Illinois
Phone — CAlumet 5-2400
FENNO.
At The Proper Time
In a test of strength, Frank Kilpatrick
moved up as chairman of the Shelby
County Democratic club last Thursday
night. The test of strength came when he
"New Line" proposed to amend the club's
by-laws despite opposition from the "Old
Line."
The proposed amendment would have
permitted a special election to be held
to fill the chairmanship which was left
vacant after A. Maceo Walker residned
on Aug. 17. However the by-laws pro-
vides for the first vice chairman moving
up in case the chairman resigned or was
unable to perform his duties of office.
We are happy that there were enough
members of seasoned judgment who
foresaw the danger that would have sure-
ly resulted from passage of an amend-
ment which in effect would have legis-
lated one man out of office and put an-
other in. It was crystal clear that the
proposed amendment was aimed direct-
ly at the first vice chairman. The man-
ner in which it was done was flaarantly
reckless which should point up keenly
the adage "there's a Lime and manner
in which everything should be done."
We feel that the "New Line" should
Foundation For World Literacy
The citizens of our city are faced with
the task or raising $50,000 for the Mem-
phis chapter of the Foundation of World
Literacy. Some 5,000 volunteer workers
will be needed to raise that amount of
money during the "March Of Liaht,"
which has been scheduled for two days,
Sept. 5 and 6.
Everybody can and should help in
this campaign. Volunteer workers will
be needed to canvass door-to-door for
membership Volunteer workers will be
needed to locate persons to take the
"Streamlined Reading" course which
DARK
SNWENCIERWS
by NAT D. WILLIAMS 
COURTESY DIED HERE
It was mid-afternoon. The
corner of Mississippi and Mc-
Lemore seemed to be almost
baking in the hot August sun.
Even the traffic on the streets
seemed to be lazy with the
heat. People waiting for busses
or to cross the street seemed
to be inclined to lean against
anything stationary and carry-
ing a hint of shade.
In the midst of this scene
of summer lassitude came the
steady tapping of a cane.
Carrying the cane was an old
Negro man. He w,s a typical
old man, at first sight. A sec-
thoughts of one or two people
who had noted the old man's
passing. The question kept
rising in their minds: "What's
become of people's respect for
old time courtesy?"
TIP HIS HAT
Well, maybe the old man's
gesture of respect for the wom-
en came too unexpectedly. In
this day when everybody's
making sure not to reach late
for the plate, it is really a
shock to have somebody stop
and act civilized or even par-
tiall y concerned. Nowadays
when folk see somebody acting
with courtesy, he starts right
not relegate themselves to dark corners 
Honed wgelasnta.en teorldermt ore
old 
mhoawne vHeirs.
a nwgal ey. 
trying e ttho efigwure enoutwehries
and spend valuable time licking their hair was mingled grey. He had not sure of the old man's
battle wounds. By the same token the a lively glance in his eye that angle.
"Old Line" should not take this oppor- 
toldownaeshisbrsopwirnitshkamdnnedot aged.
aiz en
Thmeonst f h 
young.
again, thmaybe e worn-
H e was 
to sing victory songs. Rather, this evidently had been a definitely hadn't ever seen a man tip his
,
 
is the time for closing ranks. attractive man in his prime. He hat before. Could be they didpwraesscedoa.t1Hesis, sbhuoteshiswepraentshlvnerde not s know what the old manWe feel that if hard, judicious work
is some of the ingredients needed in a His shirt was neat under his women g. 
 Some 
f 
the
undoubtedly 
youngh 
-h-;”rripn of the Shelby County Demo_ suspenders. In short, he was a never seen a man tip his hatpersonable old man. to a woman. When's the lasteratic club, Frank Kilpatrick will ade-
As he neared the corner of time you've seen a man tip
- ••-, v sunnly that need. Where Kil- Mississippi and mcLemore, he his hat?
.-,., i- r i e k may not be eouipped with every_ saw 
w
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thing that some members would require estna. 
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 . hendotwhn-of a chairman, he is the chairman • • • a for busses. Some of the women a r e expected to say: "Yesy,
position he obtained by legal means. The were middle-aged. Some were Ma'am", and No, Sir", and
rung. They didn't seem to "Thank you", and "Please",roaioritv of the membership voted him
now each other. At least no and "Pardon Me" or "Excuse
,,it of office.
into office. He should not be legislated else.
ion conveying a feeling of
one was talking to anybody Me" . . . or any other express-
If it is felt that the constitution should Wh COURTEOUSen 
the
 ACT 
sire to please someone else.man started 
consideration, respect, and de-
1-45 areer,ded. amend it, but at the proper
past the group, who eyed him YOUNGER NEGROtime and in the proper manner. disinterestedly, the elderly This break down in courtesySome narts of the constitution are So gentleman lifted his hat. He is especially noticeable among
,,p,,,,e
 
until they can be interpreted in was tipping it to the ladies, young adult Negroes. . . .and
several lights. instead of shouting to He dhidant't ttspapymganytoohordgn.,t Bbuet that aincdludthees milkaeny. schwoohlotehaacvhe-
high heavens about an amendment, missed. All the women saw it. been so carried away with the
ticfhten up the vague parts of the con- But not a woman opened her current integration hassle, un-
titiition, to serve the best interest of mouth, nodded her head, smiled, til they seem downright afraid
or in anyway acknowledged the to act with gentility and re-the club, which sincere men always old man's courteous act. They spectful courtesy. Seems they 
-` ,-ive to do. didn't shift their eyes as he are afraid somebody'll think
cane-tapped on past them and they are "Uncle Toms" or
entered the corner drugstore. "Aunt Mandy's". It's a pityAs he started in the door an that Negroes. . . .who haveinterested spectator held it successfully used well-placed
will be telecast over WKNO-TV, start- open for him to enter. The old courtesy and consideration in
inc Sept. 18. Teachers will be needed to man started through the door, their racial past. . . .have now
work with classes. Any person with a but he paused long enough to come to the point of feeling that
high school education will be needed to say\oea 
to
odisthinct and clear "Thank such virtues are a draw-back.
help others learn to read and write. door for 
hiemperson holding the Ifitr'staetstsyeittnizaetnisnhihisthquest for
We urge our readers to support this The episode ended with the er Negro. . . for 
citizenship the
most 
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worthy community project—first, joining old man's going on to the drug- ....has concluded that the most
store counter to make his disgusting aspects of the whitethe Foundation for World Literacy. 0purchase.
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to beSecondly—volunteering your service. on
Help leadethose "out of the darkness leaning sulkily indifferent on evidencegof that first class ciast-to light" is also a Christian duty. the hot corner waiting for the izenship. A disrespectful. dis-bus or something. The lazy day courteous white man is not aThe Foundation Of World Literacy
----., moved onneeds you. first-classcitizen' . ,
A Publisher Speaks His Mind
Every now and then one comes across
a rare individual who applies logic to
the complex jungle that is called race
relations. Such a person is to be found
in Ralph McGill. the brilliant and fear-
less publisher of the Atlanta Constitution.
In a recent syndieated column in which
he discussed the lunch counter Sit-ins,
Mr. McGill makes the point that should
have a telling effect on his Southern
audience when he says:
"If you don't want to be around a
Negro on a beach go to another beach.
But don't tell him he can't be there."
Describing as preposterous the atti-
tude of the whites who oppose integra-
tion on any level the Atlanta publisher
asks, "How can people mill around a
store buying things side by side and
then not be willing to lean against a
lunch counter and eat together?"
Of the people in Montgomery, Ala.,
who rioted when the "Freedom Riders"
arrived on a bus:
"I'll bet that some of the people in that
mob had been riding integrated buses
that day — in peace."
The Tennessee-born newsman is one
of the South's most controversial figures
because of his editorial broadsides
against segregation and his fight for Ne-
groes' civil rights.
"The question is this," he says, "Is
the Negro a citizen or isn't he You may
or may not like it, but the answer is
that he is"
It moved on, except for the whatchubet!
Welfare Rolls Dip For 3rd
He warns that the South is paying a
great price for years of segregation and
unequal rights. And that the cost of TureAsoperating two systems resulted in poor
schools for both racial groups.
Here is a Southerner who doesn't al-
low emotional bias to color his thinking.
If more educated Southern whites would
follow the McGill line of social think-
ing, the South would be better off eco-
nomically and politically.
For one thing Dixie's Negro population
would not be in constant exodus to the
North. For another, many more indus-
trial plants than is now the case would
move South if the racial climate was
favorable
Unfortunately there is a hard core of
,inrepentent, stubborn supremacists
who would rather fight the civil war all
over again than grant the Negro his
constitutional rights peacefully and con-
sistently.
But the time is fast apnroaching when
the South will have to bow to the im-
perative laws of the land. Not only the
courts but the massive onrush of events
themselves will force a change in
and behavior.
When Negro citizens are able to exer-
cise freely their voting right below the
Mason and Dixon Line and put in office
the candidates who are in sympathy with
their cause, the South will enjoy the full
measure of its potentialities.
School Crisis In Atlanta
Atlanta school officials are trying,
from what we hear, to resolve the dif-
ferences between state and Federal di-
rectives with the initial desegregation
of four public high schools a little more
than three weeks away.
A parallel complex has faced educa-
tors in other Southern cities. However,
Atlanta seems to be confronted with an
issue slightly different. A 17-year-old
white girl requested that she be trans-
ferred from a school scheduled to be in-
tegrated Aug. 30 to one which will re-
main segregated at least another school
year.
The Atlanta board has turned down
her request. but the state board of edu-
cation reversed the action and used the
racial factor alone as the basis for the
decision. It is the first case of this kind
to reach the state board.
ADC Number Rise
SPRINGFIELD, Ill. — (UPI)
— Illinois Public Assistance
rolls dipped for the third suc-
cessive month in June, the
Public Aid Commission has
reported.
The commission said a total
of 416.777 recipients were list-
ed for the month, compared
to the May total of 421,606. The
figure is still considerable
higher than the 368,406 total
of a year ago, however.
Executive secretary Peter
W. Cahill attributed the de-
cline to seasonal employment
and a pickup in economic con-
ditions. Total cost of the June
program was $20.7 million, of
which slightly more than half
comes from state funds.
The number of poor relief
recipients dropped to 132,237
persons, down by 18,671, at a
cost of $5.7 million.
The Commission said part of
the decrease, however, was
due to transfers of children
with unemployed parents to
the Aid to Dependent Chil-
dren rolls, which jumped from
177.797 in May to 191,590 for
June, at a cost of $7.5 million.
Other programs and costs:
old age assistance, 70,259
One board member said he "would
not try to force any white child to go to
^n integrated school." while another de-
rlared he was "not going to be a party
to helping the Federal court enforce its
edicts along this line."
A United States District Court barred
the Atlanta board from recognizing the
race factor in carrying out a court-order-
ed pupil placement plan. The board a -
proved the transfer of 10 Negroes. de-
nied the applications of 120 others.
The state board's decision caught the
Atlanta board by surprise and leaves
it in a quandry. The President of the
Atlanta board said:
"We find ourselves again in the middle
with a conflict between state and Federal
directives. We have asked our attorneys
to study the entire matter and attempt
to bring order out of chaos."
SO WHAT?
9.0k SORRY SIR... e,u1 ice cPUkM CoMES
IN CWARIS C IF TvAs."
owner interest in family fall-
out shelters.
Civil defense officials re-
port a surge of inquiries from
householders who want to
know how they can fix up a
fallout shelter in their homes,
"The time has come for me
to build a fallout shelter in
the basement of our home."
said Arthur V. Wynne, Jr. of
Livingston, N. J., in a letter
asking the office of civil and
defense mobilization for ad-
vice.
Wynne's attitude is typical.
The possibility of war over
Berlin—a possibility discussed
explicitly by President Ken-
nedy in his nationwide speech
July 26—and the administra-
tion's new emphasis on civil
defense, are the reasons home
owners are thinking about
fallout shelters.
RIG ONE HIMSELF
A 13-year-old in Colorado
wrote in to say that although
his father expressed indiffer-
ence, he planned to rig up a
basement shelter h ,rnseir,
A local home bwider tele-
phoned. He said h, was em-
h.,rraseed becausr evers1
chi,1,,;(dmieshrspithei,d Nattiolo.d,e•
bidrnidn1
to
hi 'w the first, thing abeut
tn. 
Requests from pe,Tie like
ruse are answered with a
ire,. copy of "Th Family
Failou Shelter," a 32-page
pampldet. It explains tit*
LANGSTON HUGHES
Week By Week
Long Gone, Still Heard
The other night I was list-
ening to a record of Miss Bessie
Smith, deceased) singing
"Gimme a pig foot and a bottle
of bee," and I got to thinking
how wonderful this age in
which we live is compared to
the age in which our grand-
parents lived—or our great-
grand parent, depending, of
course, on one's age.
Everybody famous now liv-
ing who sings or speaks or
dazzles the public can be heard
just as clearly tomorrow—if
not better, amplified—as they
are heard now in theatres, con-
cert halls, or forums. Posterity
a hundred years hence can lis-
ten to Lena Horne, Ralph
Bunche, Harry Belafonte, and
Chubby Checkers.
But unfortunately we cannot
hear the great personalities
who sang spoke and performed
a hundred years ago. In 1881
there were no tape recorders,
no vido tapes, no record play-
ers, no movie films.
How wonderful it would be
today, for example, if we could
hear Black Pattie of soaring
song, Blind Tom or Blind
Boone at the piano, Frederick
Douglass making one of his
great speeches, or the famous
Negro actor of before the Civil
War, Ira Aldridge, declaiming
Shakespeare.
But we cannot hear them.
They are long gone. Their art
went with them. Their voices
are in no way preserved. We
can read what they said or
sang, but of their audible per-
sonalities we have no inkling.
But almost all the famous peo-
pie of today are recorded, Mar-
tin Luther King, Sammy Davis,
Adam Wade, Dick Gregory,
Arna Bontemps. One or two
or three hundred years from
today, folk:- can listen to them.
What did Paul Robeson sound
like? Put on a ievord or a tape
in the year 2261 and listen, or
go F(-e, a video tape and see.
Even I am recorded. Likewise
Pigmeat, Rev. Franklin, Ma-
halia Jackson, Clara Ward,
Adam Clayton Powell and
Jackie Mabley. All of them can
be heard a thousand years
from today—even though all
of us living now will then be
gone.
Bessie Smith is gone Bert
Williams gone, F. D. R. is gone.
Billie Holi,lay gone, but we can
buy ther retc,dings ai.d listen
to their voices as big as life.
When Marian Anderson is a
or wherever great singers go
—people on earth can still hear
her singing.
Earl Grant's earthly organ
will be playing when his
heavenly organ is too far away
to be audible, A hundred years
from today, those livii.g here
1,..?low will herdli oe able to
hear the flapping of Dinah
Washington's celestial wings,
but mortal men can hear her
notes overlapping as she sings
the songs she left behind.
Voices, faces, and everything
but flesh will be preserved for
tomorrow, thanks to today's
technical marvels—which will
not seem marvelous to future
generations. They will be quite
used to them.
Suppose there had been
tape recordings in Shake-
speare's day? We could have
heard him reading, "To be or
not to be." Suppose LP records
had been in vogue at the time
of Christ? We could listen to
His voice now, then no atheist
could say he never lived.
Suppose video tape had ex-
isted when Moses walked the
earth. You and I could now see
how Moses looked, and tell if
he was black or white, for real.
Let us go back to Adam and
Eve in the early days in the
Garden. Had television been
shooting then, what a sight—
original innocence!
Suppose CBS or NBC had
photographed Noah and the
animals entering the Ark, and
the Rain, and the Flood. Sup-
pose Metro Goldwyn Mayer
had gotten shots of the Tower
of Babel falling down,and Vic-
tor Records had caught the
people speaking in tongues.
If all the history of the past
had been recorded, taped or
video taped, it would be very
hard for television to be so
dull today. What a great library
the studios would have to draw
on, and how much more there
would be for Jack Paar to talk
about, or Ed Sullivan to pre-
sent—Little David playing on
his harp, for example. And just
imagine Socrates competing
with Arthur Godfrey, Helen of
Troy with Martha Rotmdtree,
Cleopatra with Arleen Francis,
or Diogenes with Mike Wal-
lace.
Berlin Crisis Sparks Interest In
More Family Fallout Shelters
By EDWARD COWAN danger of radiation after an
WASHINGTON (UPI).—The atomic blast an what the
Berlin crisis has sparked home average family can do to
guard against it. Written in
simple language and illus-
trated with pictures and dia-
grams, it describes in detail
how a family can make a do-
it-yourself project of build-
ing a basement concrete block
shelter.
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS
This booklet gives briefer
descriptions of three other,
more elaborate concrete shelt-
ers which probably can be
built only with the help of a
contractor.
It also gives valuable tips
on ventilation, radio reception,
lighting, sanitation, the anti-
radiation shielding qualities of
different materials and what
to do if an attack comes and
you have no shelter.
Since it was published in
June 1959, nearly 20 million
copies of "The Family Fall-
out Shelter" have been dis-
tributed without charge by
civil defense offices. Many of
the shipments have been in
bulk to state and local author-
ities. Hence, it is unlikely that
all 20 million copies have
found their way into the
hands of as many families.
Officials estimate there are
approximately one million
fallout shelters throughout the
nation- and that is a rough
estimate.
Copies of the pamphlet may
be obtained by writing to:
Box Home Shelter, OCDM,
Bettie Creek, Mich.
Home owners planning cons-
truction of a shelter may
finance it with a home im-
provement loan insured by the
Federal Housing Administra-
tion under its new program
of 20-year repayment. How-
ever, the minimum for these
loans is $2,500, except in urban
renewal areas where it is
$1,000.
FHA
-backed loans for
smaller amounts, to be repaid
within five years, are also
available under the agency's
old remodeling program.
Both housing and civil de-
fense officials stress that home
fallout shelters need not be
austere hideaways resemblingjail cells. Families are en-
couraged to make their shelt-
ers dual-purpose. A shelter
might also serve as a laundry
room, dark room, den, music
room or rumpus room.
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JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Amelia Harthorne of
223 East View at. left last Fri-
day night for Detroit, Mich.,
to spend several days with her
daughter, Mrs. Wilma Bell.
•
Mn. Ruby Carthorne and
Mrs. Annie Allen both of De-
troit, Mich. were recently vis-
itors in the home of their
aunt Mrs. Carrie Lung at 469
Thomas street. They also vis-
ited other relatives and friends.
Mr. Fredrick Douglass Bis-
hop, jr. accompanied by a
friend, Mrs. Doris Crocket both
of San Antonio, Texas were
visitors last week in the home
Mr. Bishop's parents, Mr.
snd Mrs. Fredrick Douglass
Bishop Sr. at 324 Tanyard st.
The visitors attended morning
worship at Mother Liberty
C. M. E. church.
Reyival services came to a
close last week end at Timber-
lake Grove M. B. church. The
Rev. L. R. Swinney, pastor of
New Hope Baptist church was
the Evangelist. It was a great
meeting from every angle. The
Rev. 0. T. Betts is pastor.
Little Miss Bessie Marie
Lyons, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Garland Lyons of 692 East
Baltimore st. will celebrate
her 5th birthday, Aug. 28,
1961. Her plan is to invite sev-
eral of her little friends to help
her enjoy a real festive oc-
casion with ice cream and
cake and various other relishes.
Bessie Marie has several bro-
thers and sisters.
A Twi-Light Tea was given
by the American Legion Aux-
iliary Post No. 31 last Sunday
evening from 5 to 7 at Dr. Hil-
dreth's Patio Garden. A musical
program was rendered and was
enjoyed by all. Mrs. L. M.
Parker and Mrs. Dobbins were
in charge.
lane L. Graye of High Point,
N. C., Mrs. Lena B. McCol-
lumn of Washington, D. C., Mrs
Bessie Walton of St. Louis, Mo.,
Mrs. Laura Melin of Chicago,
Ill.; five brothers, Nathaniel
and Ernest Graye of Chicago;
Molten Graye of Phoenix, Ariz.,
Walbert Graye of Cleveland,
Ohio; and Reginald Graye of
Los Angeles, Calif.
The State of Tennessee's
Masonic Convention, Prince
Affiliation along with the East-
ern Stars was in Memphis,
Tenn., Aug. 5. Those attending
from Jackson were:
Mr. and Mrs. Gus Bennette,
,Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Dobbins,
I Mrs. James Anna Bram, Mrs.
Hazel Suggs, Mr. and Mrs. J.
D. Hearnton, Mrs. Maud Hunt,
Mrs. Rose Cunningham, Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Wyatt and
others. One Rev. Williams is
State Grand Master, Mrs. Rosa
B. Whitson — Worthy Grand
Matron. A pleasant trip was
reported.
JOHNSON CITY
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
Final rites for Mr. John W.
Copeny, 39, who died in Flint.
Mich., July 31, were held here
at St. Paul A. M. E. Zion,
church on the afternoon of Aug.
6, with Rev. W. R. Williams
officiating, assisted by other
individuals. The deceased was
a member of St. Paul A M E
Zion church. He attended
Langston High school here.
He was a member of th
school band. Mr. J. W. Copeny
was a veteran of World War
H. He was a postal employee
in Flint, Mich. and was the
only Negro with the same em-
ployment. He was also a mem-
ber of the local Odd Fellows
Lodge. He is survived by a
wife, Mrs. Hazel Young Cope-
ny, four son's, John, Jr., Greg-
A very interesting program ory, Larry, and Micheal Cope-
of the C. Y. F. of Mother Li- 0Y, two daughters, Gail, and
liberty C. M. E. church was ren-Carroll Coperiy. Interment was
dered Sunday in the church in West Lawn Cemetery with
auditorium at 6 p.m. Miss pa. Mr. J. D. Ledford funeral di-
tricia Hampton, pres., miss rector, in charge.
Gloria Atcherson, secy. Mrs. Ruth Prather has re-
Mrs. Gladys Peters of 1640 turned from Goldsboro N. C.,
Jackson at., Gary, Ind. was al where she attended the funeral
visitor last week in the home of her sister, Mrs. Nora McCoy.
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.1 Dr. and Mrs. E. S. Kilgore
John H. May and family at 621have gone to Washington, D. C.,
I.abell st. , to spend their vacation.
Johnson City, Tenn., was
erty C. M. E. church,
The Matrons of Mother Lib-1
in a host to the East Tenn. Religi-
ous Congress, which was heldspecial program to be held,
Sunday, August 27, 1961 at! at General Assembly Church of
4 P.m. will present as their, the First Born, 522 Wilson ave.,
guest speaker the Rev. Attor-lwith Eld. W. M. Clark as host
ney James F. Estes of Memphis :Pastor. Eld. W. Shanklin is
state prince.
Bishop T. S. Green of Mem-
phis, Tenn., presided. Eld. W
C. Wallace, from Lexington,
Ky., and Eld. Cicero Goddard,
from Ozark, Ala., conducted a
series of meetings under can-
vas on lath ave., recently which
The Mattie E. Coleman Cir. were sponsored by the Church
cle met Monday evening in the of Christ. Eld. David Helley is
home of Miss Gloria Atcher- Pastor.
son. All girls 12-16 were urged' Rev. and Mrs. J. F. Birchette,
to be present. Mrs. Etta D. jr., and Mr. and Mrs. F. L.
Walker, Circle leader, Afiss Wilson, Mrs. Grace Womack,
Gloria Atcherson, chairman. Mrs. Lula Lee, and Red Circle
The Rev. C. F. Odom, pastor, girls, and Miss Elects Young,
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Sher_ from Thankful Baptist church
Tenn. The general . public is
cordially invited to be pres-
ent: Rev. Estes is a most elo-
quent speaker. You will miss
the treat of your life if you
fail to attend. Mrs. Priscilla
Howard, president, the Rev. C.
F. Odom, pastor.
Alabama
BESSEMER
By G. W. IVEY
Mrs. M-i ldred Wilson's
daughter Victoria and grand-
daughter Audrey Wilson re-
cently arrived home after
spending a very enjoyable
three weeks vacation in New
York with her daughter, Ora.
Mrs. Laura Smith, superin-
tendent of Old St. Paul Bap-
tist church where the Rev. J. F.
Bryant is pastor and members
of the Sunday school and
church had a wonderful time
picknicking in Hobbson City.
Mn. Beatrice Faddis suffered
injuries of the head, body and
hands when the driver of the
auto in which she was riding
had a heart attack and ran in-
to a fire plug. Mn. Fulda; is
a patient at Lloyd Noland hos-
pital.
Our get well wishes are to
Mrs. Mamie Sholts who is con-
valescing at her home.
man, Mrs. 011ie Long, Mrs.
Scottie Caldwell, the Rev. and
Mrs. J. M. Cunningham and
several others attended t h e
West Tennessee Baptist Asso-
ciation last week which con-
vened at Cummings Street Bap-
tist church, Aug. 16-19 at Mem-
phis, Tenn., with Rev. W. L.
Voriado — host pastor. Those
who attended reported a most
inspirational meeting and had
much information to impart to
I. the local churches here andthroughout this area.
Mrs. Norma Homes, her
daughter, Linda and son, Lar-
ry all of San Francisco, Calif.,
were recent visitors in the
home of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. William Sherman at 411
Tanyard at. They also visited
their grandparerfts, Mr. and
Mrs. W. L. Day at 119 Merry
st.
Funeral services for Mr. Will
Smith of Shannon st. who died
recently at Jackson
-Madison
County Hospital were held last
Monday at Ford Funeral Home.
The Rev. Davis officiating at
2:30 p.m. Burial in Mt. Olive
Cemetery.
The 60th Annual Session of
The Imperial Council of the
Ancient Egyptian Arabic Order
of the Mystic Shriners and
Daughters of Isis convened in
Cincinnati, Ohio, Aug. 19-25.
Those attending from this area
I) were: Mr. and Mrs. Ozell Byrd,Mrs. Hazel Suggs, Mrs. F. A.
Dobbins, Mrs. Jaunita Bell,
Mr Gent Cunningham. Mrs. •
Julia Shegog, Mr. and Mn. J.
D. Hearnton and Miss Gladys
Collin. The group reported a
very enjoyable session.
The Rev. J. E. Estes was
guest speaker at the First Bap-
tist church, Brownsville, Tenn.,
Sunday, Aug. 13, 1961, The
Rev, E. L. Curry. pastor.
Funeral rites were held for
Miss Lottya Loryene Graye last
Saturday at 2 p.m. at St. Paul
C. M. E. church the Riev. J. D.
Atwater officiating. Burial was
in Mt. , Olive Cemetery with
Ford Funeral Home in charge.
Miss Graye was born in Miss.,
and moved to Jackson. Tenn.
when She was a very young
girl. She was a teacher in
Greenville, N. C. Survivors in-
fnur eiders, Miss IVIytree
BREWTON
By ALEX AUTREY
ITAIUCVILLE Two members were added to
gitt MOORE
Robinson,
„
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. C.
Robinson of the New Light
Community is spending her va-
cation in Detroit, Mich., with
her sister and brother-in-law,
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Haynes.
• • •
Mr. Tenolia Collier is spend-
ing the month of August in
Cleveland, Ohio visiting his
sisters. Enroute he stepped in
Chicago for a short visit with
cousins, Mrs. Agnes. Monroe
Bell and Mrs. Josephine Max-
well.
Rev. Weldon is still on the
sick list. Also his wife.
Rev. Woods is still on the,
sick list.
Mrs. S a r a h Gross recently
broke her leg.
Grove Crosby of Chicago is
in Evergreen, Ala visiting his
brother.
Mose Thomas is still on the
sick list.
Mr. and Mrs. S. Lewis have
guests from Chicago.
Mr. and Mrs. L. Johnson's
son and daughter-in-law are
here visiting.
Richard Thomas motored to
Oak Hill, Ala. last Sunday.
Mrs. Annie Stewarth of Chi-
cago is here visiting her family.
First Baptist church held an
important meeting last Satur-
day.
Funeral was held for Mrs.
Lillie M. Smith's nephew last
Sunday. He died at McMillan
hospital.
TRUSSVILLE
By L, R. MEYERS
A series of five night revival
services which came to a close
Friday night at Hagood Chapel
Baptist church of Pinson was
a success. Rev. Townsley of
Birmingham, evangelist de-
livered a powerful message
each night. Rev. Samuel Lee is
minister.
After delivering a wonderful
message to his congregation
last Sunday morning at Mt.
Canaan Baptist church, Rev. T.
C. Williams and a group of his
members motored to Pinson in
the aftenoon where they ap-
peared on the anniversary pro-
gram of the Rev. J. W. Smith
at Liberty Baptist church.
Guest speaker for the occas-
ion was the Rev. G. W. Battle.
Mr. and Mrs. Mose Beans of
New Bethel Baptist church. Al-
so her sister, Mrs. Helen Dav-
enport from Canton, Ohio were
visitors at Mt. Canaan church.
attended the Bethel district
Baptist ass'n, in Kingsport,
Tenn., recently.
Rev. S. N. Rogers, and Mrs
Hattie Wilson, from Mt. Olive
Baptist church, attended the
Bethel district Baptist Ass'n
in Kingsport, Tenn., recently.
Mrs. Gatrel Harville has
been dismissed as a patient
from Memorial hospital.
Mrs. Helen Wilson, and fam-
ily have returned to Miami,
Fla.
Dorothy Wyden, and children
have returned from Detroit,
Mich.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Shear-
er, and family spent a few days
in the city with Mr. Shearer's
mother, Mrs. Bell Shearer.
Mrs. Mary Henderson, Miss
Phyllis Goins, Miss Bobbie Mc-
Adams, Miss Corla Smith, Rev.
and Mrs. E. W. Norris, Mrs.
Carrie Merange, president of
the district, Mr. and Mrs. Cal-
vin Venson, Mr. Melvin Flack,
Mr. Harold Lee Birks, Mr. Joe
Birks, Miss Odessie Yett, and
Mrs. Georgia Bradley, attend-
ed the Bethel district Ass'n
from Friendship Baptist
church.
WAVERLY
By ALVIN GHOLSTON
The Missionary Society met
in the home of Mrs. Mary
Cowen recently.
The MCF Club met in the
home of Mrs. Ella Smith last
Thursday night.
Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Good-
rich and daughter, Gazell
Smith, Thomas Smith, Lillian
Gardner, Charles Porter and
children, of Indianapolis, re-
cently visited Mrs. Era Sum-
mers, Mrs. Katie Dansby, Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Goodrich and
other relatives and friends of
this city.
Mr. and Mrs. John McMa-
hon and children, and Mrs.
iMary Cowen were In Nash-ville, where they took CalvinGholston, son of Mr. aid Mrs.
Alvin Gholston to the hospital.
George Deimos Hogan, Jr.,
son of George Hogan, sr., of
this city, recently visited his
father and others. ,
Miss Francis Johnigan and
Therman Hogan attended
church at Dickson, Tenn., last
Sunday.
• • •
Miss Walter Louise Eddins
is visiting her mother. Mrs.
Dollie Mae Eddins, in Chicago.
Miss Eddins is a student at
Mary Holmes Junior college.
• • •
Miss Sandra Jackson,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Sam Jackson, returned home
last week for a short vacation.
Miss Jackson is a student at
Xavier university in New
Orleans, La.
• • •
Mrs. Rosa Stewart returned
home last Wednesday due to
the sudden illness of her mother.
She was accompanied by her
sister, Mrs. Lillie Ayer, her
daughter, Mrs. Doris Anderson,
and children and her son,
Thomas J. Stewart, who stayed
through Thursday.
• • •
Rev. Q. C. Weaver who has
been ill for several months is
in Memphis with one of his
daughters, Mrs. Irene Cluslum,
for special treatments.
DOTHAN
By EURA HARTINGTON
Rev. J. C. Jarrett, presiding
elder of Troy District AME
church held his S. S. conven-
tion in Clayton, Ala. at Jones
Chapel AME church. Rev. 1
Loman, pastor in charge. 'Is.a
sighlight of the. session was s•
address by W. C. Mathems
state lay leader of Birmingham,
Mrs. Lee Howard is visiting
relatives and friends in
troit.
Miss Anna and Latriee
nee Justin of Chicago are
ing their grandmother,:
Willie Austin here.
Mr. and Mrs. W.
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Mrs. Carrie W. Prueitt at-
tended the Minister's Wives
retreat at Gulf Side in Wave-
land, Miss., last week. Mrs
Pruiett was one of the five
ladies invited to the retreat by
Mrs. Charles F. Golden.
MISSISSIPPI
HOLLY SPRINGS
This city was shocked last
wee kwhen Elder P. P. Stock-
and suddenly died at his home.
Funeral was held at Anderson
Chapel, Elder W. C. Arm-
strong of this district delivered
the eulogy. He leaves a wife
ten children and 39 grandchil-
dren. Interment at Cottrell
Cemetery.
The state of Mississippi will
miss Bishop A. W. Wormack
who died at his home in Indi-
anapolis.
Rev. Luther Jones Funeral
was held at Mt. Marie, Eulogy
by Rev. Harris. He leaves sons
and daughters and grandchi'
dren to mourn his passing. 1 -
terment at the church
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the church. Rev. Jones of
Greenwood was the evangelist.
Rev. R. C. Sallie is pastor.
Mr. and .Mrs. Norris Rodgers
and • children of Waterloo are
here visiting relatives and
friends. Also Mac Tilman of
Racine, Wis,
WATER VALLEY
By C. A. Hawkins, jr. 1
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Haw-
kins are proud parents of a
baby girl born Aug. 11. Mrs.
Hawkins is the former Flozell
Nickson of Coffeyville.
This writer attended the
district conference in the New
Albany district at East Com-
munity Line CME church. Rev.
A. A. Peques is presiding elder.
Mr. and Mrs. Wesley Hawk-
ins of Memphis is vacationing
with Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Hawk-
ins.
Rev. L. W. Walton is assist-
ing at the revival being held
at Crossroad CME church in
the Aberdeen district.
Georgia
CORDELE
By RENA LOCKETT
I Eddie Pryor attended serv-
ices at Cedar Spring Baptist
church at Plains, Ga. last Sun-
day.
I Funeral service for Mrs. Ella
Holden were held at Beulah
Land Baptist church with Rev.
T. P. Patterson officiating. Bu-
rial was in Southview ceme-
tery with William Funeral Di-
rectors in charge of arrange-
ments. Survivors are four sons,
Robert, Springfield, Mass;
Toombs of New Rork; George,
Atlanta and Matthews of this
city; three daughters, Mrs. Ella
Dimsey, Mrs. Jessie Hammond
of this city and Mrs. Ester Ma-
this of Chester, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. John St-1 at-
tended services at Nyles Chapel
Baptist church last Sunday.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Jessie Shorter were held at
Zion Hill Baptist church. Sur-
vivors are five daughters and
five sons. Felder Funeral di-
rectors were in charge of ar-
rangements.
Mrs. Laura Nelson has re-
turned home from Miaa
BATON ROUGE
By MRS. M N. RINGGOLD
Mr. and Mrs. James Williams
of New York City, were house
guests of Madams Aida Nance
Givens and Maggie Nance Ring-
gold last week enroute from
Mexico City to Augusta, Ga.,
where "Jimmy" will carry
Thelma to visit with his rela-
tives. Mrs. Williams, instructor
in the New York school system,
is the former Miss Thelma Wal-
lace of Shreveport and sister
of Mr. William Wallace, in-
structor in the Health and
Physical Education Department
of Southern university.
Mr. Charles H. Pickett has
just returned from a brief va-
cation with relatives in Opel-
ousas. La. Mr. Pickett is in-
structor in the Speech and Eng-1
lish department of Southern
university.
Mrs. Lellar F. Lyons, accom-
panied by her little daughter,
Judy, left for California Sun-
day to carry her little grand-
daughter. LaDonna Smith, back
to her home after a lovely
visit with the lra 0. Lyons
family and other relatives.
Friends here have read with
interest and pleasure the news
article which appeared in last
week's local newspaper telling
of the appointment of Dr.
Maude J. Yancey to a commit-
tee to propose means of carry-
ing out the findings of a recent
White House conference on
children and youth. Dr. Yancey
of the Health and Physical Ed-
ucation department of Southern
university and Dr. Emily Hor-
rington of the Home Economics
department have made out-
standing contributions to their
fields — both young women
are native daughters of North
Carolina.
Dr. B. V. Baranco has just
returned from the meetings of
the Knights of Peter Clever
and the National Dental asso-
ciation. Both groups held their
national conventions in Wash-
ington, D. C. Dr. Baranco spent
one day attending
vention of the Na
,
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Ell•a Bell is still on the
ilmd Mrs. Clarence Scott
it, Wis. are visiting rel.
es and friends here.
"Mrs Fate Franklin is on the
lilt list.
Mrs Sinic Jordan of the
Cherry Creek Community is
in Pontatoc Community hos-
pital.
Fletcher Barr is visiting his
brother Alf and other rela
Ives.
Mrs. William Balton is on
the sick list.
Illinois
AURORA
By ADA L. CARNOR
The broadcast choir of Main
Street Baptist church motored
to Chicago recently where
they rendered a program for
Rev. Bodie and congregation.
Miss Katie A. Stewart of
Tyler, Tex., was a weekend
guest of Mr. and Mrs Artis
Lee. Miss Stewart is studying
for a doctorate at Northwest-
ern university.
Fred Adler and Donald Lee
of Philadelphia, nephews of
Mr. Lee, were also recent
guests of the Lees.
Funeral for Arnold Mead-
ows was largely attended. Rev.
M. Moody, jr.. officiated.
Miss Paulette West is visit-
ing friends in Weaton.
MISSISSIPPI
CORINTH
By REV. W. W. HAMILTON
Mr. and Mrs. Ann Freeman
recently attended the funeral
of relatives in Chicago.
Mrs. Bernice Wells of Cham-
paign visited her sister, Mrs.
Beatrice Walker here.
Douglas Walker is vacation-
ing from the railroad.
The Charity Society met at
the home of Rev. G. R. Dam-
mons last Sunday.
GOODMAN
By PEARLEAN BILLINGSLEA
Last rites were said for An-
thony Dickson at Georgeville
M. E. church. Eulogy by Rev.
M. C. Billinplea. He leaves
one daughter, three sisters,
four brothers and a host of
other relatives and friends.
Burial was in the Church ceme-
tery.
George Fred Peppers of the
U. S. Navy is home for a few
days. When ,returning for duty,
he will be stationed at Keelson,
A. F B., Biloxi, Mims
A five night revival just
Today,closed last Friday night at
Shady Grove M. B. church.
COLP
By ANN BILLINGSLY
Mr. and Mrs. Kirby and
children were guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Robert Webb, Mrs.
Webb's parents; Percy Kirby
and wife, Nora.
The Rev. M. C. Davis, for-
mer resident of Colp and now
living in Racine, is visiting
here.
Shaffer Chapel AME church
closed a successful rally last
Sunday.
The Ladies Sunshine Club
held its annual picnic last
Saturday.
Mrs. Ella Gree n, wife of
Amos Green, died at Herrin
hospital. She was a stewardess
at Shaffer Chapel AME church.
Arkansas
Mrs. Constance B. Butler
represented Louisiana at the
Annual Convention of the Lady
Knights Auxiliary *to the
Knights of Peter Clever which
met in Washington. Mrs. Butler
is president of the Leuisiana
Auxiliary and is doing a grand
job.
Mrs. Rowena F. Glasby is
doing volunteer relief duties
while Mrs. T. E. Ramsey, Unit
Director, is on vacation. Mrs.
Glasby's sommer visits to
several YWCA situations in
the eastern section of the United
States and Canada added much
BATES VILLE
By MATTIE WATKINS
James Waugh and Mrs. Paul
Brown of St. Louis returned to
their home after visiting in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Fletcher
'runner and other relatives
here.
Rev. and Mrs. R. C. Scrib-
ner attended the convention in
Blackwell, Ark. last Thursday
UNITY
By MONETTE E. VAUGHN
Mr. & Mrs. J B. Hamner
and grandson of Cleveland,
Mr. and Mrs. Turrui Tatmeau Ohio, visited Mr. & Mrs. De-
',e enjoying a vacation in Los Roy . Kyle and mother, Mrs.
Mollie Kyle.
slates
alesut anthed 
West,
tr Itcitaieshusipret
Messrs. Matthew and Wil-
that they will get to San Fran- liam Hudson & Percy Moore
cacti tor that reunion with th7ea, David.ftKansa d 
James 
s City. Missouri; 
Moore;
nEnrrne-;
Nance girls and boys.
Mr. & Mrs. James Hawkins,
Mr. and Mrs. Lindsey N.
and daughter 
d dMaru 
all of 
Detroit. & Mrs. Jeff Reeks
Jones of Redlands, Calif., Sill
house guests of Mi. and Mrs. midi. were guests of Mr. &
iuLenon Burton and family. Mrs. Roosevelt McCarty and.
Relatives and friends here an other
Mrs. Idella Spears and
 relatives in this area.
extending various courtesies.
Mrs. Jones is the former Miss daughter, Patricia Lane, vial-
Maud Baranco. ted relatives in Chicago, Ill.
When Mi. and Mrs. James, Mrs. Willie Hazel Evans and
Yarber left for home in Losl family visited her father, Mr.
Angeles last Friday they an- Harry Lenox. Their home is in
ranged to visit with friends in South Bend, Ind.
Baldwin and New Orleans. Mrs.,
Malvina Burner Maxwell, sts-1
ter of Mrs. Yarber, accom-
panied them to these Louisiana
cities in order to spend a few'
more hours with her two lovely!
little granddaughters. Krystall
and Karen Keyser. The Yar-1
hers were recipients of many{
lovely courtesies while they I
were in Baton Rot.ge
Rev. M. J. Black, presiding i
Elder of this Episcopal Dis-
trict, delivered the sermon last'
Sunday morning at Bethel AME
church and assisted Pastor J.
DeLeon Walker in conducting
Baptismal rituals for little
Eric Wayne Perkins, son of Mr.
and Mrs. John Earl Perkins,
sponsors for Eric were Mr.
Tourgee DeBose, jr., and Mrs.
Betty Kiper. Mr. Joseph Fran-
cis was also baptized at this
service.
Among , the relatives who
came to worship and to wish
Mr. Francis "God Speed" were
Mrs. Ethel Shelvin Spatsville
and Mrs. Hazelia Shelvin. Mrs.
Alma Francis, daughter of Mr.
Francis, is a stanch member
of Bethel.
Relatives and friends are
congratulating Miss Sophie
White on her recent achieve-
ment of receiving the Master
of Arts degree from New York
iversity last week. Her
sin, Mrs. Hildreth Collier
Lomax, is here tu join in the
congratulations, having come to
Baton Rouge for the funeral of
her lather, Mr. Felt's s Collier.
Members and friends of
Bethel church are happy that
the entire Walker family has
been enjoying a lovely vacation
in their former home city, San
Antonio, Texas.
Mrs. Louise Cobb, official
agent for the Bony magazine
in this area, was a visitor in
Baton Rouge last week. While
at headquartees in New Or-
leans she is the house guest of
Mrs. Hazel Colbourne on St.
Bernard ave.
The C. F. Put nells. accom-
panied by their sister, Mrs.
Lenel P. Walker, are leaving
, or a short vielt in Dallas. Texas.
Mrs. Waller will go on from
there to Wichita, Kansas to
spend a few days with her sis-
ter, Mrs. Edith P. Balton who
has had to undergo minor sur-
Members of the Pleasant
Grove Baptist Church of Roth
Crossing, a n d their pastor,
Rev. Sylvester Morgan, and
wife, were guests of the Mt.
Zion Baptist Church, Sunday.
August 13th, when they parti-
cipated in the Family Day
Rally sponsored by the Wil-
ling Workers' Club, Mrs. Ella
Vinson, president. Rev. Mor-
gan delivered the message.
The Mt. Zion Sunday School
picnic was held on the church
lawn Saturday afternoon.
On the sick list are: Mes-
dames Mattie Moore, Carrie
Winston, and Hattie Hickman;
Messrs. Mark Kay and James
McGinnis, Sr.
SANDUSKY
Mr. and Mrs. Simon Trotter
and mother, Mrs. Anna Cham-
bers, entertained the follow-
ing guest s: their grand-
children, Brenda and Terry
Davis of Omaha, Nebraska;
and Mr. a n d Mrs. George
Killoe of South Bend, Ind.
Mrs. Nellie Henderson has
returned home after spending
the summer in Peoria and
Chicago, Ill. with sick daugh-
ters.
CAIRO
By DAN CLARK
Rev. George Custom, 100,
died at his home in North
Cairo after an extended ill-
ness.
Joseph B. Clark and family
of Gary, are visiting his fath-
er. Dan, and brother, James.
Mrs. Mary C. Smith and
family are welcome guests of
her mother. Mrs. Ella Cook.
Mrs. Gertrude Lindsay of
LaCrosse, Wis., is vacationing
with Mr. and Mrs. Theodore
Anderson.
Mrs. B. Heady and daugh-
ter, Lynell, are visiting in
Tennessee.
Mrs. Ann Winters returned
home from Chicago where she
vacationed with her sister and
Mrs. Carrye Jones, Mr. and
Mrs. Sam Hoove r, Mr and
Mrs Lemon Collins, Robert
Young and son, all attended
the funeral of Mrs. Lillian
Young of East St. Louis, ni.
Mrs. Lillie Simpson of
Springfield, is visiting Mrs.
1 Mamie Jackson and Mrs. Ger-
trude Green.
Mrs. Delia Hales' recent
to her knowledge of managing
this time. 
•S .eery. She is doing nicely a I
who have returned or who are FAVVORITE TOPICS 
stlJ. Hale of Toledo, O., and Fred
YWCA activities.
still vacationing in the East,. 
UNIVERSITY PARK. Pa. 
—,Hale of Chicago.
Among other Baton Rougeans --
Mid-West and West are Dr. L.S. (UPI) — Sociology, anthropol-.
1SHIRLEY ON TOUR
Hollywood—Shirley Knight is
Butler, Mr. and Mrs. J. B. 
on a personal appearance tour
oangyeeeha-nmdakhlingstorya picsr e fnafvoatritie- 1Bacrrhsosspitehtherena,t,Thione Cto upehub"licAizee
vUenyiniversity si oo
Ac--
dents at Pennsylvania State companying her is her husband,
tlaccciorartioirnigcaltosuabisecurts-
for a speech course required of
writer-producer Gene Persson.
subjects represented nearly 56
most undergraduates. 
a -a
Those three "about people" Classified Ads
per cent of the total. Political.
science and education were sec-
ond with 17 and 12 per cent
l 1--spiniusi Adel...3r
each. The remaining 15 per Magical Secrets For Love
fine arts, folklore and recrea- 
IcIVel'ailhs.. 1:;:d Gr.:P.od7r=dwis.h.:4.:cent were scattered between'
tion. Science and technology FORBIDDEN
to Ann, Box 7762, Chicago 50, III. 
were almost entirely ignored. power. $1.00. W. A Johnson. 414 Mii-
c,valle(dNOt7L:.?;?%,:n"4":7,T,
i Rae Street, Wilmington, N. C.
' SPIRITUAL HELP THE WAY THAT
has Seined thousands overcome their
problems. Send $1 00 donation, 4c stamp.
Special message of help Write Elder
1 /iilie. 
end 
3 
Ohio.
J. Per... 2185 It 49th Bt., Cleve-
1  32—Male help wanted 
I WILL YOU WEAR NEW Burrs.
1 SPORT COATS WITHOUT ONE PEN.'
i nr cost and *erre to shoo them to
I friends? You can make up to $4030 in
a day even In spare time, without
canvassing. Stone-Pleld, 532 IL Throon
St.. Dept. 13-926, Chicago 7, 111.
I 8—Personals
Cooper and nephew. Melvin
Jones, jr., Attorney and Mrs.
I. S. Powell, Dr. and Mrs. R.M.
Ampey, Mesdames Eliza H.
Lawless and Isabel Berson.
Mrs. Edith W. Langston is
studying at Columbia univer-
sity in New York City again
this summer. News comes that,
as usual, she is representing
Louisiana in a fine manner and
enjoying her work there.
Mrs. Julia B. Purnell, Region-
al Director of the Southeastern
Region of Alpha Kappa Alpha
sorority, left Saturday for Chi-
SALESMEN AND
SALESWOMEN WANTED
—•-
1. Must have a car
2. Must be a go-getter
3. Must be able to work around
the clock-7 days a week
—•—
We need capable and aggressive display adver-
tising salesmen and saleswomen to work in ad-
vertising field with experience and ability to
sell. You must he a (Go-Getter). Good starting
rates, wage progression and merit increases.
Bonuses. Give full details and experience in
writing. Send all replies to advertising.
—.—
POST OFFICE BOX 311
Memphis, Tennessee
ANYONE KNOWING THE WHERE,
about. of Moddle or Jodie Hurst Ir
Fred Hurst can receive a small re-
ward for locating them. Send Informa-
tion to PEARL HURST, 3204 Part
View Ave., gamma City 4, Kansa& 
12—Corresponde00e Clubs hAvi
LONELY, BE Happy JOIN TAB
American CIO, Flo: 757. Barr. /Miens.
Send Pic for InformetIon.
LONELY? FIND LOVE — ROMANCE
Marriage, Send stamp for WOO.'
illation Dixie Club. Box 1173. Ocala
3. Florida.
MEET ALL RACES nano “MY
FUTURE CLUB MAGAZINE." 10
pages with phOtos. 53 00 yr. Agee 15-
70. P. 0. Box 5703, Chicago 7. 111.
13—Instructiotts
WE HAVE A MAONIFICIINT BOOK
on automobile surveillene* re, end
of same Is $1 00 Phillip. !Morel liter,
lee Sratem 1017.B North Kenneth
Ave.. Chicago 29. Illtnots.
II itlitalt SILO
Seib. — 41W Y010( --DI MI
JOBS WAITING — TICKETS RENT
ATLANTIC ASCE , PO 1105 SSE
WESISURY, NSW YORK
11 -rismAut HELP WANTS!)
RUN A IIPA14.19TIME ORRETDD3
CARD AND (VITT 511101 AT SOME.
Show Wrings samples of our new
1981 Chritimas and AII Octavos
OreetIne Card, and tufts Toll• their
order, and earn 100 per teat profit.
No experience nee ****** . Costa :
nothine to try Writ. today tor mac
tiles on sporoval. REGAL GREETING,.
DEPT. 1$3. FERNDALE. MICHTHILBL
.
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By FAITH MYERS Detroit at the end of Aug. The
LAWN PARTY theme of the national meeting
The UNITED CHURCH of of Catholic Interracial Coun-
Altgeld Gardens will have its cils is "The New Negro."10th Annual Lawn Party and "American Responsibility and
Fashion show, Aug. 20 at 3:30 the Christian Conscience" is
p.m., on the spacious church the theme of the social action
lawn, 13015 S. Ellis. The chair- meeting.
man of the Fashion show, Secretary Goldberg, a form.
Mrs. Kizzie Black, is offering er Chicagoan, will speak at
a tropical venture, "Tropica- the joint banquet of the two
na." A bevy of lovelies will conventions.
be featured in a tropical set- Other speakers include Ar-
ting wearing the latest mid- chbishop Dearden of Detroit,
summer fashions. Mrs. Black Bishop Reed of Oklahoma City
has also arranged a showing and Archbishop John Kodwo
of the latest French and Amissah of Cape Coast, Gha-
American fashions. na, Africa.
This gala affair is held each • • •
year to raise funds for fuel WISCONSIN ASSEMBLY
and repairs. The evening will Roy H. Brown, presiding
be highlighted with entertain- minister of Jehovah's Wit-
ment by Bob Shoffner's Con- nesses, announced Sunda y,
cert Band Local 208. that the Dearborn Unit, Chi-
• • • 
cago Congregation will be
WOMEN'S DAY among the more than 500 con-
On Aug. 20, 1961, the worn- gregations invited to assemble
en of New Haven will be in Milwaukee, Wis., this sum-
celebrating their 9th Annual mer.
Women's Day, Guest speaker The event will be district
for 11:00 services will be Mrs. assembly of Jehovah's Wit-
Leontine Mitchell. The 3:00 nesses scheduled for Aug. 22-
p.m. speaker is Mrs. Roberta 27 at Milwaukee's Arena and
Martin. The Young Matrons Auditorium. This is one of a
will present a play called series of 13 such gatherings
• "Challange of the Cross." this summer and fall in the
• • • United States, Canada, a n d
ANNUAL TEA Europe. One held in June in
The CHURCH OF THE New York City's Yankee Ste-
t LIVING GOD, 6000 S. Union, dium drew an attendance of
, invites you anc: your friends almost 93,000 according to Mr.
to attend their Annual Tea, Brown. We are expected to
on Sunday Aug. 20, from 3:30 draw about 30,000 people in
1 to 7 p.m. Milwaukee said Mr. Brown.
The principle purpose of
the assembly will be to pro-
vide Jehovah's Witnesses with
practical Bible instructions to
Is Mrs. L. M. Hall. The Rev, apply to their field ministry
L. H. Dixon is the pastor. and daily living.
• • • The six-day concention fill
ANNUAL MEETING feature speakers from the en-
Ms g r. Edward J. Kell y, tire area served by the assem-
spiritual moderator of the bly as well as the world head-
Archdiocesan Council of Cath- quarters staff in Brooklyn,
olic Men and executive direc-
tor of the Archdiocesan Union
of Holy Name Societies, today
announced that the annual
meeting of the Institute of
Lay Action will take place 8
p.m., Sunday Aug. 27 at Our
Lady of Sorrow auditorium,
832 S. Albany Ave.
"This year we will be priv-
ileged to hear a discussion of1 
"The Forthcoming Ecumenical
1 Council—Its Purpose and
I Significance," Msgr. Kelly ex-
plained. Aug. 30th from 3 to 7 p.m.
The session is open to all The public is invited to at-
ay leaders of Archdiocesarqtend. Mrs. Jessie Anderson is
. Catholic groups,. , Last year, program chairman. Rev. W.
more than IMO, men at-IN. Reid is pastor.
tended • • •
• • 0
I NATIONAL CONVENTION
On Aug. 6, U. S. Secretary
of Labor, Arthur J. Goldberg,
is scheduled to speak at a joint
convention session of two na-
tional Catholic organizations
In Detroit. on Aug. 26. The
two organizations are the Na-
tional Catholic Conference for
Interracial Justice and the Na-
tional Catholic Social Action
conference.
• Both organizations are hold-
tog national conventions in
Mrs. Marie Fulce is chair-
man. The co-chairmen are
Mrs. P. A. Dixon and Mrs. B.
Moore. The program chairman
N. Y. The high-light will be
reached Sunday. Aug. 27,
when N. H. Knorr, Watch-
tower Society President,
speaks on the subject "When
All National Unite Under
God's Kingdom."
• • •
ALL ANNUAL TEA
The ALLEN TEMPLE A.M.
E. Church, 2975 S. Dearborn
Street, will have their An- t
nual All-Organization a n d
Class Leaders Tea on Sunday
Milton J. Silberman, Chair-I
man, of the Chicago Zionist
Organizations, Milton J. Sil-
berman, Chairman of the Chi-
cago Zionist Council, and Mrs.
Edwin Bernsen, Chairman of
the Aliyah Commmittee.
• • •
TO SPEAK AT CRERA.R
"Religion in Four Dimen-
sions" will be the theme of
he sermon to be delivered by
Dr. J. Carter Swaim, exec-
utive director of the Depart-
ment of English Bible of the
National Council of Churches,
when he is a guest preacher
in the service of worship at
9:30 a.m. Sunday. Aug. 20, at
the Crerar Memorial Presby-
terian Church, 8100 Calumet
Avenue.
Nationally known as a
preacher, author and scholar,
Dr. Swaim was professor of
New Testament at the Western
Theological Seminary in Pit-
tsburgh, Pennsylvania, for ten
years prior to his present posi-
tion in 1954 with the National
Council of Churches of Christ.'
Be has served congregations
in New York. Missouri and
Scotland. He also has taught
at the American University at
Beirut, Lebanon.
A frequent contributor of
articles and reviews to the
religious press, Dr. Swaim is
also the author of several re-
ligious books.
• • •
4 DAY MEET
Many of the pastors with
heir congregations and friends
convened to participate in a n
four-day Unity Fellowship h
Meeting sponsored by The i
Churches of God. 
. b
Among t hose co-operating
were Rev. E. J. Morris, pastor t
of the Church of God, 6200
Langley, and Rev. Marcus H.
Morgaut, pastor of the Church
of God, on 61st Street.
• • •
El, 1961. Services conducted in!our chapel Aug. 5, 1961.
our chapel Aug. 4, 1961. DORA PEARSON. died Aug.
EMMA STANSBERRY. died 3. 1961. Services conducted in
Aug. 2. 1961. Remains shipped our chapel. Remains shipped to
to Macon. Georgia for burial Prentiss. Miss, for burial.
Aug. 4. 1961. CORNELIA THORPE, died
ST. LUKE
ST. LUKE M. B. Church R
elebrated it's Annual Worn-,
n's Day, Sunday, Aug. 13th. i
The guest of honor was Mrs.
Violette Churn of Baltimore, j
M.rt,
iMrslkiern iQ the sister of A
•, S. A Gra o, who is m
pastor f Si Luke. lB
pastor of the church. Rev.
Lusk is pastor.
• • •
under the United Churc
Board for World Ministrie
will sail for that country fro
Los Angeles Monday, Aug. 14
They are just completing
year's furlough in the Unite
States.
Dr. Larson is professor o
music at Kobe College, Nishi
omiya. Mrs. Larson, wh
olds a degree in Chemistry
s content for the present to
e a missionary wife an
mother, but finds t ime t
each English in the hig
school.
• • •
LABOR DAY MASS 
-
T' Reverend eratd
one:, PatifOrnt,
Catholic Al ion -cop
ference, and isociate "Actor
of Sign Magazine, will preach H
he sermon at the 13th aciMpl m
Labor Day Mass. 10.00 t
Holy Name Cathedral, Mon-
day. September 4th.
Celebrant of the Mass will
be His, Excellency, the Most
Reverend' Cletus O'Donnell,
Auxiliary Bishop of Chicago.
Assisting him will be Very
Reverend Monsignor Edward
Pellicore of Our Lady of Per-
* • •
ALABAMA PRIEST SPEAK
NEW YORK — A southern
nest expressed "highest ad
miration" for the Freedom
iders for uncovering some of
the truth about race attitudes
n the south.
Father Albert S. Foley, S.
., professor of sociology at
pr ing Hill College, Mobile,
Ia., spoke to about 100 at a
eeting of the newly-formed
ronx chapter of the Catholic
Interracial Council. Park Ave., New York.
Father Foley, who is chair-j • • •
an of the Alabama Advisory AWARDED
mittee for the U. S. Civil / NEW YORK CITY — Two
ights Commission and presil Methodists, one a bishop and
dent grAlabatha's Council on
=non Reldtans, felt that the
,-.vement •biss a.lood chance
o• arhaceed if gli.ders co-
ordinate' their ~4' with
ose of other organigatums.
• • •
ISLE CONTEST
NEW YORK CITY. N. Y.—
--,7"•"91F-
th
B
Methodist
petual Help Vicariate. Rev 
•iaerend James Murphy of Pre W sz
eines Blood Parish will he or ld Meetdeacon, and Reverend Johnl
Nicola. professor, Quigley
Seminary South, will be sub-
deacon.
The Labor Day Mass is one
of the principal activities
sponsored during the year by
the Catholic Council on Work-
MAME CAMPBELL. died
July 31, 1961. Services in our
Chapel Aug. 4, 1961.
EVANS TAYLOR. died Aug.
2, 1961. Remains shipped to
I
RECEPTION
Prominent Chicago Jewish
leaders gathered at the Shera-
ton-Blackstone Hotel, M a y-
fair Room, on Tuesday. Aug.
15, at 8:00 p.m. at a recep-
tion for representatives of 68
Chicagoans settling in Israel.
Among the speakers were
Hon. David Tesher, Consul
General of Israel in Chicago,
Shlomo Chaimowitz represent-
ing the Jewish Agency for
Israel, the Presidents of the
Chicago Zionist Organizations,
Asthma and Hay Fever
Relief Comes in Minutes
▪ .and Lasts For Hours
Tiny Tablet Now Available Without Prescription!
• 1•10, a. T. See, 01 - Medical
Science has developed a new, tiny
tablet that not only stops asthma
spasms, but brings relief to those
' who suffer from hay fever attacks.
Authoritative tests proved this
remarkable compound brings relief
In minutes-and gives hours of
freedom from recurrence of pain-
ful spasms.
This fast-acting formula is
prescribed by doctors for their
private patients who suffer from
asthma or hay fever. And now suf-
ferers can obtain this formula -
without prescription in most states
- in tiny, easy-to-take tablets
called Prinuttene*.
Primatene opens bronchial tubes,
loosens mucous congestion, relieves
taut nervous tension, helps dry up
nasal passages. All this without
taking painful injections and with-
out the inconvenience of nebulizers.
The secret is - Primatene com-
bines 3 medicines (in full prescrip-
tion strength) found most effec-
tive in combination for asthma sod
hay fever distress.
So look forward to sleep at night
and freedom from asthira or hay
fever spasms. Get Primatene at
any drugstore. Only 98s.
Silas, a Leader
In Philippi Paul and Silas were both-
ered by a commercial 'soothsayer and
took her power away from her. The
girl's masters, enraged, provoked a
mob which brought vague charges
against the two, causing them to be
beaten.—Acts 16:16-23.
ILLUSTRATED SUNDAY SCHOOL LESSON
 ikreptere„Arip 1511142; 141:11946; 173-14; 185; I Theseekolhone 1:1; I Peter 14:12.
Thrust In prison otter their beating,
Paul and Silas were confined tri
docks. That night, though in pain,
they "prayed, and sang praises unto
God," much to the amazement of the
other prisoners, who had never wit-
nessed such.,-Acts 16:23-25.
God answereC. their prayers with an
asrthquake which shook open theprison doors and loosed the bonds of
prisoners. The jail keeper, distra.ught,
was about to commit suicide, but
Paul assured hint that they would
not flee.—Acts 16:26-'2&.
By Alfred J. Buescher
The prison keeper became a convert.
He washed the whip marks of Ms
prisoners, took them to his bouae.
laid a feast for them and was bap-
tised by them before returning to
the ja1L—Aota 16:29-34.
GOLDEN TEXT---,1 Peter 3:14
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The Tenth World Methodist
Conference is to be held at ger
Oslo, Norway, Aug. 17 - 25, ger
1961. There will be about 500 Karlsen?
ing Life,
 an organization 1m. in attendance from the United to Mr.social reform along the lines States as well as representa- Sundaysuggested by the papal en tives from practically every
cyclicals, "On the Condition 
nation in the world. CHICAGO
of Labor." by Pope Leo XIII, There are two speakers on NASHVILLE
"On Reconstructing the So-
cial Order," by Pius XI and
"On Human Solidarity," by
John XXM. The Council also
publishes a monthly news-
paper, WORK.
• • •
VISITORS WELCOME
The CHRISTWAY Pent e-
costal Convention friends and
delegates are invited to visit
the Lusk Bibleway Temple
Pentecostal Church, of God,
649 E. 43rd Street during the
convention beginning Aug. 21
and ending on Aug. 27.
Rheakfast will be served at
9:30 a.m., and a parade will
be staged at 11 a.m. Come
march with us (in white).
I Bishop E. Lusk is the assistant
A United States champion
will be selected on Sept 3.
1961, to represent the USA at
the Second International Bible
Contest in Jerusalem, Israel,
to be held on October 3,
1961. The United States cham-
pion will be selected from six
candidates qualifing for the
finals in local competitions to
be held on Aug. 20, 1961. The
champion will be flown to Is-
rael, a week prior to the
contest, entertai n e d, m a i n-
lathed, taken on sight seeing
tours and flown back to the
USA, all at the expenses of
the Israel Organization Com-
mittee of the International
Contest.
U. S. citizens over 18 years
of age interested in compet-
ing for the championship
should send their names and
addresses to the nearest Is-
rael Diplomatic or Consular
office„ which are located as
follows:
Israel Office of Information,
New York; Consulate General,
Chicago Consulate General
Los Angeles; Consulate, At-
lanta, Consulate Dallas, Con-
sulate, Philadelphia.
New York competitions on
Aug. 20, and Sept. 3, will be
held at the Herzl Institute 515
tropolitan
Funeral Parlors Inc.
4445 SOUTH PARK
ATIontic 5-5678 Chicago 53, Illinois Undertaker Manager
THEO R HAWES
the program from Chicago:
One is the Rev. Dr. A. J.
Carey. pastor of Quinn Chapel
African Methodist Episcopal
Church the subject of whose
address is "The Negro Metho-
dist Churches in America."
The other is, Dr. J. W. Eichel-
berger, Secretary of Christian
Education, African Methodist
Episcopal Zion Church whose
subject is "'The Evangelistic
Genius of Methodism."
A representative of the
Christian Methodist Episcopal
Church who is to address the
World Conference on, "Me
thodism in the Field of Social
Service." He is professor in
the Interdenominational Theo-
logical Seminary in Atlanta
Ga. and is said to be the first
Negro to receive the degree
of doctor of philosophy from
Vanderbilt University at Nash-
ville, Tenn.
Among other participants
on the program are: Bishops
S. L. Greene and E. C. Hat-
cher of the A. M. E. Church;
Bishops William J. Walls and
Herbert Bell Shaw of the A.
M. E. Zion Church; Bishops
Bertram W. Doyle and P. R.
Shy of the C. M. E Church.
111.111=111111•10.1.1.118 11111111111111
Funerals held Auer. 4. 1961 to and including Aug. 10, 1961
ROBERT BLAIR. died July 28. 1961. Services conducted in, CHARLES L. TALLY, died
Aug. 4, 1961. Services conduc-
ted in our chapel Aug. 8, 1961.
ERNEST SMITH. died Aug.
4, 1961. Remains shipped to
Meridian, Miss, for burial Aug.
9. 1961.
HARRY PERRY. died Aug.
6, 1961. Services conducted in
our chapel Aug. 9. 1961.
LUCY F. WILLIAMS, died
Aug. 5, 1961. Services conduc-
ted in our chapel Aug. 9, 1961.
Montgomery, Ala. for burial ROSA RANDOLPH, died
Aug. 5. 1961. 3. 1961. Services conducted in Aug. 7, 1961. Remains shipped
DAISY STOKES, died July our chapel Aug. 7, 1961. to New Orleans, La. for burial
28, 1901. Services conducted LUTHER COLEMAN. died Aug. 10. 1961.
in our chapel Aug. 5, 1961. Aug. 3. 1961. Services conducted JESSIE JONES DORSEY,
ROSIE TUOMPSON, died in our chapel Aug. 7. 1961. died Aug. 8. 1961. Services con-
July 311, 1961 Services in our ALICE THOMAS. died Aug. ducted in our chapel Aug. 10,.
chapel Aug. 5. 1961. 4. 1961. Services conducted in 1961.
LAWRENCE TURNER, died our chapel Aug. 8. 1961. MARY E. GRAND1SON. died!
July 29, 1961. Services conchic- ANNA BELL HARRIS. died, Aug. 5, 1961. Services conduc-I
ted in our chapel Aug. 5, 1961. Aug. 2, 1961. Services condu-!tad in our chapel Aug. 101
EVA JOHNSGIN, died July .ted in our chapel Aug. 8. 19411 I 19411.
Animal Welfare
We pick up any stray or
unwonted animals
Animal Welfare League
Call NOrmol 7.0089
Aug. I, 1961. Services conduc-
ted in our chapel Aug. 7, 1961.
ILEr1A WOODSON. died
Aug. 1. 1961. Services conduc-
ted in our chapel Aug. 7, 1961.
CARRIE ORANGE, died Aug
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Christian Education ,eork-
ers from churches across the
nation are considering the
theme "Witness in the Wei ; ;••
this week at the annu,1
Christian Education Conte'
ence at the American Baptist
Assembly, Green Lake, Wis-
consin.
Mrs. Barbara Street of S.
Calumet Avenue and Mrs. Eli-
zabeth A. Albright of South
Langley Avenue, both mem-
bers of Beth Eden Baptist
Church in Chicago, are among'
those attending the confer-
ence, which lasts until Aug.1
19. It is one of many speciall
emphasis conference, held on
the grounds of the Americai•d
Baptist Assembly annually.
Keynote speakers of the
week will he Robert W. Lynn,
dean of Auburn Seminary,
New York, and J. Carter
Swain. Executive Director ofi
the department of the Englishl
Bible. National Council of
EPISCOPAL
TRINITY dellICOPAL
Michigan - 111 5.51148
/Weer sr I one • ftreare
"100, elm SM
,usciel end
socials II... • le
biennial meeting. During the
sessions, educational theory,
philosophy, methods, and
trends will be discussed.
The conference theme is
"The Transforming Gospel
and the Teaching Church."
One of the conference features
will be two addresses on the
theme by Dr. L. Harold De
Wolf, professor of systematic
theology at Boston University
School of Theology.
Registrations should be
made through the executive
secretaries of the annual con-
ference boards of education.
• • •
SPECIAL SERVICE
NEW YORK CITY—Twelve
persons, including the young
woman who was named "Miss
Methodist Student Nurse" for
1961, will begin two years of
special-term home missionary
service for the Met hodist
Church this fall.
Representing 11 states from
New York to California, the
new home missionaries will
serve in community centers,
mission school s, children's
homes, hospitals and rural
parishes. The nine young
women and three young men
in the group are known as
One of the US-2's, Miss
Jeannette Carey of Lincoln,
Neb., was chosen a s "M i as
Methodist Student Nurse" for
1961 by the Methodist Board
of Hospitals and Homes. She
was honored in February at
the annual meeting of the
National Association of Me-
thodist Hospitals and Homes.
She will serve as a nurse at
the Brewster Methodist Hos-
pital, Jacksonville, Fla., which
serves primarily the Negro
community.
• • •
ESSAY WINNERS
NEW YORK CITY— Three
Methodist missionaries are the
winners in an international
essay contest sponsored by
WORLD OUTLOOK, Metho-
dist magazine of missions, as
a part of its Golden Anniver-
sary observance. The contest,
which drew more than 75 en-
tries, was on the philosophy
of missions. The winners, an-
nounced in the August issue,
are.
Firt place (prize of $250)—
The Rev. Dr. Richard C. Bush
Waco and Dallas, Texas,
ely a professor at South-
Methodist University and
w acting secretary of the
tian Study Center on
ese Religion in Hong
nd place (prize of $100)
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professor of church history( WORLD OUTLOOK also an-
and ecumenics at Union The- flounced four honorable men-
°logical Seminary in Manila, tion awards of $50 each. Theythe Philippines, and editor of ,
the recently published book, are.
"The Theology of the Christ- The Rev. Dr. Cecil North
ian Mission." cott, Bromley, Kent, England.Third place (prize of $75)— editor of the Lutterworth PressDr. Gertrude Feely of Shel- a n d no t e d Congregationalbyville, Mo., director of the minister and writer; the RevKobe (Japan) Christian Youth Earl Herbert Cressy, Clare'Center and professor at Seiwa moos, Calif.; Mrs. Walter E.JwuonrikoerrsC. ol 1 e g e in K o b e, a Glasser, Port Washington, N.training school for church Y.; W. Cecil Findley, Manhat-
tan, Kan.
Silas, a Trustworthy Leader
HOW A PROMINENT AND ABLE CHetISTIAN LEADERWAS WILLING TO TAKE SECOND PLACE
UNDER THE GREAT APOSTLE PAUL
Scripture—Lets 15:88-41; 18:19-40; 11:1-14; 18:5;! T'heeradowiosie
I:1; I Peter 5:11.
By N. SPEER JONES as delegates from Anffoch. TheIN THE last lesson, we saw major outcome of this Councilhow Mark, an average imma-
ture young man with unde-
veloped. abilities, grew to be-
come one of the church's finest
leaders.
This week we have the oppo-
site case hi point—a mature
man of fine character and abili-
ties, already a respected leader,
who grows In • different way
through his association with the
church—by giving up his pre-
eminence tn order to serve
where he Is needed, as com-panion and servant to the
church's two greatest apostles,
Paul and Peter.
His name was Silas, also
called Silvanus.
Where he came from, we
don't know; nor do we know
anything of his activities after
his association with Paul and
was the decision that salvation
could come only through thil
race of Christ.
Silas and Judas are sent back
with Paul and Barriabeui to
Antioch, as a ;sort of return
courtesy call from Jerusalem.
Paul apparently had eufficient
contact with Silas by the time
of his second journey that when
Barnabas went off with Mark,
he chose Silas to accompany
bins. Paul, according to H. C.
Lees ("Peloubet's Select Notes,"
pp. 276-77i, was always subject
to loneliness and needed com-
panionship more than the aver-
age man. He was also subject
to considerable illness, and
needed tending. After Silas.
Timothy and Luke were to ruin-.
Mbar to Paul. Paul saw in Silas
GOLDEN TEXT
'Been 4'ye should suffer the righteosswear sake, Messedres y.."—J Peter 3:14.
Peter. We do know that when a man of dependability and _-he appears on the scene he Is commodation.
a prominent member of the Silas, on his part, had the
Christians in Jerusalem, one of greatness of heart to be able tothis second-fiddlethe two "chief men among the step down to 
brethren." (Acts 15:22). position without hesitation.
The imprisonment at PhilippeWe also know that he, along described in Acts 16 wasWith the other "chief man." brought on when Paul stripped
a bothersome girl of her sooth-
saying power, so leaving her
profiteering masters without in-
come. Apparently the stocks of
the times in which Paul and
Judas Barsabas, was a "proph-
et" (Acts 15:30). This word
has a meaning quite different in
the New Testament than it hasin the Old. Here it means a
Berea (also Acts 17).(See R. C. H. Lenski as quoted
In "Peloubet's Select Notes,"
p. 276.)
Holy Spirit, but not to the 
exwasknown as Salonice, Greece. It
writes to the Thessalonians, on
Was
country of Alexander the Great,tent that the apostles could, as w
Thessalonica (Actii 17) is now
After reaching Corinth, Pant
then in Macedonia, the
Christian teacher, in the sense Silas were put had leg-holesof one who has complete under- spaced very widely apart, Carla-standing of the Word and the ing considerable pain.ability to present it clearly to
others. He may also receive
direct communications from the
behalf of himself, Silas (581-Apparently Silas makes his venue) and Timothy. Afterfirst contact with Paul at the Paul's death, Silas is ',boom bygreat Council at Jerusalem, to Peter as his aid, judging fromwhich Paul and Barnahas came the reference from I Peter.Bayed on copyrighted outlines orcsiuced by the Digialoa of Chrtrian *duration.National COsincil of Churches of Chrigt in the U.S.A., and used by POwleMoleDistributed by King Features Syndkete
Jame s H.
wishes to announce that he
is now actively engaged as
FUNERAL DIRECTOR
at
7918 S. Parkway
under the firm mime of
James H. Hall
Funeral Director
Famous for ha 'Lifelike Preservations'
TR 4-5276
Complete Cemetery Service
FAMILY LOTS
osoilohle in lovely
sections of Lincoln
one of Americo's rnoit
heoutitul Cernot•ries.
Monthly payments it desired.
MONUMENTS includieg grave,
and markers can opening and
be purchased directly
immediate° 'e idi  l ..%°`.Irons the Cemetery
C47r °MCP. 841 tat? 4111,0 515815
Phones. FA. 4-7278 and HI 554O0
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.300 Delegates To Bar Association Meet
Hear Freedom Riders' Chief Defendent
LOS ANGELES—A talk by
Atty. Jack H. Young of Jack-
son, Miss., chief defendant of
the Freedom Riders there, was
one of the principal speakers
when the National Bar As-
sociation held its four-day
convention at the St atle r-
Hilton Hotel here.
The 300 delegates to the as-
sociation's 36th meeting and
their friends also heard a
talk by Raymond Burr, TV's
famous "Perry Mason" when
they held their closed banquet.'
Among the other outstand-
ing participants and speakers'
litre Atty. Euclid L. TaylorChicago; George W. Crock-
ett of Detroit; Samuel Rosen-
wain of New York; Atty. Gen
Stanley Mosk, Assistant
Deputy Atty. General of the
U.S., Joseph Doland and
George Leighton of Chicago.
JACKSON PRESIDES
Elmer C. Jackson jr. of
Kansas City, Kan., national
president, presided during the
session s. The local NBA
rhapter and the Wives of
Beach and Bar, under the
presidency of Mrs. Geri Bran-
ton, were co-sponsors of the
convention.
Seminars and discussion
meetings centered around
plans for reducing to a mini-
mum every aspect of racial
seregation and discrimina-
tion in the United States.
Loren Miller led the dis-
cussion on "Urban Renewal
Problems."
The women's auxiliary of
NBA, the National Barristers
MRS. GER! BRANTON
(President, Wives,
Bench and Bad
Raise Academic Level At
Juskegee Institute In Fall
ma
TUSKEGEE INSTI T U T E,
Ar,,A.—Stiffened requirements
and new programs will meet
the 'more than 2,300 students
wg..:i enroll at Tuskegee Insti-
tute this fall. New program
changes broaden career op-
portunities, but narrow the
zap for borderline scholarship
cases.
The school's Course of Study
Committee announced recently
that stiffer minimum academic
requirements will eliminate
students at the end of thel
year who have not met them:1
freshmen, 1.6; sophomores,
1.9, and juniors 2.0.
Tuskegee operates under a
4.0 system. Students formerly
were required to maintain at
least 1.4, 1.6 and 1.9, respec-
tively. The 2.0 graduation re--
iiirement remains unchanged.
Dr. Joseph Fuller, chair-
an of the committee, said
that a program of "raising
standards" prompted the
changes.
Also as part of academic up-
grading and diversification,
four new programs—business
management, agricultural en-
gineering, agri-bUsiness, a n d
nursery school and family life
education—have been added
to the curriculum.
Admissions Of ficer John
Baker reports that already
1,141 new students have been
accepted for registration at
Tuskegee in September. This
number is more than 200 above
the new acceptances by this
time last year.
Wives, was hosted by the tail Party on Wednesday was
Wives of Bench and Bar Club
of Los Angeles at a special
luncheon Thursday Mrs. El-
bert Hudson presided and
principal speaker was Mrs.
Juanita Miller, (wife of Atty.
Loren Miller), District re-
presentative of the State Dept
of social Welfare (California).
Highlighting the social ac-
tivities of the conventioin were:
at the home of Atty. and Mrs.
Crispus A. Wright, with back-
ground music and entertain-
ment by the Hawaiian Ensem-
ble.
On the following evening
the Charles R. Drew Medi-
cal Society hosted a Patio
Party to visiting NBA mem-
bers at the View Park home
of Dr. and Mrs Henry Jenk-
The Get- Acquainted Cock- ins.
CARL A. EARLES
(Convention Chairman)
MRS. JUANITA MILLER
(Luncheon Speaker)
XENOPHON F. LANG
(Program Chairman)
LOREN MILLER
(Discussion Leader)
Portugal In
Individual Income InEnclaves Rift
LISBON — (UPI)—Portugal
announced Wednesday it will
defend its right in two Portu-
guese Enclaves claimed by In-
dia.
A bill to make Dedra and
Nagar Haveli part of India
passed the Lower House in
New Delhi.
India contends the two en-
claves have proclaimed their in-
dependence from Portugal.
Portugal said it has sent a
note advising India it will ex-
ercise its sovereign rights to
the enclaves.
•
U. S. Hits New Peak
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —home pay for wage and
The Commerce Depart-
ment disclosed that the total
of individual incomes of all
kinds climbed in July to
new high .
Record industrial production
last month and the lofty mon-
ey gain reflected a strong mid-
summer economy that is ex-
pected to generate still high-
er output, income and possibly
employment in autumn.
This report of more take-
sal-
ary workers followed word
from the federal reserve board
that factory, mine and utility
activity hit a new high last
month.
One important dark spot
stood out in the otherwise
bright economic picture. Un-
force, the rate reached at the
bottom of the 1960-61 reces-
sion. Labor department econ-
omists are hopeful it will
come down to 6 per cent by
the end of the year.
17711111!Ir1!!!!111
Dear Mme. Chante: I sin-
cerely hope you can help me.
I am a young lady of 21, 5
feet, 3 1-2 inches tall, weigh
133 lbs. I am brownskin and
considered attractive. Would
like to meet a nice looking
young man living in the Chi-
cago area, Milwaukee or
Cleveland. He must be intel-
• • •
Chicago Defender and think
28, a radio and TV technician,
5 . feet, 8 inches tall, 150 lbs. I
am brownskin, have black eyes
and fairly nice features. I
would like to correspond with
Iladies from 20 years of age
Dear Mine. Chante: I am up. Would appreciate it if they
'aware of the fact that you enclosed a photo in first let-
have helped many, therefore I ter — I will do the same. Like
believe you can help me. I jazz music, and good books. J.
am a Christian woman with Quincy Carroway, Route 1,
a good reputation and clean Hartford, Ala.
character. I like the better • • •
things of life. I desire meeting Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
a decent gentleman over 69 widower with a small daugh-
years of age and under 72 ter. 1 am 36, tall, intelligent,
Dear Mme. Chante: I have
inches tall and not weighing been a constant reader of the
over 195 lbs. I have a daugh-
ter and would be happy to it's a wonderful paper. I am
111111111111
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
terested in an intelligent gen-
tleman between 30 and 45
years old. One who works and
wants something out of life.
I am brownskin, 5 feet 6
inches tall, weight 140 lbs.
Please send photo in first
letter.
Mies G. O'Brien, 533 E. 60th
igent and looking forward to St., Chicago, Ill.
marriage. Between the ages
of 21 and 30. around 5 feet, 11 
accept one or two motherless
children. Please send photo
in first letter. Mrs. Jan M.
White, 4933A Carol St., Sko-
kie,
• • •
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P 114 SIGN uP!NA1 FLAVING SIGN
MEANS YOU'RE No-r O CAZoSS Novl
v1/4 1EN r woRWWALK'
".- E4 You CROSS! 
with a height of a t least 4 good appearance, employed.' 
will be answered upon re- sary, prefer someone who en-
feet, 6 inches tall. All mail Willing to re-Ideate if neces j
Joys TV, movies and an oc-
M 
Jackie To Accept Paintingquest.
Hallie Leeb, General casional night out and church. 
Hill Ave., Baltimore 1, Md.Chicago, Ill.
Delivery, Main P ' James Gilman, 946 Druid Of s
• • •
ost Office,
• • •
Dear Mme. Chante: I would Dear Mme. Chante: I am in-
like to correspond with some terested in comes ndin withPo g
nice American gentlemen be. someone who has marriage in
tween 35 and 60 years of age. mind. I am 35, 6 feet, 3 inches
Will answer all letters and ex- tall. 198 lbs., black hair, blue
change photos.
Icalda Garvee, 6 Peclary
RD., Jones Pen R.O., Kings-
ton 12, Jamaica, B.W.I.
eyes and brownskin. Please
send photo in first letter. Wil-
liam Robinson, 3143 S. Indiana
Ave., Chicago 16,
Expert Says Other Planets
Can't Support Human Life
By JOSEPH L. MYLER
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
Men have dreamed of coloniz-
ing „other planets in the solar
system if the earth should
become too crowded for com-
fort and safety.
Many scientists agree that
our own planet may become
overstocked with people some
day. Last November a group
of University of Illinois scien-
tists reported the mathematic-
al conclusion that Doomsday
will arrive on earth on Fri-I
day Nev. 13, 2026—If the pop-
ulation continues to grow In
future as it has in the past.
On Doomsday, these scien-
tists said, the population will
approach infinity, a number
too big to count, imagine, or
tolerate. The Illinois group
said space travel had been
proposed as an alternative to
death by squeezing.
RESETTLING IS OUT.
But Prof. V. Krasovsky of
Moscow says resettling on
other planets is out. In a re-
cent article, digested here by
the Commerce department,
Krasovsky says in effect that
none of the other planets
could support human life.
In any event, he says, if
mankind has to make more
room for itself, it would be
far easier to cover earth's
oceans with rafts serving as
floating cities.
Krasovsky also dismissed
the notion that man some day
will exploit mineral resources
on other planets. He feels this
will never be economically
feasible.
FOR EXPLORATION
The purpose of space ex-
ploration, according to the
digest of Krasovsky's article,
"it to learn more of the uni-
verse around us . ."
This is reminiscent of the
views of Dr. Lee A. Dubridge,
president of the California
Institute of Technology. Du-
bridge said a while back that
It would make more sense to
build cities at the bottom of
the seas than to try to colon-
ize the moon and planets.
He also scoffed at the idea
that man may mine such
things as gold, copper or
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uranium in space. He said the
great space resource is know-.
ledge of the universe which
cannot be obtained on earth.
And no resource. Dubridge
said "is more valuable than
knowledge."
Safer Travel
For Workers
SAN FRANCISCO.—Trans-
portation of farm workers,
proved to be a much safer busi-
ness during 1960 than in any
of the previous years on record
according to Thomas N.
Saunders, chief of the Division
of Industrial Safety.
"The number of workers
disabled dropped from 929 in
1959 by more than half, to
130 in 1960. Fatalities were
cut in half—from eight to
four," Saunders reported.
Saunders attributed the
dramatic decrease in accidents
and injuries to two things:
vigilant inspection of buses
and trucks used to transport
workers, and the promulga-
tion of new farm transporta-
tion safety orders in 1959.
"We no longer allow work-
ers to be transported in
broken-down, worn-out, and
over
-crowded vehicles," Saund-
ers said, "and the new safety
orders provide us with mini-
mum, enforcement standards."
Words of the Wise
Many a man never fails
because he never tries.
—(Norman Mac Ewan
outh 
ern Univ. Senior
A Southern University senior
elementary education Maj.'
who likes to dabble with paint
and brush, has found that no
less than the First Lady her-
self will accept one of his
paintings that now hangs in
the Foyer in the University
Library. He is Joseph Williams
of New Orleans.
Williams' first outstanding V
recognition came a few weeks
ago when he sent a group of
paintings to President Kennedy
of his impressions of what the
world looks Ake from out of
apace.
So impressed was the Presi-
dent that he immediately dis-
patched r note to Williams con-
gratulating him and thanking
him for the paintings. Included
was a copy of the speech that
was delivered by our first
Astronaut.
PAINTING FOR let LADY
It was after this that Mrs.
Kennedy's attention was drawn
to the young artist's work. The
painting she will receive is en-
titled, "America." The work is
very simple in its appearance,
but the colors are of ringing
tones. The subject is a basket
of fruit.
Williams has not had pro-
fessional training. He just likes
to paint and a.:mrding to him
has learned the hard way. "I
mils. give credit to some very
wonderful people in New Or-
leans," stated the youngster.
"Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Rei
nike, both well-known artist,
in New Orleans, and Alon:
Lansford of the Delgato
seum. Through their encourag.
ment and advice, I have be,
able to give my paintings chin
acter."
STEVENSON PAPERS
HOLLYWOOD — The Ta-
hitian name for Robert Lou-
is Stevenson —Tusitala — is
the title of a story purchased
by Warner Bros. from writer
Gibson Fox. The original will
form the basis for a "Hawaiian
Eye" drama. "Tusitala" deals
with the discovery of an un-
published Stevenson manu-
script.
Tuskegee Medical Director
On U. S. Advisory Committee
TUSKEGEE INSTITUTE,
Ala. — Dr. Eugene H. Dibble,
jr., medical director at Tus-
kegee Institute, has been ap-
pointed to the Advisory Com-
mittee on Sheltered Workshops
of the U. S. Department of
Labor.
Sheltered workshops arc
non-profit organizations whirl,
Provide paying jobs for han(f,
capped workers. The Advisor'
Committee serves as consultant
to the government to enforcr
fair labor standards for such
workers.
The 16-member-committee ,
made up of representatives e'
labor, industry, the public, ano
persons employed in the shel
tered workshop field.
Dr. Dibble is one of three,
public representatives. Th,•
other two are Kenneth Hamil
ton, associate director of the
Ohio Rehabilitation (enter in
Coll.:thus, and Alvin ID. Puth.
assistant director of the Na-
tional llehzbilitation Associa-
tion, Washinefon. D C.
t,
JOSEPH VS ILI 11,
Asked why he dint enroll
in the department of art, Wil-
liams felt that there was little
opportunity for an artist. So,
he somewhat hid his talents,
and decided to become a
teacher and let art occupy his
spare time.
However, now that he has
been offered several substan-
tial scholarships to study pro-
f-ssionally he is going to stay
in school until he receives his
decree, then accept one of the
rcholarships.
"This way. I will be able
to told a job while I continue
my stud is After all I have
my rmither to look after and
some day I expect to have a
family to support."
Medical Group
Sponsors Tour
In Africa
The National Medical As-
sociation, consisting largely of
Negro physicians in the United
States, is sponsoring a tour
of several African countries.
The association has a member-
ship of about 2,000 physicians
in about 40 states and consists
of private practitioners and
officers of the United States
Public Health Service and
other Federal agencies.
The association, in keeping
with its new policy, has be-
come interested in medical
sciences and public health on
an international scale, hence
their former visit to Eastern
European countries—Hungary,
Poland and Russia. This year
they intend visiting African
countries.
Purpose of this visit is two-
fold:
—To secure a brief survey
of the medical problems in
these countries, the extent of
medical facilities and profes-
sional and allied medical per-
sonnel.
—To ascertain ways and
means by which a privide
professional organization, such
as the National Medical As-
sociation, might be helpful in
the rapid expansion of medical
education and practice in some
African countries.
It may also be that this As-
sociation can work toward the
development of scholarship
funds and assist in develop-
ing an exchange program
among medical teachers be-
tween medical schools IN
Ghana and the United Stahel
-`"
ADMIRING BOUQUET in
borne of the bride following
ceremony held in St. Mary's
Episcopal Cathedral are the
little flower girl, Karen
Sweet, daughter of Principal
and Mrs. Herman Swee I.
and the bride, the former
Miss Clara Ann Twigg. Nes-
tled in center of bouquet
was prayer book given to
-
HAPPY COUPLE — Radiat-
ing happiness following
their recent marriage here
at Mt. Olive CME Cathe-
dral are Mr. and Mrs. Carl
R. Betts, graduates of Mel-
the bride's maternal grand-
mother, the late Mrs. E. M.
M. Wright, as a Christmas
present by the late Bishop
Thomas H. Gailor, who at
the time was Bishop of this
Diocese of Tennessee. pres-
iding over St. Mary's Ca-
thedral where the couple
were married.
rose High school, class of
1955, who now live in Los
Angeles, where both are
students. She is the former
Miss Versielene Sales.
Negro Woman Untapped
Resource, Says AKA's
CHICAGO—The nation's re-
source of traiped Negro wom-
en has been largely untapped
by business, industry or gov-
erment, Dr. Marjorie H. Park-
er, national president of Al-
pha Kappa sorority, declared
here during the organization's
39th convention at the Shera-
ton-Chicago Hotel.
The head of 40.000 college
trained Negro women said
that she was "disappointed at
the underutilization of w o m-
en, particularly Negro women
on the New Frontier."
The percentage of college
trained Negro women, she
said, is higher than for the
general population. "Their ed-
ucation and experience are
rich, yet they are outside the
main stream of American eco-
nomic life."
Mrs. Parker. a Washington.
D.C. colege professor, said her
organization is seeking ways to
bring about greater use of
talented Negroes and greater
support of Negro enterprises.
She said a tour of six major
South Side businesses, John-
son Publishing company, Su-
preme Life Insurance, Parker
House Sausage, Fuller Prod-
ucts, Metropolitan Funeral
Parlors, Metropolitan Mutual
Assurance had been planned
to highlight the achievements
of Negro business leaders.
Turning to President K e n-
nedy's recent speed up of na-
tional defense, Mrs. Parker
declared, "The disruptions in
the personal plans of our fa-
milies and friends deserve
scant attention as we respond
to the President's call in an
allout effort for peace." The
convention, she stated, is as-
sessing its talent resources for
greater service to the nation.
it HOW in one easy application!
You can ha ve natural-looking straight
hair the wife, easy SILKY STRATB
way. Your hair stays straight for
months, won't go hark even when
wet. Easy-to-follow directions for
professional-like results.
FOR WORSEN.: Gentle Strength
FOR MEN: Regular Strength $125
Kyt SI 98 el. tax • Walt NeterohNe
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
in every package
A BRIDE'S DILEMMA:
Meal planning would be
simple if one didn't have to
serve a meat with almost
every meal. Planning a meat
course wouldn't be difficult if
there weren't so many kinds
and cuts of meats from which
to choose. Choosing a cut of
meat would be easy, if the
butcher would label it, show-
ing the number of servings
per pound and suggesting
ways to cook it
For the young homemaker
who is just beginning to plan
meals, selecting meats from
the large display in the local
super market can be mos
frustrating. The labels tell the
cut and price of the meat
but this is not enough for the
young shopper who is looking
for the best quality for the
money.
So for the new homemaker
who is confused about meats
and the experienced one who
would like a refresher on
meat selection, we offer this
information on buying meat.
When selecting meat, look
for the Federal grade stamp.
It is a purple ribbon like
stamp that gives the grade
name and the letters USDA.
This stamp is a reliable guide
to quality. It tells whether the
meat is prime, choice, good,
standard, comercial, or utility.
This stamp is not only a guide
to quality, but also, a guide
to preparation.
Another stamp that is often
seen on meat, is a round
stamp, which reads "U. S.
Insp'd." This is a symbol of
Federal meat inspection and
is your assurance that the
meat was wholesome at the
time it was inspected.
Sometimes when meat is pre-
packaged the grades and la-
bels are omitted so you will
need to be able to recognize
the signs of quality in beef.
High quality in beef has
firm fine-textured lean of
uniform red color, streaks of
far through the lean—of ten
sailed marbling, red porous
pones.
Lower grades of beef have
.ess fat, and the fat is yellower
than that of the top grade
beef. The texture of the lean
is less fine, and the bones may
be white and flinty. Generally,
beef that has dull or darken-
ed spots is not freshly cut.
In some markets you will
see cbuck steaks. This is a
less nder cut of meat, that
has been tenderized and is
made -suitable for broiling. It
is really a good idea to check
the label on all beef to see
if it has been tenderized, and
if so, check with the butcher
for cooking instructions. This
is important because if a less
tender cut of meat has been
tenderized and you cook it
with moist heat the results
will be meat too mushy and
too tender to slice.
The trend in local markets
is toward boneless steaks and
roast with much fat cut away.
Although the cost per pound
may be more than on regular
cuts the cost per serving may
Itss. Cheaper cuts are not
a bargain if they contain large
amounts of gristle, bone, and
fat.
All grades and cuts of meats
are good for some purpose.
When planning a meal, first
decide the type of meat dish
to be prepared, and then select
the cut and the grade that will
assure satisfaction.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De
fender through the coopers
tion of the Memphis Dairy
Council. Mrs. Williams is a
teacher of Home Economics a
Manassas High School.
GREENSBORO, N. C. — A
professor at A&T College was
last week honored by a na-
tional sorority.
Dr. Marie Rivers, professor
of psychology, was presented
the 1961 plaque for outstand-
ing professional service by the
Gamma Phi Delta Sorority, a
national business and profes-
sional organization. The award
was presented at the sorority's
annual boule held at the De-
troit Mich., Sheraton-Cadil-
lac Hotel last week.
Dr. Rivers, a graduate of
A&T College, holds the M. S.
and Ph. D. degrees from the
University of Michigan. She
joined the A&T faculty in
1959.
DANDRIDGE BEAUTY SHOP
50c OFF ON REGULAR HAIR DO'S
for two weeks only—August 12 .26
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MRS. HAROLD J. FLEMING
Mr. and Mrs. Andrew D. cisco State university.
Strickland, 1077 Walk place,
recently announced the m a r-
riage of their daughter, Miss
Jean Elizabeth Strickland, to
Harold Jerry Fleming, Jr., the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Harold J.
Fleming, Sr., of Bakersfield,
Calif., and Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Fleming is a graduate
of Lutheran Cooperative school
and Booker T. Washington
high school, where she w a s
graduated with honors.
She received her bachelor
of arts degree from Spelman
college in Atlanta, did gradu-
ate study in mathematics at
Michigan State university, and
is now studying at San Fran-
The will be on
hats, and the theme will be
"Fashions on Parade," when
the ladies of Salem Gilfield
church give a tea and fashion
parade on Sunday. Aug. 27,
from 4 to 6 p.m.
The narrator for the pro-
gram will he Mrs. Martha
Jean Steinberg.
Rev. A. L. McCargo is the Mrs. Betts, wore similar dress-
pastor of the church. es of yellow organza. The
IN SAN FRANCISCO
At Spelman, she was a
member of the Math club, the
Spelman Glee club and the
Atlanta - Morehouse - Spelman
chorus and photography editor
of the class of 1959.
The groom is a graduate of
the University of California at
Los Angeles and has been a
student at Michigan State uni-
versity and the Golden Gate
School of Law.
Mr. Fleming is a member of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity and
is employed by the California
State department as an em-
ployment security officer in
San Francisco.
Carl R. Belts Claims
Hand Of Miss V. Sales
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Rose-
mond Betts, both members of
the Melrose High school class
of 1955, are making their
home in Los Angeles, Calif.,
following their recent marriage
here in Memphis at the Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral.
The wedding was solemn-
ized by the pastor, Rev.
Henry C. Bunton. Wedding mu-
sic, beautifully rendered at the
organ by Mrs. Murdle Glover
included such traditional fav-
orites as "Because:" "I Love
You Truly:" "0 Promise Me;"
and "No Other Love Have I."
The bride is the former Miss
Versielene Sales, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs: Alfonso Sales of
2179 Marble ave. Mr. Betts'
parents are Mr. and Mrs. Hay-
ward Betts of 756 Baltimore
street.
BOTH STUDENTS
Both graduates of Melrose
High school, class of 1955,
the bride attended San Diego
State college, and will matri-
culate at Los Angeles City
college this fall. Mr. Betts is
a student at the University of
California at Los Angeles,
and is majoring in social sci-
ence.
The bride was escorted to
the altar by her father. She
wore a floorlength gown of
white chantilly-type lace and
tulle with a chapel train. The
self-scalloped lace embroid-
ered with crystal formed the
high neckline and the empire
bodice and wrist length sleeves
were of lace. A f in ge r-
tip veil was held in place with
a crown of lace and open work
pearls.
She carried a heart-shaped
bouquet of white carnations
BRIDES MAIDS
The Matron of honor was
Mrs. Hattie Hines Duckett.
The bridesmaids were the
Misses Jacqueline Brig g s,
Gladys Rebbie Sales and Ida
Lee Sales, sisters of the bride.
The bridesmaids' dresses and
headpieces were designed by
Mrs. Charles Scales, sister of
the bride.
The best man, was Mr Hay-
ward Betts. Jr., brother of the
groom. Groomsmen were Na-
DOleon Duckett, Jimmie Lee
and Oscar Scales, brother of
the bride.
Little Miss Mary Sue Betts,
niece of the groom, was the
flower girl and Master Rob-
ert Darryl Scales, nephew of
the bride, was the ringbearer.
THE MOTHERS
The mothers, Mrs. Scales and
Planning a Party, Banquet, or Special Event?
Use Our Spacious Dining Repos
Dining Room Service 7 Days a Week
bodice, a scalloped "V" in
front, was of lace. Their cor-
sages were of white carnations.
Following the ceremony a
modest reception was held in
he Dining Hall of the church.
The color schemes of green,
yellow and white was carried
out by Mrs. Eleanor B. Hos-
kin in charge of the decora-
ions and table arrangements.
The popular young couple
eceived more than a hundred
gifts from friends in Mem-
phis, Los Angeles, San Diego,
Cleveland and other cities and
towns...
Hostesses were Mesdames
Lucy Mae McKinney, Elean-
or Hoskins and Virgie Lee
Moore, sister of the bride.
Immediately following the
eception, the couple attended
a dinner for the entire wed-
ding party at the home of
Mr. and Mrs. Boyd Spencer,
385 Castalia road, aunt and
uncle of the bride.
Moolah Temple
And Court Give
Social Affair
A joint committee from
Moolah Temple No. 54 and
Moolah Court No. 22 of the
Order of the Eastern Stars
arranged the affair at which
the Nobles and Daughters were
entertained during the meet-
ing of the Grand Lodge and
Excelsior chapter of the Ten-
nessee State Masons, recently.
The social affair was held in
the recreation room of the
Maonic Temple, 198 S. Fourth
St.
Among Nobles and Daught-
ers attending were: Jerome
Fitz, Samuel P. Stanton, N. C.
Cole, G. C. Jenkins, Eddie
Pinkston, Henry Beec her,
George Wilson, Manuel Tug-
gle, Leroy Porter, Adolph
Jones, Sam Smith, Benney
McKinney, Cassell Hughes,
Charlie Oglesby, Zelmer Bur-
dette, Ortra Jordan, Thomas
Jefferson, Leroy Myres, Bevily
Artison and H. T. Coleman,
deputy of the desert.
Daughters attending includ-
ed: Hazel Suggs, Bernice Ken-
nedy, Florence Nicholson, Mat-
tie L. Morris, Thelma B. Fritz,
H. T. Coleman, Emma J. Arti-
son, Rose Willis, Oddie L.
Brown, Mattie Tuggle, Eli-
zabeth Russell, Mary Wilson,
Christine Jefferson, Ola M.
Rowena, Bessie Aldridge, and
others.
Meharry Offers
3-Year Program
NASHVILLE — Meharry
Medical college's teaching ad-
junct, Hubbard Hospital, has
been approved for a three-
year residency training pro-
gram in obstetrics and gyne-
cology by the Residency Re-
view Committee, it was an-
nounced recently.
Dr. Willard V. Thompson,
committee secretary, stated
that Hubbard Hospital receiv-
ed the endorsement from com-
mittee members, representing
the American Board of Obste-
trics and Gynecology, the
American College of Surgeons,
and the Council on Medical
Education and Hospitals.
The Interim Committee for
the department of obstetrics
and gynecology includes Doc-
tors W. F. B. James, Philip A.
Nicholas, Carr A. Treherne,
C. W. McGruder, A. P. John-
son, and Matthew Walker.
'DRESS UP' IDEA
To "dress up" those tiered
accessory shelves in the corner
of your room, use an adhesive
decorative covering as a trim.
Some covering materials, such
as the Marvalon brand, a r e
available in a wide choice of
colors and patterns to match or
contrast with your room decor.
CUTTING CAKE in the
home of the bride's parents
following ceremony held on
Tuesday night. Aug. 15. are
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas David
Johnson. The bride, the
former Miss Rose Marie
$40,000 For A
LeMoyne College is urging
alumni and friends of the
college to make individual
gifts of $10 to the Library
Building Fund before the end
of summer.
The Library Building will
cost $300,000 and all but ;40,-
000 of this amount is available.
The alumni to date have
given $8,329 to the library
building fund, raising $1,573
of this amount during the cur-
rent summer months. A total
of $8,562 has been pledged by
the alumni.
T. R. McLemore is fund-
raising chairman for the Le-
Moyne alumni and Mrs. Ann
L. Weathers is president of
306 Poplar At Lauderdale
Phone JA. 5-6348
Whiting, is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. William B.
Whiting. and the groom the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Allen
Johnson. The ceremony was
performed by Rev. P. C.'
Lloyd.
the LeMoyne Club of Me
phis. Eugene Thomas of We.
ington, D. C. is national pres-
ident of LeMoyne's General
Alumni Association.
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
. Whalt1 10:K5 HMI YOU
GII PPIMUNISAL
SERVICE '
HENLEY FLORAL SHOP
Flowers for all Occasions
IPMn. Addle Henley Crawford, Prop.
1089 THOMAS ST.
But Ph. .15 6.9390 Res, JA 6.8357
WHEN YOU THINK OF FLOWERS—
THINK OF HENLEY'S
star centerfielder of the Detroit Tigers, says ...
"After the game, I look forward to lighting up a Dual
Filter Tareyton. You sure can't top that Tareyton taste.
Smoke after smoke, it's just great!"
Tareyton
delivers
the flavor...
Here's one filter cigarette that's really different!
The difilkence is this: Tareyton's Dual Filter gives you a unique
inner fiker of ACTIVATED CHARCOAL definitely proved to make
the tale of a cigarette mild and smooth. It works together with a
pure white outer filter—to bikku:_e the flavor elements in the smoke.
rareyten l4Svers_and xim enjoy—. the bon Saito of th. best tobaccos.
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AN EASY-TO
-MAKE gif t
Idea. Charming Boudoir Ac-
cessories. consists of a cleans-
ing tissue holder of nylon net
Ai, or marquisette, enhanced by
IWeuffl•d lac* and ribbon; and
apothecary jars, appealingly
decorated to match. An il-
lustrated instruction sheet is
available. A few pennies in-
vested, a little time. no ex-
perience necessary, and you
have an attractive set to give
DEFENDER
as a gift—or, to make an
appealing addition to your
own boudoir effects. For fur-
ther details contact the
Woman's Department of your
Chicago Daily Defender.
School Days Are Coming; Now's The
Time To Check Wardrobe, Supplies
Don't look now, but school's
just around the corner and it's
not too soon to get everything
in readiness for the new school
year.
There's the wardrobe to be
checked, of course, and you
may want your youngster to
have both medical and dental
examinations before the first
day of class.
It's important, too, that your
4ildren have the essential,iool supplies in readiness,it's a good idea to make up
a check list of "things to get"
in advance.
Elementary grades seem to
require a bit of equipment
these days.
Kindergarteners. for example,
sors, crayons, a washable rug
pencil, a 12-inch ruler, paste,
(unless the school provides rest
pads), a beginner's pencil, a
box or pocket pack of Kleenex
tissues and an artists' smock or
apron.
For first graders, scissors,
tablet, crayons, rug, beginner's
and tissues.
Add two No. 2 pencils and 16
or more crayons for second
graders; and if you've a third
grader in the family, add a
spiral notebook (wide lined), a
package of unlined white note
paper and a loose leaf note-
book with wide lined paper.
Your youngster's teacher
may add an item or two, but
these should meet the basic re-
quirements and get the year
off to a good start.
Indians To Stage Heap
Big Pow Wow Here At
Chucalissa State Park
Set aside Friday, Saturday
and Sunday, Aug. 25-28-27, as
a special weekend! It is the
time of the first CHUCALISSA
AMERICAN POW WOW at
Chucalissa State Park, Mem-
phis, Tennessee.
Chucalissa in Choctaw In-
dian tongue means "house
abandoned"—but the restored
Tunica mound city will be
anything but abandoned dur-
ing the term of the POW
WOW. Choctaws from the
Bogue Chito (Big Creek) com-
munity of Central Miss, will
come by bus and car, bring-
ing to POW WOW their handi-
craft skills, games and dances
for the general edification andl
enjoyment of the public.
Kiowa and Comanche dan-
cers are coming from Okla-
homa. During regular par k!
hours, exhibits by both In-I
dian and non-Indian groups
will be open to the public at
the regular fee of 25 cents;
for adults and ten cents for:
children.
WILL SELL ARTICLES
Visitors to the POW WOW'
will see smooth-bore blow-1
guns (still used by Choctaw'
hunters) manufactured in thei
same manner as before the I
day of the white man. Some
wil be offered for sale.
Indian women will fashion
colorful baskets—some as large
as clothes hampers—some too
small for the end of your
thumb — from the Mississippi
bottom-land cane. Shoti-lkbi,
pot-maker, will shape bowls
and bottles from the clay of
Chucalissa. At his side will
Commenting
ON REAL ESTATE
By Ted Brown
EXODUS
All around us families are
moving and resettling. Entire
neighborhoods including
churches, shops and the like are
being sold and liquidated.
This mass migration for the
most part is most apparent in
i e interior of our city. One canld
ily grasp what is going on
en a "FOR SALE" sign
appears on one end of a street
and then suddenly the entire
block is up for sale soon there-
after.
We are not interested in the
political and social trends that
. cause such. Yes, we are inter-
ested in fact but to capitalize
' on another hand and reap the
gain is what we are after.
, What is this gain we seek
:,,! when it comes to Real Estate?
Beginning at a point west of
,-,.. 
Kerr at., and Parkway there are
7 . homes for sale for the next mile
westwardly. Let us select one
street in this section of town
and gather where one would
select this particular locale for
living. We choose Bullington
at., for our demonstration.
OdYENIENCE
As working people they
would want to buy close to
their job or near the things fcthey do every day. This would o orul C overbe an ideal location. First we
have the Parkway for quick
transportation to any part ofProtects Booksthe city. The nearness of down-
town section and various shop-
If some of your favoriteping areas and schools also
make it attractive to a new
homebuyer.
Within this same area of
Kerr-Parkway we move over
to Wellington at.. where large
homes are located for the in-
vestor can choose for rental
purposes.
Still further good tiding this
oxodUS has brought us to the
now called "Glenview Area".
Here is a fine neighborhood,
most convenient and an invita-
tion to gracious living. This
area covers north of South
Parkway to La Poloma st., and
west to Wilson ave.
Well built homes centrally
located within the city is your
gain. As mentioned before the
bargain is passed on to you.
URBAN OR SUBURBAN
In the final analysis it is up
to you to choose what area of
town you care to live. We need
not mention the effect on the
economic stability of a family
in living miles from the act-
Translucent Panel Pretty
Decoration For The Home
Looking for an unusual dec-
oration for your home?
Here's one suggestion, a trans-
lucent panel decorated with a
pattern of your own creation.
You'll need these materials:
glass, plexiglass or other rigid
transparent material, cut to de-
sired panel size; Marvalon ad-
hesive covering; a pair of scis-
sors and a ruler; and materials
for your pattern, such as fish-
line, leaves, feathers, labels or
other flat objects.
To begin, cut the adhesive
covering material one inch larg-
er in each dimension than the
size of your panel; then, re-
move the backing sheet a n d
place the covering material on
a flat surface, adhesive side up.
Now press your pattern ma-
terials onto the adhesive in the
design you want. Be sure to
leave enough space between
"stick-ons" so that the adhe-
sive material can contact the
panel.
Finally, cover the panel with
the prepared sheet of covering
material, carefully folding the
overlapping edges around the
edges of the panel and press-
ing firmly to the underside.
You'll be surprised how easy
it is to add a personal touch to
your home decor.
ivities a particular family is i..in
centered. If you feel the saving
would be passed on to you in
a general way by living close
to the downtown area, so be it.
But let us be conscious about
what is going on about us so
that we can always be aware of
new areas that are open so that
when the time finally comes,
when you go out to select your
home, the choice and decision
you make, need not be isolated
to a small area. When this fam-
ily decides the neighborhood in
which they live is no longer
good enough, this same commu-
nity might be jast the place
you have been waiting on. The
exodus will continue and you
continue to be aware.
CITY PLANNING • Next week.
$9.00 PER MONTH
'155
ft,,Y S You A
HOUSE FULL
(3 ROOMS)
Of All New Purnrturio
HUGE SELECTIONS
COMPLETE — STYLISH
MID-SOUTH'S GREASTESI
VALUES
Open 9 7i1 9
Fro. Doliverr
FURNITURI 111,
LEMING
3574 PARK PA 4-3767
books are beginning to look a
bit worse for wear, you can
prolong their life cclorfully by
adding a do-it-yourself p r o-
tective cover.
All you'll need are scissors
and a roll of Marvalon adhesive
covering in your choice of color
or pattern. Cut the covering
material longer and wider than
the open book cover, remove
the backing' sheet and smooth
the covering material on t h e
book.
The covering material is dur-
able, stain resistant and can be
wiped clean with adamp
cloth.
You may want to use some
of the left-over adhesive cover-
ing material to cut your initials
and paste them onto the cover.
NOW YOU KNOW
James Buchanan was the
first bachelor President of th-
U.S. His term of office was
1857 1861 (UPI)
FARMER'S
RADIO and TV
REPAIR SHOP
ALL rveEs Or ELECTRICAL SERVICE
SERVICE CALLS
only
$2.00
itnesses Home; Plan
ore Visits In Area
Some 60 Memphis delegates
to a 40-state gathering of Je-
hovah's Witnesses in Oklahoma
City, Okla., has returned home
with instructions to step up
their house-to-house teaching
in this area.
David Velark, 1212 Pond
st., presiding minister for the
Klondike congregation, was
among those who attended the
assembly held on the Okla-
homa State fairgrounds. He
said unity of worship as a key
to survival was the main theme
of the six-day meeting.
The principle speaker at the
gathering was Nathan H.
Name Yale Man
To Rights Staff
WASHINGTON, D. C.—The
appointment of William L.
Taylor as Special Assistant
was announced today by Berl
I. Bernhard, staff director of
the Commission on Civil
Rights.
Taylor, 29, is a graduate of
Yale Law School and a mem-
ber of the New York Bar. He
has served as an attorney in
civil rights cases and as the
legislative representative of
Americans for Democratic Ac-
tion. His responsibilities with
the Commission will include
liaison with the White House
and with Federal departments
and agencies.
A resident of Takoma Park,
Maryland, Taylor is married
and has two daugthers.
Phon• Day or Night
018.3494 3166 Chelsea ,6115
s i
!,1 C ,011,1; Oho
Knorr, president of the Watch-
tower Society, who climaxed
the sessions with a sermon en-
titled, "When All Nations Unite' ,
Under God's Kingdom."
UN DOOMED
He told the peak crowd of
12,744 that in spite of an or-
ganization called the United
Nations, the nations are hope-
lessly divided.
"The time is near when the
nations will be ruined," Knorr
said.
He told the vast crowd that
members of the denomination
are active in 181 countries and
islands, and that ,preaching
"the good news of the king-
dom" by Jehovah's Witnesses is
vital in helping others attain
unity of worship.
BAPTIZE 299
A highlight of the conven-
tion, according to Velark, weal
the baptism of 299 newly or-
dained members.
The assembly was one of 13
sponsored by the Watchtower
Society this summer in this
country, Canada and Europe.
be his wife, Shikula-tana,
bead
-weaver. Their work is
sought by collectors.
At 5:00 p.m. the Indians will
lay aside their craft work, and
the main gates will open on
the evening festivities. Spec-
tators will see a hint of the
kind of pageant which may
grow out of POW WOW ef-
forts, as a ritualistic sacred
fire is lighted in the Plaza by
a chief priest.
CONTESTS
Friday night a Boy Scout
Dance Contest will be held.
Prizes in "costume goods" will
be awarded the best dancer,
the most authentic and color-
ful regalia, and to the best
group dancers.
Saturday evening, Choctaw
players, colorfully clad and
carrying two "kabochas" (ball-
sticks) each, will play the
tumble-wumble game of their
ancestors.
STICKBALL is one of
America's original ball games.
Forms of it existed from Ca-
nada to Central America—a
northern variation being cal-
led "LaCrosse." Among t h e
few Indians still playing the
game are the Mississippi
Choctaw and the North Caro-
lina Cherokees.
Choctaw ball players use
two handmade ball-sticks--
each about 2 1-2 feet long
with a small thong net at the
end. The ball is touched only
— —
with the sticks.
Choctaws, Kiowas and Co-
manches will dance by fire-
light to bring a colorful close
to each day's activities. Hoop
dancing, eagle dancing, buf-
falo dance and fast war dances
will be featured.
Season tickets for the three-
day POW WOW are priced at
two dollars adults and seven-
ty five cents children.
Rev. And Mrs. Smith
Visited By Relatives
Rev. and Mrs. Cary Smith
of 519 S. 15th st., of West Mem-
phis during the last week, had
as their houseguest Mrs. Mattie
Snow of St. Louis, Mo., who is
now vacationing in Hawaii.
Mrs. Snow is the sister of Mrs.
Smith.
Also visiting the Smiths was
Mrs. Annie M Jackson of Sac-
ramento, Cal., who is a cousin
of Mrs. Smith. Mrs. Jackson
also visited with relatives, the
Seymores, in Marion, Ark.
Mrs. Jackson is the daughter
of Mrs. Ida Reddick of 618 S.
14th in W. Memphis, Ark.
Other guests of the Smiths
included Miss Dorothy Jeane
Burkhatter of Clarksdale, Miss.,
who is a niece of the Smiths.
EX
-MRS. ROONEY WEDS
HOLLYWOOD—Betty Jane
Parke r, formely married to
Mickey Rooney, was wed in
Las Vegas to guitarist Barney
Kessel, she revealed at Warn-
er Bros. last week where she
reports daily with her 14-year-
old son, Timmy Rooney, who
is starring in the TV series
"Room For One More."
TROOPER TIPS SAYS,„ 
ei•s
Most driv•rs watch for p•d•strions crossing against lights
et loit•rs•ctIons bort th• boot driving ;Fuson' cone•rn for
•Il p•clostrioet as all Naos. Thst b•st drIv•r •Iways tox-icants th• sinsirpsseticril losd Is ready to Oct accordingly.
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TRAVELING FAMILY
Vacationers and travelers
are still on the go in Jackson.
The C. N. Berry family has
been a very busy one recently
with their sons on the go. The
oldest one Charles, III spent
two weeks in Jackson with
his parents, his wife and twin
sons, Isaac and Michael, be-
fore departing for Owinawa.
A Specialist, Fourth Clas s,
Charles had been stationed in
New Jersey where his family
had joined him before he was
assigned to the Far East. They
are in Jackson awaiting the
opportunity to join their hus-
band and father on foreign
soil.
Issac Harold, the second son
of the Berrys is enrolled in a
four weeks training course
at Reese Air Force Base in Tex.
Harold, a cadet, has just com-
pleted his junior year at Ten-
nessee State University of Ad-
vanced AFROTC. Upon gra-
duation next June, he will be
eligible for commission as
second lieutenant in the U. S.
Air Force.
TO ATTEND MEET
Noel Guy, third son, left the
first of July for Formosa. He
is also with the Air Force.
Ross Bruce Cheairs, Jr„ son
of Mr. and Mrs. Ross Bruce
Cheairs, Sr. left last week to
take part in the North Ameri-
can Ecumenical Youth Assem-
bly at the University of Mi-
chigan, sheduled for Aug. 16
through 23.
Cheairs, who was delegate
from Tennessee last year to
the Christian Youth Fellow-
ship meeting in Chicago, was
serving as president of the
State CYF. At that meeting
he was elected treasurer in
which capacity he will re-
present the CME Church at
the assembly.
He is a member of Liberty
CME Church, of which Rev.
C. F. Odom is pastor. There
he teaches a Sunday school
class, is a choir member,
serves as usher and member
of the Christian Youth Fellow-
ship. He is a junior at Fisk
University in Nashville where
he has been an outstanding
student so far.
At the close of this meeting
Cheairs will remain at the
university to attend the Gen-
eral Council meeting of the
United Christian Youth Mov-
ment which convenes on Aug.
23. This meeting will last until
Aug. 26.
Guests in the home of the
Cookes (your scribe) are Mr.
and Mrs. J. T. Locke of Ze-
bulon, N. C. Mrs Locke is the
sister of J. A. Both she and
her husband are teachers in
North Carolina.
When In Douglas
Stop in at
ANNIE'S GRILL
spwoli,ing in Home Cooked
FOOD
Air Conditioned for
Your Comfort
2918 CHELSEA
Hours 7 a m. - 1 p.m
Aaron Joyner, Owner
iCC',
ut•r? a4tienA
gr A
.e s Products Company.
Arnerw"1". •
With Dr. Frank R Veal, President of Allen University, Osan Cumbo discusses
second semester plans during coffee break. "Most of us here at school prefer
Carnation to cream in our coffee," Miss Cumbo points out. "It makes coffee taste
fel delicious-and it's nice to know Carnation cuts fat calories in half!"
Dean of Students at Allen University tells why...
"Carnation is the milk I use like cream
for coffee and cooking-even whipping!"
During her busy day at Allen Univer-
sity in Columbia, South Carolina, Miss
T. Lorraine Cumbo likes to relax for a
coffee brr.tak now and then. After school
Late comes home to her attractive apart-
ment on the campus - and relaxes by
orving dinner to student guests!
Cooking is my hobby-but I'm careful
about calories. That's why I cook with
Carnation. It makes everything taste so
creamy-but it has only 1/2 the fat cal-
ories of cream."
Today's Carnation is evaporated a spe-
cial way that makes it look, pour and
even whip like cream-with 1/2 the fat
calories, and at IA the cost of cream.
Even when you mix it with an equal
amount of water, Carnation gives
smoother cooking results than ordinary
milk, at far, Jests cost.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Hard}
have has as their guest tot
the past week, Ms. Hardy's
twin sister who resides in In-
dianapolis, Ind.
RECREATION
The second annual "Circus
Time Under the Stars" was
presented on last Thursday
evening by the Jackson City
Recreation Department The
circus, held at Rothrock Stad-
ium had participants from the
city's four Negro playgrounds.
Spearheading the circus was
Mrs. Cleo Boyd who works
with the 81.1in me r recreation
program. She had the help of
all other playground person-
nel who trained acts which
you could hardly tell from the
real thing. The stadium was
filled to capacity to see this
superb performance.
Do you want to see the late-
st early fall fashions and make
a fine contribution to one of
the auxiliaries of the church
at the same time?
Then make it a date to at-
tend a Fashion Tea sponsored
by the Anderson Circle of St.
Paul CME church on Sunday,
Aug. 27 at 5 p.m.
Co-sponsoring the tea will
be the Youth Group of the
church.
The spacious lawn of Mr.
and Mrs. Gus Jones on Castle
Heights will be the setting for
the affair.
Donations of 50 cents a
person are asked.
Words of the Wise
Conduct le more convinc-
Ing than language.
—(John Woolman)
T-K's
DRIVE IN
SNACK AT T-K's
Kingsburgers
Cheeseburgers
Barbecue
Hot Dogs
Shakes
Cold Drinks
SPECIALS
T-K BURGERS
Georgia's
HOT-DEEP-DISH
APPLE PIE
Night Hours:
Sot. thru Thurs. 100 arm
Fri. & Sat. 200 on,
WH 6-0189
Florida at Trigg
Allen University students gather for an
informal supper at Doan Cumbo's apart-
ment. Left to right are Sitrena Burris,
Miss Cumbo and Gloria Massey. Main
dish will be chicken with Carnation
cream sauce (recipe below). "Carnation
has been the milk in my home as long
as I can remember," Miss Cumbo says.
"In fact, it was my formula milk when
I was a baby." This milk in the red and
white can is the world's favorite, by far.
7
recipe:
Creamed Chicken with I
CARNATION LUMP-FREE I
CREAM SAUCE
(Ma).es about 4 **wings)
2 tablespoons flour
1/2 teaspoon salt
2 tablespoons butter
1% cups (large can)
undiluted CARNATION
EVAPORATED MILK
Blend flour, salt and butter together
in saucepan over low heat until SrDOOth.
Gradually add undiluted Carnation to
butter-flour mixture. Stir constantly un-
til thickened and smooth. For Creamed
Chicken or Turkey: Pour "Lump-Free"
Cream Sauce over
mixture of 2 cups
chopped cooked
chicken or turkey.
1/2 cup chopped
celery, 14 cup sliced
stuffed olives. Servo
over toast slices or
toasted buns.
Contentod Came
1 (i
tvapopwo
,...111 I Lt.-.
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Teacher, 55, Enlists
For Peace Corps Job
By MILDRED PITT
A 55-year old Negro school
teacher who overcame pov-
erty, family illnesses and the
handicaps of race to win fin-
ancial security and community
prestige has tossed success
overboard to serve in the
Peace Corps.
At a time of life when she
might sit back to enjoy the
fruits of her long struggle for
an education and a career,
Miss Madge Shipp of Detroit,
Mich., has chosen to embark
on new adventures in the
service of humanity.
She is one of 18 Peace Corps
Volunteers training at Iowa
State University, Ames, Iowa,
for a Peace Corps project on
the island of St. Lucia in the
West Indies Federation. Miss
Shipp, who has a master's de-
gree in Education, plans to
teach in elementary schools.
GO IN SEPTEMBER
The project calls for agri-
cultural assistance and teach-
er training program in
primary, vocational, public
health, and home economics
education. Volunteers are
studying during August at
Iowa State and will report in
September to a training site
in the West Indies Federation.
Heifer Project, Inc., a non-
profit organization which dis-
tributes livestock and poultry
to areas throughout the world,
will supervise the work of the
Volunteers under the direc-
tion of the Government of St.
Lucia.
Miss Shipp, if accepted for
overseas service by the Peace
Corps, will turn down a con-
tract for a teaching position
which would pay her about
$7,000 per year.
Why is she willing to make
such a financial sacrifice?
She says, "More emphasis
should be placed on the intan-
gibles in life. There is a com-
mon bond between all peoples
—we are all human beings."
She says that wheather she is
accepted by the Peace Corps
or not, the remaining part of
her life will be one of serv-
ice to others.
"If I am accepted," Miss
Shipp said, "I do not intend
to go and just touch the edges
or scratch the surface . . . I
intend to live, if not just like
the people I am trying to help,
no more than one step above
them. This might give them
something to work toward."
FOR YOUNG AND OLD
Miss Shipp heard about the
Peace Corps during the Presi-
dential campaign, and has
cherished the idea ever since.
She would have volunteered
as soon as it was activated
by President Kenned y on
March 1, but she thought, at
first, that only young people
were wanted.
But one day, she went to
the information office at
Wayne University and asked
wheather the Pea c e Cor ps
would consider someone her
age.
The answer was: "Miss
Shipp. the Peace Corps would
be lucky to get someone like
you." She went home, filled
out her questionnaire a n d
mailed it to Washington.
Members of her family and
Roland Hayes
Ideal Subject
Negro singer Roland Hayes
is one of five portrait sub-
jects considered "ideal" by
Bachrach, it is related in the
Aug. 19 issue of The Satur-
day Evening Post.
Evan Hill's story on Ba-
chrach portraiture tells that
one reason for the recognizable
"touch" in Bachrach portraits
is that the finished prints are
compared with a selection of
"ideal" portraits by the firm.
Hill's article, "The Flatter-
ing Camera," says that the
present crop of male "ideals,"
selected for their photograp-
hic quality only, is made up
of Hayes, Bradford Bachrach,
Richard M. Nixon, Dwight D.
Eisenhower and bearded Com-
mander Edward Whitehead of
quinine-water fame.
her friends have told her that
she is making a big mistake.
They know what sacrifices
she made to reach her $7,000
a year school teaching job.
They know, for instance, that
family finances forced her to
leave school after the 10th
grade and that she was un-
able to return to finish high
school for seven years.
ENTERED COLLEGE
Miss Shipp was 27 when
she returned to high school in
1930, and graduated in 1933.
A school official told her she
was too old to go to college,
but she was determined.
In September of that year,
she entered East Michigan
University, Ypsilanti. Michi-
gan. But she did not have
$21.25 to pay her tuition for
the first quarter. She returned
to the rooming house and told
DISCOUNT
her landlady that she had to had to begin all over. In June
have a job where her employer
would advance the tuition fee.
The landlady found a domes-
tic job for her which paid for
her tuition, room and board.
Soon after graduation from
college, Miss Shipp's mother
became ill and the money she
had earned from teaching went
for medical expenses.
DIDN'T GIVE UP
In 1943, she began studying
for a master's degree at Wayne
University but lack of money
forced her to drop out of
school again after only 18
semester hours.
In 1957, employed full-time
as a teacher, she went back
to Wayne University to com-
plete graduate work. She did
not receive credit for the 18
hours previously earned, and
Here's PR
74itio
1860, she received her master's
degree from Wayne.
Miss Shipp said she knows
that only 12 of the 18 Volun-
teers will go to St. Lucia.
PRAYING TO GO
"I pray every night that I
will not be rejected," she said.
"Before I came here, I had
not taken part in gymnastics
since 1927, but I am partici-
pating in every phase of train-
ing for this project. I swam
yesterday for the first time in
34 years. It wasn't easy.
"But if I am rejected by the
Peace Corps, I will not give
up. I might buy a one-way
ticket to Liberia or some other
place where I feel that I am
needed and say to them upon
my arrival: "Here I am—what
can I do to help you?"
Discount Offered
To Churches By
Williams Store
Something new for Memp
has been started by the WI,
ham J. Williams Company
which recently opened a cloth-
ing store at 1142 College st. The
company, which handles cloth-
ing for both women and men.
gives a 10 per cent discount to
any church whose members
purchases $50 or more during
any month. The discount is
presented by check to the
church at the end of the month.
William J. Williams owner
of the modern store said he re-
cently returned from New York
City where he purchased some
of the latest quality merchan-
dise of the finest materials and
the latest styles. He said that
hats and costume jewelry and
some sports wear are designed
by the store.
He said that prices range
from medium upwards.
Williams who now employes
five persons said he needs
trained personnel to head vari-
ous departments. "We expect
to have a highly departmenta-
lized establishment here, hir-
ing 20 or more persons."
He added "we are not asking
people to buy from us simply
because we are Negroes but be-
cause we feel that we have the
quality that people want at
the price they are willing to
pay.
FOR CLEARER DRINKS
Superfine sugar will mak e
clearer drinks. Drinks made
with sugar should be shaken or
stirred vigorously.
er181/ for the
on the way
Get this Inintediate Maximum protection for your
farnity....at a price that fits your budget and permits
you to free your mind for the pursuit of your career
secure in the Itnowledge that you have provided for
yaw family's future. You can have this protection ... now
wfth
• •
NORTH CAROLINA MUTUAL'S
TIIRWI1MASTER
POLICY
Don't let the lack el adeveate protection for your loved
on deter you from taking advantage of a new job or
bushman adventure or from pursuing advanced treining in
your career. Now you can provide "Peace of Mind" for
yourself end adequate protection fez you, family with
N.C. Messier, Thriftmaster Policy.
Cell your neereet North Cantina Mutual Office today
....for full information on the Thrif (master Policy. Learn
how economically you may obtain this desirable security
from as little as 44c a day. at age 28, for a $10.000 policy.
Do it toda)! When someone's counting on you ... you can
fount on We insurance.
NORp0AROLINA MUTUAL
• •
DURHAM, NORTH CAROLINA
By CARLOTA WATSON
"Look to this day, yesterday
is but a dream, tomorrow is
only a vision. But today web
lived makes every yesterday
a dream of happiness and
every tomorrow a vision ot
hope."
Dear Carlotta:
I am a young married wom-
an with a baby. I love my
husband and he seems to love
me. We are not together now.
In fact, this is the second time
we have been separated. Do
you think that there is a way
for us to forget the past and
live happily together as a
family?
Young Mother.
Dear Young Mother:
Of course you two can live
together happily. Your letter
is not very revealing, but
there is one sentence that
gives me the assurance that
you can live happily together.
You love him. But from the
contents of the letter, you
seem to be suspicious. Probab-
ly each time you tried to be-
come reconciled, you dwelled
toa much in the past. "What
did you do while you were
apart?" . . . "What I meant
when I did this" . .. This kind
of thing tends to reopen old
wounds. You are both young.
So stop looking back. Instead
make plans for tomorrow, for
next month, for next year. It
will probably give you the
understanding that you both
need. Please don't go around
with a chip on your shoulder.
It is the heaviest load that one
can carry.
Doer Carlotta:
I am a boy 16 years old and
it seems that I just don't take
with the girls. Everything I
do or say seems just the
"wrong" thing. What does a
girl expect out of a boy, any-
how? What do they like and
what is it they dislike?
Bobby.
Dear Bobby:
At your age this is a real
problem. You ask what do the
girls like and what is that()
they dislike. That is hard to
answer. Their likes and dis-
likes change. But, I will tip you
off to a few gene: al criticisms
that I have heard. You may
have them for what they are
worth. I have heard some say
that they don't like certain boys
because they are too careless
in their dress. Now I don't
know whether either of these
is a fault of yours or not. That
is for you to say. Oh, yes, I
have heard both young girls
and old girls say that boys and
men are not free with their
praise of the weaker sex. Girls
like to be praised, flattered
and appreciated. Next time you
have a date, try it. Pour it
on thick. See what will hap-
pen.
Ann Arbor CORE Branch 0
?roiests Beach Bias
ANN ARBOR, Mich. —
Members of the Ann Arbor
Committee on Racial Equality
(CORE) held a six-hour "swim-
in" Sunday afternoon at Mur-
ray's Lake beach and picnic
area, protesting the beach's
policy of discrimination against
Negroes.
State police were called in
and questioned CORE in e m-
berg, but not arrests were made.
Individuals in the CORE group
have been turned away from
the beach half a dozen times
during the past month by the
owners, the Murray Fishbeck
family.
The swim-in follows unsuc-
cessful attempts to reach an
agreement with the Fishbecks
regarding their discriminatory
policy.
CORE maintains that t h e
newly formed "club" at Mur-
ray's Lake beach is a subter-
fuge to exclude Negroes. Sun-
day a CORE member who holds
a membership in the Murray's
Lake "club" was not permit-
ted to enter with Negro guests.
White CORE members have
been admitted without member-
ships in the past two weeks.
Murray's Lake beach is lo-
cated at the junction of Ply-
mouth Road and Curtis Road,
nine miles from Ann Arbor.
Sofas, Dressers,
Chairs, Beds,
Mattresses, Etc.
CHEAP
1272 BOSTON PEACE
Taste the
Greatness ,
of historic
OLD
CROW
America's Preferred Bourbon
Henry Clay did...
and personally arranged for
Old Crow to be sent to hit
Washington home.
Light • Mild • 90 Proof
OtDCROW
k4,1"
eSil
TM' OLD CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY, FRANKFORT, KY.
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Here's A Page Of Weekend Comics For The Whole Family
DONALD DUCK
K., ,fl.' .o 1. r •t• nt •11.1.•
irstehrsie osr•ter"stussnotsros,
By Walt Disney THE CISCO KID 
-:-
ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
11•11Mereo U • •Ino•
I'VE Gor TO WAVE A REASON
FOR HANGING AROuND THIS
CARNIVAL Wu ILE WERE TRYING TO FIND OUT WHOIS AFTER YOU, ZS.:
4Pir.
NEVER FEAR, MY /MOM
FRIEND& I NAVE A PLAN!
4 ;Wir. 
ZLa
IQ**
Ott4
Via=k1., k,1 1
YOUR OFrER
TO L42W OURSNOW IS APPRECIATED, MR. ROOERS
...Bur r AFRAID WE HAVE ALLTHE ATTRACTIONS WE CAN
AFFORD:
ETTA KETT
RELAX, KITTEN;
THIS SUMMER-
SCHOOL-TEACHER
STUF`r IS STRICTLY
NZ: NO ICIDDING!
mom: cm,
YOU WORIG
BE Foae YOU
WERE MARRIED?
TWE AGILE !RAIN OF J. LUCIEN
DANGERFICS If ALWAYS
WORKINiE
pOtPT WANT
PAY, ARV. MARTINI
DA ALWAYS
WILLING TO
DONATE MY WAS
TO CHARITY:
TWO YEA29--YOUR
FATHER AND / WEIZE
ENGAGeD THREE
`MARS.'
-.-esisionewswselswimsFr "ow'
GLAMOR GIRLS
Dr Farm Smarr tor •••.4 r•••• •••ry..1.
"No, not an Author, not a.
guess
t, not a painter-
..
 
‘Nr....f.a.
All. MARTI N , ROY ROGERE WAS Q4CV2L5LY
OFFERED IIIMSELRAND VALIANT STEED.
TRIGGER, FOR
OuR CHARITY THANK yOU...RIT IV
SNOW: AFRAID MET WOULD
II i/r/Off/SLIF/
WIE SURE SWINGS THAT
CANE WITH A LOTOF
AUTHORITY FORAM
OLD LADY IN A
Arra erIA/R:
By Paul Robinson
SHE'S GOING TO GIVE ME
MATH LESSONS, AND I'LL
TEACH HER.TO SWIM!
01-I, I HAD A VEQY
JOB - `tout:2
DAD I-1AD TOO
MUCH PRLIDE-
MERRY MENAGERIE
1,4 a0 1961 
4Walt erne ProductionsWorld Rights Rarscrol
"EVOKItieerighle, We haven't changed in fifty million
Years, and personally, I find it dull!"
By Jose Salinas & Rod Reed 1
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By Walt Disney
Try and Stop Me
 By BENNETT CER 
A MAN WHO had been very poor all his live made. for-
EA- tune overnight on some electronic stock and began liv-
ing it up in great style. One of his greatest joys consisted
In inviting old cronies up
to inspect his sumptuous
new estate. "Come see
the grounds," he urged
one of them, "I want to
show you my three swim-
ming pools."
"Three swimming
pools!" echoed the friend,
"Isn't that the least bit
excessive?"
"Not at all," the host
assured him. "One has
cold water, one has hot
water, and one has no
water at all."
"One with cold water I Can understand," conceded theguest. "I can even see a reason for one with hot water. But
what's the idea of a swimming pool with no water at all?"
The host shook his head sadly, "You'd be surprised, Sam," 'be confided, "how many of my friends don't know how to
swim."
GLAMOR GIRLS
• 1•11, Las P••••••• *nab*. 1•• W•A• r••••••••••••4
"I thought the baseball game was a matter of life
and death."
DEFENDER
volley ball team and inciden- 
more reminiscing. Rev. Fors-tally because of his height, 
man is pastor of First Metho-played a good game especially dist church of Cherokee, butas a net man. Chandler and of importance to me is the factarranged a special business- that he is the son of one ofmen's luncheon with Gibson amy most beloved friends—aand A. P. Bentley as guest childhood playmate, Rudolphmeakers. Those distinguished Forsman, to draw up specifications forgentlemen stimulated an in- About 90 years ago, four a dream home, but faced with:erest which resulted in prac- young men, a Swede named reality, just what features does
,ically all of those present, Forsman, Saulter, an Irishman, the average family considersubscribing for stock in the Egan, Scotch-English and my important in a home?aew venture. I purchased a father, became fellow work- First Research Corporation,!ew shares for which I have men and personal friends. To- Miami-based economic and.tad no regrets since each gether, they purchased prop- marketing research firm, con-rear I receive sizeable divi- erty in the woods at the edge ducted a survey recently forlends. That was my first time
o know T. K. Gibson.
)OR DARLING
Gibson moved his family
to Chicago. When we visited
he Gibson home we could
always be sure that Mrs. Gib-
ion would have an ample sup-
31y of lemonade and cake. She
Florida home developers.
which, it believes, is fairly
representative of the nation-
wide market demand among;
middle income families, with
celebrated the occasion with some allowance for regional
an outdoors feast for their preferences.
hosts of friends. As they be- The research combined di- ,came more affluent, they add- rect questioning and a uniqueed to their modest houses un- "game"•3ecame our "darling" not onlyt ch ique• ,til they became very attract- she fed us but because after the respondent had se-ive. Their friendship endedif her deep interest in us and lected a basic house, numberonly with death.3ur girls. I taught Truman of rooms, lot size, etc., he wasThe sons and daughters ofand Harry how to swim and given $2,000 in stage money toithese four couples, Elmer,ook them to camp where purchase additional featuresRudolph, Frances and Blanche-tarry frightened the older from a list of priced items.soya by appearing in tents i Forsman who moved to Okla- DESIRE INDEX
n ghost apparel. i homa, the Saulter brothers After the first $2,000 was
Harry's wife has a picture 
wthheo 
Saulter 
to. ICaliforriia, and allocated, the respondent wasgir who lives inaken of a Spring Street Y Milwaukee, Esther . Egan who 
given similar amounts in two
group and Truman and Harry • lived, g an died in Chi- 
successive rounds without pri-ire conspicuous by their 
cago and the Fosters have, 
or knowledge that he wouldlosely trimmed heads. Later, through the years, kept in 
, receive the additional funds.is Harry became older, he was The choices in each roundtouch with each other,
is his major. I wonder if he Rudolph Forsman was the 
were evaluated by a special
weighing and scoring method
iopular as a pianist with jazz
first to die. The Rev. Donwet- entertains these days. to obtain an "index of desire."Forsman was his son. To seeGibson organized the Lamb- the young minister, his wife 
First research found the
la Boule of the Sigma Pi Phi and two sons, 6 and 3, was a 
typical family represented was
fraternity. having been a mem- great pleasure and brought 
headed by a professional man,,
ler in Atlanta, and initiated back memories of a happy 
owner or manager of a busi-
ne as a charter member. I, in childhood, fleas, or a skilled craftsman,
urn, helped to make Gibson with median family income of
i member of Kappa Chapter GLENCOE BIAS $6,000 to $7,500. Almost all of
if Alpha Phi Alpha. We were In a recent magazine story the families owned television
ood friends and sometimes ,regardirg the refusal of Glen-
am sorry I did not take his coe to sell a $15,000 home to a
advice and enter the field of Northfield Negro couple, a
nsurance. Had I done so, I ,Negro who is reputed to have,
would now be a rich man. (lived there for a long time is Fall I
quoted as saying that "Negroes s TimeSHOP CO-OWNER
:ea-owner of the Favorite Mu-I
With two associates, I was 1 at least 50 years and there has T. 
have lived in the community sii sh
o For;ic Shoppe in Columbus. It
was by selling records manu-
factured by the Pace Phono-
graph Record company that
my first contacts with Harry
sets, refrigerators, automatic
washers and one or more auto-
• y ric ion a magazine. The report,      pre-least until 21 years ago. It NEW YORK —.- Although items such as heating and air-  pared by the California Econ-H. Pace were made. Pace. a 1i lived there for a long time is summer vacation time is near- conditioning would. be subject You can create the basis omic Development Agency,former banker and insurance ly gone, interest in vacation to wide .regional differences):wasn't due however, to any of your fashion look. Diet,man in the south, had gone W I tolerance on probably at an all Built-in range, completely 'New Jersey where he menu- the part w
hite; homes is 7 exercise and regular care oftime high, according to James tiled first bath. combinationresidents. Actually a syndicate' complexion and hair will givefactured records. They E. Tobin, Anaconda marketing refrigerator-freezer, tile roof,s°1-• was formed to drive all Ne- I vou the inherent good lookslike hot cakes. We could not .
• gkeep our customers supplied next to Jews. Negroes were theespecially with his first record most despisedfeaturing Ethel Waters with There was not friction be-Fletcher Henderson's band. cause Glencoe Negroes ac-On one side "Down Home cepted the role of second-class
Blues". On the other "One citizens (most of them do yet) turn to it for a long second Sliding glass doors in firstMan Nan". Then it was, too, and didn't protest, When we look. And, he adds, a trip to: bath, lamp post at sidewalk, New Way Without Surgerythat I had first contacts with moved to Glencoe 21 years the country on cool fall week- additional cabinets, street
•W. Louis Davis and C. Udell ago, no Negro had ever been ends is a big inducement for lights paid for five years, dish-
washer, wall-to-wall carpets, Stops Itch—RelievesTurpin, both of whom were allowed the use of the pro- interested families.
1961 Dodge Dart. Model is gown, created — by Peggy
Wynone Price. Los Angeles Hunt, is availal• in beige
City college stud•n I. The with gold and sells for around
$125. (Photo, Dodge News
Bureau),
wners W. Nigeria Opens
Chief Fadayiro is currently
a State 13 n -spon-house which would most at-Isored tour of communicationstract a family, it was found,,fecilities in. the U. S. Herevolve primarily around t ,_a___termed the opening of the of-space—the size of rooms and ftte a significant step forwardclosets. This was important to,• Wester Nigeria's
more than 60 per cent of all to develop i the economy of thefamilies, indicating that the 
region and focus attention onmost attractive house is one the industrial opportunities inwith more than just ample Nigeria's prime market.sized rooms and storage areas. 
'More and more interest
.
Other items of importance has been shown in Westernwere the geographical location
Nigeria by American business-of the house and the layout.
man who realize the benefitsOverall appearance and style
and opportunities of Investingof the house was mentioned in 
a progressive region thatby only 12.5 per cent, 
offers a literate labor pool ofThe typical family, it was 
ambitious men and women,"indicated, would like to buy Chief Fadayiro said. The Newa home on a lot slightly larg- York office will be equippeder than one-fourth acre. The to handle the increased a-majority desired three bed- 
mount of inquiries for invest-rooms, although 23 per cent ment information from Amen.preferred four. Only 13.5 per can businessmen.
cent felt they would be satis- The Minister of Informa-tied with less than two full tion cited the many pioneer-baTthroeyoms.
expressed a preference,' taken to attract invesment to
1 ing steps his government has
2 to 1, for a dining room seP-I the area.
arate from living room. A "We have always felt thatfamily or Florida room and a a good deal of emphasis should
utility room were other strong be placed on supplying a
preferences and one of every literate labor pool. That's why
four families would like a den, we were the first in Tropical
More than half the families de- Africa to operate free uni-
sired a kitchen eating area versal primary education suc-
with room for a free-standing cessfully and that's why we
dinette set. were the first in Africa to
PREFERENCES .have educational television,"
. 
Extras for which the fami- Chief Fadayiro said.
lies expressed willingness to Western Nigeria, with the
spend the mythical sums al- Eastern and Northern Regions,
lotted them ranged from, comprises the Federation of
built-in range, rated first on Nigeria. The newly indepen-
never been any friction. . . ." the "index of desire," down to dent nation, most populous in
It is true that Negroes lived screened enclosure outside the Africa, is widely recognized
in Glencoe before the Civil S
War. It is alao true that there ummer Home Foi.owing is the order of 1Y and politically advancedFlorida room. as one of the most economical-
,areas on the continent.. . preference (although, of course.
specialist, full vanity lavatory, two- that are hallmarks of Ameri-The early fall is a good time compartment sink, b u ill - I n can women and basic principle
to select a summer home site, electric range and oven, pantry of looking tops in fashion.Tobin says. Summer renters closet, kitchen hood and fan,
who have "fallen in love" withl, washer, solid sod front and • •Science Shrinks Pilesa particular location can re-lback;
calculated the total state and
local tax bill for a hypothe-
tical million dollar company
in seven selected industries in
each of 17 industrial states.
New York State's total tax
bill was lower than that of
with the Pace organization. tected attractive beach. They' If you plan buying a vaca- wood floors, garbage disposal,
Other Peoples
BUSINESS
By A. L. FOSTER
EXECUTIVE DTRECTOR
COSMOPOLITAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
(Formerly Chicago !Negro Chamber of Commerce)
Seated on the dais at Mc- now a vice president and di-
Cormick Place at the 40th
anniversary banquet of Su-
preme Life Insurance company
of America earlier this week
set me to reminiscing. It was
my privilege to have known
rather well, the stalwart pio-
neers who founded the three
companies which, by merger
in 1929, became Supreme
Liberty Life Insurance com-
pany—Truman K. Gibson, Sr.,
of Supreme Life and Casualty
of Ohio, Frank Gillespie of
Liberty Life of Illinois and
Harry H. Pace of Northeastern
Life of New Jersey.
To me, to think of Supreme
rector of public relations. I
also met James "Jimmy"
Jones who attended our wed-
ding that same year in New
York and, as far as I can deter-
mine, is the only person, in-
cluding my wife, who has a
complete set of invitations and
other materials incident to that
wedding. Jones makes a hobby
of collecting and filing such
materials.
MET DICKERSON
I met Earl B. Dickerson on
a steamship whicn ran from
Port Huron, Mich., to Duluth,
Minn., in about 1915. He had
Liberty Life is to think of just finished a year's teaching
T. K. Gibson, now known as. at Tuskegee. His nickname
the "Dean" of the business was "September Morn" and
world that is Chicago and one you'll have to ask him its ori-
of the most highly respected gin. I shan't tell. Mine was
and beloved men in America. "Calf Head" because of pro-
trusions behind each ear.It was about 1919. I had
Nineteen college young menbeen discharged from the
constituted the dining roomarmy with the end of World
and entertainment crews. TheWar One and was working
distinguished professor ofwith the Spring Street YMCA
and attending Ohio State sociology at Wilberforce,
George F. David, once Granduniversity. It was one of my
Polemarch of Kappa Alphamany duties to direct the
activities of the Y's Business Psi, in silk and rayon brocade en-
was head waiter. I play-
ed in the orchestra with theand Professional Men's Club. hanced with huge bow thisworld famous William GrantD. C. Chandler, an insurance elegant gown was inspiredStill and Dickerson was aman, had been sent to Colum- by the sculptured lines of themember of the ship's quartet.bus by "T. K.", as Gibson is
I never learned what voice heaffectionately known to his
groundwork for a new life gm Survey Shows Home 0but the quartet wasintimate associates, to lay the sang.Another event, the visit ofand casualty company.
'Rev. and Mrs. Don ForsmanHe was a member of the Y's of Cherokee, Okla., caused Want 'Extras' For Dream Home f •
ALL GRACE AND BEAUTY
By DOROTHEA M. BROOKS
NEW YORK — (UPI) — Un-
hampered by practicalities
such as money, it's not hard
mobiles; 87.5 per cent owned
their home.
The average family expected
to pay about $20,000, with
one out of four expecting to
pay over $22,000. Most plan-
ned to use FHA or VA financ-
ing. The a'.'erage would ex-
pect to make a down pay-
ment of about $4,000.
SPACE RATES
The features of the basic
Newburgh Plan SpursControve rsy Over '
Welfare Programs, Cost To Taxpayers
Editor's note—The proposal
in Newburgh, N. Y., to cut
back welfare costs has arous-
ed national interest in cities
and states faced with similar
problems. United Press Inter-
national Polled its bureaus to
find whether other areas are
taking similar measures to
pare down its welfare outlay.
The following is the bureaus'
report.
BY UNITED PRESS
INTERNATIONAL
"It is hard enough for a
wage earner to support him-
self and his family alone with-
out supporting the growing
number of people on welfare."
The speaker was Oregon
Gov. Mark Hatfield. His re-
mark may sum up an attitude
towards welfare costs which
is gaining supporters through
the nation.
But compared to the vast
cost of the naion's welfare
programs, here has been little
action taken to ease the wage
earner's tax burden.
The subject of welfare pay-
ments got wide attention this
summer when officials of
Newburgh, N. Y., revealed a
plan to tighten relief stand-
ards.
DEBATE RAGED
A debate boiled over
whether the Newburgh of-
ficials could carry out their
program and the issue has
been taken to court.
United Press International
surveyed the situation in areas
faced with similar problems
and found that:
—There is no national
clamor for cracking down on
suspected relief cheats.
—Newburgh does not have
a monopoly on the problems
or on at least one of the sug-
gested remedies.
Newburgh's city manager,
Joseph McD. Mitchell said the
city's relief rolls account for
5 per cent of the populaion
and cost the municipal gov-
ernment $1 million yearly,
leaving $2 million for other
expenses.
He authored a plan that,
among other things, would:
—Require able-bodied men
on relief to work 40 hours a
week for the city.
—Banish from the welfare
rolls unwed mothers if they
have any more illegitimate
children.
LITTLE SUPPORT
The proposal to take action
against unwed mothers has
not found as much support
in the nation as the work
plan.
One official, John A. Bel-
low, director of the Public
Assistance division of the Illi-
nois Public Aid commission,
said such a restriction "just
penalizes a baby for the sins
of its parents."
New York state officials
contended that such restric-
tions violate the rules under
which federal funds are chan-
neled ino the states for re-
distribution to the needy. The
federal program, which was
set up during the depression,
required all states to observe
certain standards. Too wide a
variance can halt the dollar
flow from Washington.
Still, there is room in the
rules for state and local of-
ficials to patrol the relief rolls
and stamp out fraud. At Os-
wego, another New York town
about the size of Newburgh,
Welfare Commissioner James
P. McGrath said policing of
the relief rolls saved his city
$100,000 last year.
A total of 708 persons were
taken off the relief rolls last
month in Cook County, Illi-
nois, because the spurned job
offers. This, according to Wel-
fare Director Raymond M. Hill-
iard, saved taxpayers $81,000.
Hilliard said his department
has been taking such action
for years.
WORK OR ELSE
City Manager Horace Ed-
wards of Richmond, Va., said
the Newburgh publicity ins-
pired him to request work-or-
else rules from his City Coun-
cil. City Councilman John
Reading of Oakland, Calif.,
read of the Newburgh plan
and suggested City Manager
Wayne E. Thompson look into
it. Reading said that in Ala-
meda, like Newburgh, one-
third of the revenue goes to
welfare.
Newburghs pro gram is
similar to one that has been
pushed in Oregon, according
to Gov. Hatfield. Twenty-six
Greyhound Net
Income 6 Million
Consolidated net income of
The Greyhound Corporation
for the six months ended
June 30, 1961 amounted to
$8,359,713, which after pre-
ferred dividend requirements
was equivalent to 48 cents per
share on an average of 12 -
983,019 common shares, ac-
cording to F. W. Ackerman,
chairman of the board and
president.
This compares with a net
income of $6,876,388 or 52
cents per share on an average
of 12,761,588 common shares
outstanding for the same
period of 1960, restated to give
effect to the 10 per cent stock
dividend paid in October 1980.
Lower Taxes Help Boost
Industry In New York
ALBANY, N. Y.—New York
State has improved its com-
petitive position with other
industrial states in the quest
for new industry, particularly
in the tax field, according to
surveys reported in the July
issue of "Business in New
York State," business news
magazine of the State De-
partment of Commerce.
In the area of taxes, the
publication gives a digest of
a report by the Commerce
Clearing House of Chicago
which notes that while 24
'states throughout the nation
raised their taxes in 1961, New
York made four major and
several minor reductions and
adjustments in its taxes.
Also documenting these
findings on New York's im-
proving industrial growth
position is an official Califor-
nia report, quoted by the
of the town of Springfield, Mo.,
and built four small houses.
They were married at the
same time, each by his own
minister, out-of-doors and
Office In N. Y.
NEW YORK — A Western
Nigeria Information and In-
dustrial Development Office
has been opened at 385 Madi-
son Avenue, by Chief Ema-
nuel A. A. Fadayiro, Western
Nigeria's Minister of Informa-
tion.
Turpin came to Columbus to could go to a "jirn _caow" tion house, Tobin advises be, central heat and air condition-, flew lark. N. Y. (Special) —
"try" to collect past due bills tered and dangerous beach Mg on the lookout fur good rig, circular drive, central For the 6 rat time *Merle/ has.
and stayed long enough r to which was reached by descend-become the rival for my girl-ing an old stairway.
He didn't collect, he didn't get The Negroes swam joyfully
my girl. . 'at this segregated makeshift.
We became ambitious. We There were playground groups,
organized a corporation to dis- :one for white children and
tribute records in Ohio, inch- one for Negroes. There was a
aria and Illinois. Gibson wag separate Boy Scout troop Ne-
and require littlean incorporator and officer. grope dared not enter a white ter supply And. while gently relieving
.. upkeep expense," he points MEN, Al LAS'! IT'S HERE pain, actual reduction orWe extended too much credit, restaurant. Oldtimers will re
lost our shirts and became in- call that our family sued the' out. 
..., •, .,.kitoors, 4... t.f.. ,,,, traction (shrinking) took place.4. *  treprberre. .o,bal,wr ..k And Innbt amazing of all —solvent. Eventually. WP paid Glencoe Park District and, in The widespread availability • .ii•iii .isfor • .00••• NI A .0-. + . I
Ow mut A 01th •S al ro. , this improvement Was main-off all of our debts. a U. S. District Court, pre in rural areas of such durable ,,,';',"' M.P.. Orb ., PP' ..., tainted in ,ases where • doctor's
One of the Drat men I met sided over by the late revered , materials 1111 copper tube'. ei .;;-,-1; „aaaaa.6s.,a coo ciaa observiatmns were contued
when I came to Chicago in ,Judge William H. Holly — and, DW V for drainage systems '' u""" 1' d" *Cie savor a period of many months!
1925 was ?Award S. Gillespie. won. Conditions have improv- I makes it possible to put first- THE RUMTOREX CO. N fart. mamba were.. thor-
vsgh that sufferers wow ableson of the. founder of Liberty jecl, but there is a great deal rate constructi ri into a second 239 t 'Mk St.. ilos I i
Life, Frank Gillespie, He Writ prejudice in Glencoe. home, Tobin ds. - NEW YORK 29, N. Y tellinig° 8"eh "t°nIabinir .tot.-
construction features as you heating, cabana and country 1:111'1, t:onaeswtonTsahlinn! 
substance
bility towould for a year-round dwel- club membership, garage in shrink hemorrhoids! lamp itch-ling. preference to carport, room lag, and relieve pain — witheet
"While the summer home unit air conditioner, dryer, surgery
needn't be as large or elabo-i washer-dryer combination and In one hemorrhoid eel* attar
enothjir, very etnking improve" rate, it should contain ade- screen enclosure beside Flori-
mint was reported and 'inl-
and 
wiring, good plumbin6Ida room,
drainage, a plentiful wa., Pain was relieved promPUY•
6ed by • doctor's obeervetione.
. .
Pain
merits as"Piles have ceased to be
a problem!" And among these
sufferers were a very wide va-
riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
Demo of 10 to 20 years' standing.
AU this, without the use, of
nareetics, anesthetics or astrin-
gents of any kind. The secret is
a aaw kaoline substance (Bice
Dyne0)— th• discovery of •
world-famous research hurtles-
tion. Already, Bio-Dyne is in
wide nee for healing injured
tissue on all parts (if the body.
This eee healing substance
Is offered in allpPOSI I nry or oust..
'sent form called r,-eparatiow
HO. Ask for individually sealed
convenient Preparation H Sup:
Positeries or Preparation H
Ointment with special appli-
cator. Preparation H I. soli at
all drug coll""Th'
Quickly Relieves Itch-
ing, Burning Misery oft
Ugly Bumps,
Acne Pimples,
Simple Ringworm,
Burning, Irritated Feet,
Red, Irritated Hands,
Tetter--Ecrema
California and Ncw Jeiscy in
every instance. New York
also had a lower tax bill than:
Ohio, eight out of nine; Mas-
sachusetts and Pennsylvania,
seven out of nine.
A recent survey conducted
by "Business Week" magazine
indicates that New York is
now the leading state east of
the Mississippi as a preferred
location for industrial plants.
Responses received by "Busi-
ness Week" from 299 manu-
facturing executives through-
out the country showed that
New York advanced from
seventh place in 1958 to third
in 1961 in order of preference
as a site for a new manufac-
turing facility—led only by
California and Texas.
of Oregon's 38 counties had
work -relief programs last
winter and at one time 500
to 600 men were engaged in
such chores as clearing brush
from roads.
At Helena, Mont., a work
program for a able-bodied
welfare recipients began re-
cently.
In Kansas, according to
Welfare Director Marvin E.
Larson, many counties hive
had work programs going for
relief recipients.
Lack of enabling legislation
has blocked similar programs
in other states. State Legis-
latures have a great deal to
say about distribution of re-
lief money.
There was a relief fight
in Indiana in 1951 when the
Legislature passed an act that
federal welfare officials deem-
ed to be in violation of a
regulation concerning the con-
fidential nature of relief re-
cords.a time Indiana was de-
or
nied federal welfare funds,
but these were restored when
then-Sen. William E. Jenner
tacked a rider on some "must"
legislation. The rider had the
effect of making the Indiana
act legal. The controversy
flared again in Indiana two
years later, but a ruling by
the state attorney general
kept the fight out of Wash-
ington and prevented cutoff
of federal funds.
In Iowa, Polk County offi-
cials have proposed that ha-
bitual welfare fund recipients
work in county parks to earn
their groceries at about $1 an
hour. The conservation board
would furnish transportation
and reimburse the Welfare de-
partment for half the groceries.
A spokesman said the plan
was aimed at persons who
seem unable to find a job
"summer, fall, winter or
spring."
Putting able-bodied relief
recipients to work is nothing
new in Hawaii. Such a pro-
gram has been in efect there
since 1937. The emphasis in
Hawaii, according to Mary
Noonan, director of the state
department of Social Services
is on "rehabilitation and
prevention."
Clear Nigeria
Housing Item
NEW YORK—Several New
York newspapers and real
estate publications have re-
cently carried a story about
a U. S. Housing Advisory
Council for the Federation of
Nigeria, whose headquarters
are said to be located at 2 W.
45 St.. New York City.
The story said that this
council is to provide "con-
sultative services in all phases
of financing, planning, design-
ing, construction and manu-
facture of low cost homes and
apartments for Nigeria,"
among other things.
As a result of this publica-
tion, the Nigerian Consulate
General's office here has been
flooded with inquiries about
the said council.
The Nigeria Consulate Gen-
eral wishes to state that this
office is in no way connected
with the U.S. Housing Ad-
visory Council for the Fede-
ration of Nigeria, and anyone
making an inquiry regarding
the said publication should
not make it to this office.
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If Itching, Stinging Skin Misery
Gives You No Rest...Get Relief
Like Thousands
Of Others Enjoy
Thousands of people all over
the world praise Black and
White Ointment for its sooth-
ing relief of itching, stinging
skin misery. You, too, can en-
joy this grand help. Today,
try Black and White Oint-
ment—over 51 million pack-
ages sold! Large 1'5c size con-
tain• 4',4 times as much RI
regular 36c size. Trial size 25c.
And to keep your skin clean,
use mild Black and White
Soap. It thoroughly removes
sitif ace grime, leaves skin
feeling fresh and firmer.
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SATURDAY, AUGUST 26, 1961
Sports
HORIZON
SPAHN MAKES MARK
Warren Spahn joined a
prized few in the record books
of major league baseball play-
ers when he fashioned a 3-2
victory over the Chicago Cubs
last week at County Stadium
In Milwaukee when he posted
his 12th win of the season and
the 300th mound triumph o
his major league career which
dates back to his 1942 debut
with the old Boston Braves.
In his next outing against
the Pittsburgh Pirates he sur-
passed the great Lefty Grove
by racking up his 301st win,
a 2-1 cliff hanger over Bob
Friend. Spahn, with the pres-
sure somewhat diminishing,
is now shooting for another 20
game won slate.
Roger Mans, slugging out-
fielder of the New York Yan-
kees, zipped ahead of team-
mate Mickey Mantle in the
American League homerun
derby by slapping three off
Juan Pizzarro and Billy Pierce
of the Chicago White Sox.
Oddly enough, both are left-
handers, according to the ex-
perts Mans hates to see the
southpaws serve up their port-
side slants.
When the Windy City crew
concluded their series the
homerun count stood 48 for
the North Dakota muscleman,
and 45 for Mantle. It is the
belief of many, including this
writer that if Babe Ruth's
1927 record of 60 homers is
to be broken it will have to
be done in August. In other
words few believe that Mantle
or Mans can duplicate the
Babe's blistering pace of 17
fourbase wallops in Septem-
ber.
HIGH SCHOOL
Coaches Stay Near Classroom
Many of our prep league
coaches spent most of their
time in or near the classroom
this summer rather than rack-
ing their brains trying to come
up with a winning combina-
tion for their respective teams
as many might think. Almost
every high school had men-
tors who were working toward
advanced degrees or teaching
slimmer school classes.
Jake Barber, assistant bas-
NEED CASH!
—Quick Loans—
Automobile, Furniture
Signature
There is a reason why people
like to do business with us.
You, too, will like our cour-
teous treatment and desire to
help you.
"Open T hursday and Friday
Nights Until 8:00 P M.
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE FINANCE CO
Home Owned Home Operated
DIXIE
FINANCE COMPANY
"We like to say yes to you,
loan request"
Examined and Supervised by
the State Depo.tment of
Insurance and Banking.
2 LOCATIONS
161 S. Main, M. 5,1351
152 Madison, M. 5-7611
ketball coach at Lester, re-
ceived his masters degree from
Tennessee A&I State Uni-
versity. The head Lester cage
coach, Ira Spillers, studied
at Howard U. in Washington,
D. C. Football coaches Emmitt
Simon Jr. and William Roach
of Manassas, were granted
science stipends to Virginia
State and Fisk respectively.
Also on a science grant was
Douglas grid mentor Albert
D. Miller. He did his work at
Macallester in St. Paul, Minn.
The folowing coaches toiled
teaching summer school at
Booker T. Washington: Char-
les Evans, (Melrose); Joseph
Carr, (E.T.W.); Clarence
Brownley, (Hamilton); Charles
Jones and W. 0. Little, (Dou-
glass). W. P. Porter and Lewis
Miller worked at Father Ber-
trand.
JOE WESTBROOK
Congratulations go out to
Joe Westbrook, former Mel-
rose veteran gridiron leader
and curently serving as assis-
tant principal at B. T. Wash-
ington, for being the recipient
of the masters degree from T
S. U. in Nashville. Joseph At-
kins made final preparations
to obtain his masters next
Spring at Tennessee State. At-
kins, principal at Corry Road
Junior High, is fresh out of
the coaching ranks, having
served as a line coach at Dou-
glass three years ago. He can
be seen working prep foot-
ball as an official this fall to
stay close to the sport.
Ex MVC Coach Moves To
Lane College
I received word that Paul
Collins was in the Bluff City
recently. Paul. a very person-
able fellow and has a very
unique teachnique for keep-
ing a conversation going, prob-
ably is best remembered here
for his work in officiating.
Collins left to accept the posi-
tion of head basketball coach
at Mississippi Vocational Cal-
lege, Itta Bena, Miss., in 1957.
The ambitious Collins had
some highly respected cage
quintets that participated
mainy in the South Central
Athletic Conference. Collins
has left MVC to take over the
fortunes of Lane College of
Jackson, Tenn. It seems that
Collins was headed for North
Carolina to take a job at Fay-
etteville Teachers College. Ac-
cording to ones close to Paul,
his decision to stay close to
Memphis w a s brought about
because of an illiness to his
wife. Lane had a young team
last season that matured with
each game. LeMoyne was
pushed to a thrilling overtime
win over the Dragons, coming
after an easy win in Jackson
Lane are again opponents of
LeMoyne.
TENNIS TOURNEY
Tennis Tourney Results
Tall slender Earl Gregory,
flaying competitive tennis for
only two years, fought off all
challengers in hanging up the
singles title in the City Cham-
pionship Tournament on the
Lincoln Park Courts. Al-
phonso Yates and Anthony
Katoe successfully defended
their doubles crown. Adrein
Davis bested Charles Terry 7-
5, 6-3 in the novice sinngles
division for men.
Delores Webster took the
measure of Morrine Jackson in
straight sets. 7-5, 6-2, to grab
the women's singles title. In
the women's doubles Ester
Guinn and Maria Davis com-
bined to down Shirley Jack-
son and Patsy Guinn, 8-3, 8-3
 
Maria Davis is the first year
NOW OPEN
TUESDAY NIGHTS
All Rides 5c For Kids Under 12 Yrs.
7:00 P.M. — 9:00 P.M.
FAIRGROUNDS
AMUSEMENT
PARK
"America's Most
l'opular-Priced Midway"
al
women's champ by virtue of
her polishing Elgenia Sim-
mons by identical 8-4 scores.
Shirley Jackson again emerge
ed as the junior girl's titljet
with a 6-3, 8-2 over Sherri
Sharkey.
Gregory's victory can bee-
credited to his steadiness and
consistency in placing his
shots. There wasn't anything
extraordinary about his game
as you'd probably imagine
with little experience, how-
ever, you could easily pick up
that Gregory was a keen stu-
dent of the game. Katoe, an
agressive racqueteer (not to
be confused), was forced to
commit many mistakes in the
7-5, 6-3 loss he absorbed at
the hands of Gregory in the
finals.
DRINKING WATER
Gregory teamed with De-
borah Stugges in the mixed
doubles and came from be-
hind to edge Adrein Davis
and Shirley Jackson, 5-7 6-4,
6-4 to become a double win-
ner in the Park Commission
sponsored matches.
The Memphis Tennis Club
have sent several protests to
city officials in an effort to im-
prove facilities and stimu-
late more interest in the sport.
They have asked that more
courts be provided to relieve
the load at Gooch and Lincoln.
Also, facilities for t h e con-
venience of the players, are
requested. Maybe at next
year's championships the huge
antiquated barrell will be dis-
carded as the source for drink-
ing water.
B. C.O.A. Hosts
Visiting Officials
The Bluff City Coaches and
Officials Association will play
hosts for the annual meeting
of the officials or the South
Central Athletic Conference
and the Gulf Coast Conference
this week-end (Aug. 25-26).
Meetings are scheduled for
Bruce Hall at LeMoyne Col-
lege. Last year's meeting was
held in San Antonio, Tex.
Many of the local B.C.O.A
members will be taking exams
along with their guest to be-
come certified to work college
football and basketball games.
Joseph Atkins is president
of the local officials organi-
zation. Emmitt Simon, veteran
Mid-South official, serves as
commissioner.
Semi-Pro Readies
For Playoffs
Officials of the Semi-Pro
League are making plans for
the playoffs that conclude the
season for nearly 30 teams. In
Division I, the South Mem-
phis Chicks seem destined for
a playoff with the Klondike
Athletics, the latter nine is the
division leade r. The Chicks
won the first half title.
The young Hollywood
Giants went undefeated to
the first half of the schedule
in Division II, but are having
their troubles trying to win
both halves. Magnolia Eagles
are currently ahead of the
pack and their perch will
probably lead to a showdown
meeting with the Giants.
In division III it's anybody's
guess, but as usual, except
for a not too often challenge
from the Ttate Red Sox, Divi-
sion IV have as its class the
Letter Carriers.
qTARRY -EYED
Umoire's Foggy Vision
The semi-pro umpires are
proving time and again that
something other than base-
ball has preference at their
weekly meetings because of
their inconsistent judgement.
In a game at Bellevue two
Sundays back the following
monstrosity was unreeled. The
hitter attempted third strike
bunt and when he didn't con-
nect, not anyone, the plate
umpire, was surprised to see
him heading for the dugout.
When the batter noticed that
he hadn't been called out he
came back to the plate wear-
ing a grin as wide as the
Mississippi. The first indict
ment was if the plate umpire
was so sisiic y-eyed that he
couldn't or didn't see the ac-
tion in the play why did his
oartner let the players and
fans make him the laughing
stock of the park before com-
ing to his aid. Number two,
since it was obvious that he
missed it why did he refuse
the first appeal of the offended
manager to consult with his
base umpire who finally cor-
rected the mistake.
Then a few innings later the
inconsistency was evident
again. The base umpire was
stationed behind the pitcher
when the batter bunted a ball
that appeared to immediately
bounce off the batter. The
plate umpire made no imme-
diate ruling so it was assumed
he was struck in foul territory.
Now in this case which seem-
ed close enough to go either
way the base umpire, who
previously had refuse to act
until he was consulted, right
away indicated the player was
out because he was hit in
fair territory although, be-
cause of his relative position.
the plate umpire was in the
position to make the call.
Outfield Drought
Last Monday night at Lin-
coln the Chicks and Beavers
set a record that can only be
tied when the outfielders of
both teams failed to make a
putout. A dropped fly ball by
the Beavers' centerfielder al-
lowed both teams to share in
the outfield futility.
DEFEN DER
ROBERT WRIGHT holds
trophy which will be pre-
sented to the medslist dur-
ing the fourth annual Robert
Wright open golf tournament
to be held at T. 0. Fuller
state park on Sept. 2 and 3.
and is expected to attarct
scene 200 persons during the
••••0
Labor Day week end. The
trophy held by Wright was
donated by the Miller High.
life Brewing company of Mil-
waukee. The tournament is
open to amateur golfers.
Nearly 150 participated in
last year's contest.
(Withers Photo)
DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory
GREENER PASTURES FOR
GREATER PROFITS
Livestock and dairy produc-
era, in the years ahead will
find their greatest profit oppor-
tunities in the fertilization of
pastures and other grazing
ands. Under most circumstan-
ces, from two to three dollars—
and often more—can be secured
or every dollar invested in
plant food. And in helping to
build grass lands, fertilizers are
of untold value in the conserva-
tion of soil resources.
These points are confirmed
through livestock bureau sur-
vey of agronomists, economists,
animal husbandry specialists
and fertilizer industry people,
covering many states and repre-
senting every agricultural re-
gion. The run-down further re-
veals that farmers and ranchers,
by and large, are taking only
a fractional advantage of this
opportunity. Little over 10 per
cent of all pastureland is fer-
tilized, and then only at a
fourth to a third of recommend-
ed rates. In striking contrast,
well over half of the corn and
cotton and nearly 100 per cent
of the tobacco acreage receives
fertilizer.
This neglect of grasslands has
persisted despite years of dem-
onstration and evangelistic
appeals and despite the fact
that, during the last three dec-
ades, fertilizer prices have
risen only one-third as much
as other farm costs. It consti-
tutes one of agriculture's great-
est anomalies.
COWS CONSUME
Compare such crops with a
pasture, from which returns are
delayed because forage must be
converted into livestock or dairy
products. The results are further
obscured because "The cows
consume the evidence." In other
words, the increase in forage is
grazed off from day to day thus
removing any opportunity at
the end of the growing season
to behold the wonders that fer-
tilizer has wrought. Yet ag-
ronomists and animal husband-
men are convinced that forage
should be held in as high esteem
as any other crop — that for-
age can contribute equally to
farm income.
Next comes the consideration
of how or what to do about it.
We already have a mountain-
-
ous stack of research evidence
and an impressive array of new
and improved fertilizers. But
these alone are not enough.
Management and utilization
likewise are key factors in ele-
vating pastures to a position
commensurate with their genu-
ine value. What to use, how to
use, and when to use — these
must be mastered for success
with a pasture fertilization pro-
gram. (Armour's Analysis, vol-
ume 9.)
GOOD PASTURE
Pasture fertilization problems
vary from county to county and
from state to state, but the
drastic need for better pas-
tures are the same. You have
driven by lush pastureland,
dotted with grazing cattle, and
at the time noticed thinner pas-
tures, maybe just across the
highway. The difference in the
pastures in most cases were on
how the owner managed it.
Good perennial pastures still
produce our cheapest feed, Poor
pastures result in high cost,
low quelity feed.
Here are some practices that
will go far toward assuring
good pastures in all areas:
Get soil tested and lime and
fertilizer according to its recom-
mendations.
Prepare a good firm seedbed.
Buy good seed. (Certified
seed are best.)
Use recommended varieties
and mixtures.
Plant on time — August 15
to September 15.
Don't graze until plants are
6 to 8 inches high.
See your county agricultural
workers for recommended va-
rieties and mixtures.
SMALL TOMATOES
NEW YORK (UPD—Cherry
tomatoes may be the n e w
wonder crop of this decade
says the United Fresh Fruit
and Vegetable Association
Demand is rising, and the
cherryized tomatoes are now
available at produce counters
throughout the year.
The cherry tomato — both
red and yellow — is the
oldest wild species in exis
tence. Early Italian explorers
called the yellow ones pomme
di oro, or golden apple; this
became the modern Italian
pomodoro.
BELLEVUE
MINIATURE GOLF COURSE
1099 SOUTH BELLEVUE
Weekly Drawing
For Watches and Other Valuable Prizes
EACH MONDAY NIGHT at 9:30
Meet Your Friends at BELLEVUE For
Fun and Itelazatiord
FREE GAME......
For One Lady When Accompanied
By A Gentleman
Good Tuesday - Wednesday - Thursday
BELLEVUE MINIATURE GOLF COURSE I
1099 South Bellevue
\ twee ..oet 30, 1 eel
01 IN IN INI MI IN .•  wo we ex so
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Sex Slayer 200 Golfers Expected
Of 2 Boys Here For Tournament
EnactsCi ird(
NEW YORK — (UPI) —
The heavy, late-summer rain
beat down on Israel Santiago,
a powerfully built youth who
speaks no English, when Te
re-enacted early Monday a
sadistic double-slaying corn-
initted in a fit of sexual fren-
zy.
Santiago, 17, was taken by
police to the dismal Brooklyn
marshland where last 'Tues-
day the mutilated bodies of
Iwo frail boys were found.
There, with each arm hand-
cuffed, he remorselessly ex-
plained how he killed Augus-
tin Trinidad, jr., 13, and Jaime
Luis Ruiz, 9, by stabbing them
a total of 55 times. He was
then booked on a homicide
charge.
Santiago was arrested Sun-
day at his home, not far from
the scene of the killings .
MOST BRUTAL
Assistant Chief Inspect°,
Raymond V. Martin who
termed the crime "The most
brutal thing I have ever
heard," said Santiago was be-
ing questioned in connection
with a similar slaying that
occurred last June when a 9-
year-old boy was killed by a
knifer after being sexually mo-
lested.
Santiago, who- said he ac-
quired his powerful muscles
by lifting weights, told pone(
he went to the weed-choked
swamp last Tuesday "lookinz.
for sexual relations" with
boys.
He said he became incensed
when Augustin resisted his
advances and he attacked the
boy with a knife. An autopsy
disclosed that the Trinidad boy
Was stabbed 25 times in the
chest and back. Santiago also
disrobed him.
TERRORIZED LAD
The younger boy, terrorized
by the assault on his friend,
ran away in search of help
But he found no one, He then
nicked up rocks and stones
'And returned to the scene.
Police said Jaime, horrified
by the guesome sight of his
dead friend, hurled the rocks
and stones at Santiago. But
the confessed killer, who is 5-1
and weighs 185 pounds, easily
subdued the youngster and be-
gan slashing him. Jaime was
stabbed at least 30 Vines in
the chest and back.
STIILL PUZZLED
Mrs. Smith a former Mem-
phian, said she wanted to get
some token to remember her
son lief, ire she left the city,
but she did not I•now how she
would be able to arrange it.
Mrs. Moses 1-es been staying
in the home of the pastor and
his family since she .was re-
leased on bond needing action
of the grand jury.
When asked why he refused
to let the mother of the dead
man enter the home, Rev. Mc-
Lendon refused to make a
statement and hung up the tele-
phone.
Some 200 anutteur players
are expected to be in Memphis
for the Labor Day weekend to
participate in the fourth an-
nual Robert Wright Open Golf
tournament to be held at T. 0.
Fuller State park on Sept. 2
and 3.
The top golfers will carry
away some 45 torphies being
donated jointly this year by
the Universal Life Insurance
company and the Tri-State
Bank of Memphis.
It is sponsored by Robert
Wright and Associates, of
which Wright is the president.
According to Wright, 135
players participated in the
tournament last year, and a
greater number have already
indicated they will be on hand
to vie for the top prizes this
year.
One of the coveted prizes
this year will be a giant-sized
trophy given by the Miller's
Highlife Brewing company of
Milwaukee to be awarded to
the medalist, the player shoot-
ing the lowest qualifying score
on the opening day of the con-
test.
The record holder for local
course, according to Wright, 18
Elton Grandberry, who shot 83,
nine under par.
Among those competeing for
the top prizes this year will be
Fleming Cody, open champion
of St. Louis, Nathaniel Jordan,
president of that city's Para-
mount Golf club, with a hoet.
of St. Louis players, and Elliott
Rouse, Charley Bailey and
George Jackson of Chicago.
Top players from Memphis
will include Leonard Yates the
present city champion, and
former champions Mason West
and Robert Wright.
Other cities to be represented
at the tournament are Gary
and Indianapolis, Ind.; Mil-
waukee, Jackson, Miss.; Miami,
Kansas City, Denver, Minne-
apolis-St. Paul. Omaha, Nash-
ville. Peoria, Little Rock, Hot:
Springs. Houston, Birmingham
and Caruthersville. Mo.
GOOD MIXER
Three types of ice used in •
mixing: shaved ice, cut from .
cakes of ice with a shaver;
cracked ice, place in a towel
and crack with hammer; cubed
ice, made in a refrigerator.
Golfing With ` LiF
By
Mrs. Cornell Wolfe
Something new has been
aclded to the fourth animal Ro-
bert Wright °pea golf tourna-
ment that will be played over
the beautiful 18 hole Fuller
golf course Labor Day weekend
Saturday, September 2 and
Sunday, September 3. A huge
and beautiful leg trophy has
been donated to this tourna-
ment by Hart Bakery. Trophies
and prizes are now on display
to assure this of being the great-
est of them all. Already early
eLtries are being received,
among them Elliott Rouse of
Chicago. Ill.; Nathaniel Jordon,
St. Louis, Mo.; and Virgle Mc-
Knight, also of St. Louis, Mo.
The Southern Belle Bridge
club now have a foursome in
golf — new golfers are Miss
Gwendolyn McEwen, Miss Eliz-
abeth Lewis, and Mrs. 011ie Mae
Mitchell — to join already top
flight golfer, Mrs. Louise Tarp-
ley. Miss Earlene Hampton
dusted off her clubs and play-
ed for the third time this year.
Mrs. Gerri Grace tried out her
first nine and found it quite
enjoyable. Pine Hill golf course
look out — we are getting
ready. Comparatively new golf-
er, Joe Nelson, has contacted
Teen fever and new golfers,
LeFerre Harris and Sidney
Oates, are seeing that his tem-
perature stays up. An Orange
Mound foursome for many
years hitting off the 10th tee
were James Cash, Sr., Owen
Tuggle, Erskine Perkins and
(i.rmy career man) Daniel
Jackson. He is now stationed at
Madison, Wis., and was home
visiting his family and friends
for a few days. That out of
towner was A. L. Miles of
Atlantic, Ga., cigarette sales-
man for the American Tobacco
company.
agrees on'Gilbey's,pleaser
GILBEY'S
GIN
In the frosty bottle!
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof 100% Grain Neutral Spirits. W.11
6ilbey, Ltd, Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National Distillers Products Company.
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Elks Leader Calls 'Freedom Riders'
Efforts Most Important U.S. Issue
By ROBERT MULLER
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The
450,000-member Improved Be-
nevolent Protective Order of
Elks of the World (IBPOEW)
has announced its official en-
dorsement of the "Freedom-
Riding" Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE).
IBPOEW grand exalted ruler
Hobson R. Reynolds of Phila-
delphia, former assistant to the
Federal Commissioner of Hous-
ing, termed CORes efforts to
integrate Southern interstate
transportation facilities "the
most important issue in the
country today."
Reynolds, in making the an-
nouncement, said his fraternal
organization, consisting mainly
of Negroes with some Chinese
lodges, was "100 per cent be-
hind CORE, both with phys-
ical forces and money."
GRAND LODGE ACTION
While IBPOEW members
and lodges in the U. S., Can-
ada and the British West Ind-
GO BY BUS
=
=
• It's Convenient
=
• Fast a
=a
• Safe =__
NO TRAFFIC OR PARK G PROEM -777
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
on an individual basis, this
was the first time the grand
Ride" activities on an organize-
lodge was entering "Freedom
tion-wide basis.
"If organizations; consisting
of minority groups don't get
behind such work, they have
no right to exist," Reynolds,
a Negro, said. A former Phila-
delphia municipal magistrate
who seconded the nomination
of former President Dwight D.
Eisenhower in the 1952 Chi-
cago Republican convention,
Reynolds said the work of such
organizations as CORE were
"means in an end."
7,000 DELEGATES
o delegates are at-
t,,t week-long annual
convention at the Commodore
Hotel here.
The organization Sunday
night awarded CORE director
James Farmer of New York,
who attended Wiley College in
Marshall, Tex., on a four-year
IBPOEW scholarship, a plaque
for outstanding achievenent "in
helping our people attain equal-
ity of opportunity in the U.
S." Congressman Adam Clay-
ton Powell, D-N.Y., received a
similar award Monday.
Farmer announced the "Free-
dom Rides" will continue, with
the first of them being to
Jackson, Miss., and Houston,
Tex., in "a couple of weeks."
OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
ForAs
Little As
$30 MONTHLY
You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.
DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN, ETC.
Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke
TRI-STATE DEFENDER JA. 6-8391
ABE SCHARFF BRANCH
254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523
YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOM
JOIN TODAY!
THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS
19 Dormitory Rowse Clean, Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath Clean Wash Rooms Showers . .
Weekly Rates: $5 $10
2 Modern Swimming Pool Year Round Swimming: 75.30 ft. —
Diving — Swimming — Wading Sections Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
3 Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stew Spectators Section with
1200 seating capacity For leagues, tournaments, Comprstative
Matches, Cl,,., Basing Community Programs
s 7•Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings Classes Forums —
Conferences Teas Socials
JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES
CALLING
ALL
NEWSBOYS
You Can Earn Cash By Selling
The Tri-State Defender
Call or Come In Today.
Hurry! Call JA. 6-8397 Now!
236 So. Wellington St.
Rockefeller Acts In
N. Y. City School Scandal
ALBANY, N. Y. — (UPI) —
Gov. Nelson A. Rockefeller,
Monday called on a special
session of the legislature to
start a housecleaning of New
York City's $600 million pub-
lic school system by abolish-
ing the present board because
of "poor administration and
corruption."
Th e Republican governor
told the GOP-controlled legis-
lature, conditions in the
schools of the nation's lamest
city threatened the "hearts,
safety and proper instruction"
of nearly one million children
He said immediate state ac-
tion was necessary because lo-
cal officials failed to deal ef-
fectively with the problem and
had lost public confidence.
30 DAY PERIOD
Rockfeller, who released his
message several hours before
the session convened proposed
the present board of educa-
tion be replaced within 30
days from a list of names se-
lected by educational, legal,
labor, industrial and civic or-
ganizations.
Ultimate appointments from
the "blue ribbon" list would
be made by Mayor Robert F.
Wagner, a Democrat
Wagner already has called
on the board to resign, but
only five of the nine members
have agreed.
The mayor indicated he was
pleased with Rockefeller's
plan.
Rockefeller's action in bring-
ing the lawmakers to Albany
for the extraordinary session
came in the midst of the most
bitter mayoral election cam-
paigns in New York City his-
tory.
The Democratic minority in
the legislature accused the
governor of playing politics to
further his White House am-
bitions.
Senate Minority Leader Jo-
seph Zaretzki said the Rocke-
feller administration's propos-
al was an invasion of home
rule. He said Democrats would
back a series of amendments
proposed by State Comptroller
Arthur Levitt. Levitt is bat-
tling Wagner in the mayoral
Democratic primary.
DENY POLITICS
The governor and other Re-
publican leader s, including
Atty. Gen. Louis Lefkowitz,
the GOP candidate for mayor.
said "politics was not consid-
ered."
In reviewing events leading
up to the special session which
was expected to finish its work
by Tuesday, the governor said
a report by the State Coin-
mission on Investigation dis-
closed many scandals in the
operation of the schools.
"T hese findings disclosed
serious deficiencies in the ad-
ministration of the school con-
struction program with re-
sulting waste of public funds,
inefficiency, poor administra-
tion and corruption . . ." he
said.
Last Exile Ties Cut,
Jomo Back In Politics
GATUNDU, Kenya — (UPI)
— African Nationalist leader
Jomo Kenyatta was freed
from all remaining restriction
Monday, resuming active po-
litical life for the first time
since he was sent to prison
for Mau Mau activity nine
years ago.
Kenyatta, who was convict-
ed as the guiding figure in
the Mau Mau terrorist organi-
zation, returned from prison
and exile last week. The Ken-
ya government then placed
him under temporary restric
tion to prevent possible dis
turbances among Africans ex
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Kenyatta was expected to
make an early visit to Nairobi
and to begin a series of ad-
dresses to Kikuyu peasant
gatherings in central province.
20,000 GATHER
More than 20,000 persons
gathered bout Kenyatta's gov-
ernment-built Gatundu house
last weekend while he stili
had to remain inside its fence.
Kenyatta signed the order
revoking his confinement
Monday and a receipt for his
carved walking stick — one
his personal symbol — and
gold ring, both taken from
him at his arrest in 1952.
Soon afterwards, he walked
past the police at the gate of
his new house — built spe-
cially for him — to inspect his
11-acre holdings and call out
freedom greetings to the large
crowd gathered outside.
The police withdrew shortly
after. Asked if he would use
stewards of the Kenya Afri-
can National Union (KANU)
Party to patrol his house, Ken-
yatta said he would make his
own arrangements, but that
he did not -expect any violence
and did not fear an attack on
his life.
Kenyatta said any decision
on his joining the legislative
council rested with the Afri-
can people, but added his
seven-year prison sentence de-
barred him from membership.
Leaders of the KANU and
Kenya African Democratic
Union (KADU) parties will
meet Kenyatta today to dis-
cuss future plans.
Bragging Traps
Man In Old
Murder Case
MACON, Miss. — (UPI) —
A 60-year-old Negro went on
trial Monday for a murder he
is accused of ommitting 25
ago.
A slip of the tongue ended
25 years of freedom for John
King, indicted in 1936 for the
fatal shooting of his wife, Nox-
ubee County Sheriff Mrs. Em-
mett Farrar said.
King fled the county and had
worked on farms, remarried and
had several children. But Mrs.
Farrar said he was arrested aft-
er bragging during a recent
drinking spree that he was
wanted for murder.
In Mississippi, the statute
of limitations does not cover
murder.
STAR MAY LOSE HOME
HOLLYWOOD — Dorothy
McGuire, starring in "Susan
Slade" for Warner Bros., may
Ion the home she has lived
in for 20 years to a proposed
new freeway in Beverly Hills.
"The exact route isn't certain,-
said Dorothy. "and I'm hoping
nite so many other people
'who love their homes that it
will by-oass ms place."
FROSTED GLASS
In order to frost a glints, first
ehtll it with ice, then rub the
Insley rim with a small piece
r'( lemon. Dip the suss into
.ier. pewdered sugar.
(D)
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Cholera Epidemic Spreads
HONG KONG—(UPD—Twelve more persons were stric-
ken with cholera Monday, bringing the toll in the current
epidemic to 32 confirmed cases and three dead.
There were 22 suspected cases, medical authorities said.
Macao, the Portuguese colony located 40 miles west of
here, recorded its first cholera death Monday. There were
three other confirmed cases, 11 suspects and 70 "contacts"
in the quarantine area.
Central Park May Get Pool
NEW YORK—(UPD—Up in Central Park there may be a
$1 million swimming pool and skating rink.
Mayor Robert F. Wagner said yesterday that an uniden-
tified philanthropist had offered $500,000 for building the
park's first swimming pool and the city may put up an equal
amount.
Central Park, an 840-acre oasis in Manhattan's complex
of concrete and asphalt, recently was offered an outdoor cafe
by another philanthropist, but opposition to the project was
raised. There have been frequent outbreaks of violence in
the park, especially at night.
500 Plot To Harness Sun's Energy
ROME—(UPI)--More than 500 delegates from 71 coun-
tries and territories were meeting here to discuss ways c.f
capturing new sources of energy from the sun, the winds
and far beneath the earth.
The United Nations conference on new sources of energy
opened in the Rome headquarters of the Food and Agricul-
tural Organization Sunday afternoon.
It will last until Aug. 31.
South Leads In TV Set Increase
ATLANTA—(UPI)—The South, with TV sets in four out
every five households, has progressed faster than any other
section in the nation in providing television facilities, the
J. S. Department of Commerce said Sunday.
Five years ago, the Commerce department reported,
only every other household in Dixie had television receivers.
The South boosted its distribution of television sets by
32 per cent in the five year period while the West produced
28 per cent gain, the North Central 19 per ccni. _ •
stortheast recorded a 15 per cent gain.
Bare Nursing Home Hazards
WASHINGTON—(UPI)--An AFL-CIO spokesman said that
about half of the 307,000 beds in U. S. nursing homes are
exposed to fire and health hazards.
Lee Bamberger, assistant director of the AFL-CIO De-
partment of Social Security, said Congress may correct the
situation this year.
Miss Bamberger, in a radio interview, urged passage of
the Community Health Services and Facilities Bill, under
which the federal government would double the amount of
money it makes available for construction of nursing homes.
Kills Infant Son In Accident
NEW YORK—(UPI)—A 19-year-old father accidently
shot his baby son to death while cleaning a .22 caliber rifle
in the family living room, police said.
Shot in the chest was 19-months-old Gilbert Holmes, Jr.,
who police said was toddling across the floor at his parents'
apartment in Brooklyn when the rifle discharged.
The father apparently was unaware the rifle was loaded,
police said. The baby's mother, Dolores, 19, was in the room
when the boy was shot.
Reenact Famed Indian Attack
BATTLE GROUND, Ind.—(UPI)—Gen. William Henry
Harrison's troops beat back a savage Pawnee Indian attack
here Saturday, in a reenactment of the famous 1811 battle of
Tippecanoe.
Hundreds of spectators watched the highlight of the ses-
quicentennial celebration staged by the Indian National
Guard's 1st Battle Group, 151st Infantry, and members of
Red Man lodges throughout the state.
CosmonautTells Soviet Space Goals
MOSCOW—(UPI)—Spaceman Gherman Titov said that
the next Soviet astronaut will be a bachelor, " amazingly
cool-headed . . of iron will and determination."
The revelation was contained in the first installment of
Titov's memoirs, published Saturday in the Communist party
newspaper Pravda.
In a Moscow radio program—Titov's first public state-
ment since his press conference more than a week ago—the
spaceman spoke further about Soviet space goals.
He said the time was "not far off" when there will be
permanent, inhabited earth satellites, followed by permanent
scientific stations on the moon.
Atheist Visits Buddist Temple
KYOTO. Japan—(UPI)—Soviet first deputy premier An-
astas Mikoyan paid a Sunday morning visit to one of Japan's
largest and oldest Buddhist temples.
He told the temple's deputy chief Abbot he did not be-
lieve in God but respected "those who do."
Mikoyan went in the rain to the Nishi-Honganji temple
for a tour that took more than an hour. The temple is the
mother temple of the so-called "truth sect" of Buddhism. It
was founded 700 years ago and only recently was the site of
international Buddhist gathering, strongly leftist, to observe
the 700th anniversary.
Jewish Board In 4-Day Meeting
GENEVA—(UPI)--The executive board of t h e World
Jewish Congress Sunday began a four-day meeting to review
the Jewish situation all over the world and discuss how Jews
may strengthen their culture.
The meeting of the executive board, which is scheduled
to last through Wednesday, began at the Maison Juive (Jewish
House).
Mayor Slain In Political Dispute
LIVRAMENTO, Brazil—WPD—Mayor Camilo Giessler was
shot and killed by his predecessor in office, Francisco (Pan-
cho) Goes, apparently because of a party political dispute.
Goes pumped three bullets into Giessler's body, killing
him instantly, and then fled acrosse the Brazil-Uruguay
border into Livrarnento's twin city of Rivera. Police in both
cities were trying to track down the killer.
Maternal Love Helps 'Sheba' Win
VIRGINIA CITY, Nev.—(UPI)---"Sheba,” spurred by
maternal love, won the annual camel race here Sunday.
Competing riders attributed Sheba's victory to the fact
that her daughter, "Heba.“ was posted at the finish line.
Sponsored by the Riverside (Calif.) Press-Enterprise, the
desert-raised one-humper from Indio, Calif., won four of the
five races held on the final day of a three-day revel in this
historic mining town.
Sheba covered the downtown street race course in a
iweutd 32 seconds with Indio businessman Frank Little in
the irons.
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